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PREFACE

This volume contains summaries and
selected presentations from the thirtieth
anniversary conference sponsored by the
Great Lakes Colleges Association on March
31 through April 3, 1993. The purpose of
the conference entitled Cdcbratint; Cha/-
/eves t!/. Change.: Liberal Arts Colleges Meeting

National Needs was twofoldto celebrate
the thirtieth anniversary of the consortium
and to address the issues that would etlect
the future definition of liberal arts and
sciences institutions.

From the outset, the put-pose was more
than celebratory. The annivelsary pt twitted
an opportunity for the twelve institutions
in the association to identify the challenges
facing private, residential, liberal arts
colleges tOcused on undergraduate edit( .1

don. The intent was to confront the
challenges, seek resolutions, and reassert
the values of excellence in undergraduate
education and of collegial commumtv.

The conference was divided into two
parts. For the first, speakers from outside
the academy were invited to present the
perspectives of informed commentators on
the issues before the liberal arts and
sciences college of today. Many of these
speakers were graduates of the (;LCA
institutions. thus bringing some familiarity
with the type of education offered. They
are t ',mends engaged. however, in their
own professional endeavors in walks of Ilk
other than higher education. The second
portion of the conference focused on the

activities sponsored by the consortium
with a eye towards its past, a celebration of
its achievementsind anticipation of the
issues and initiatives needing consortial
attention for the future.

The conference was held in Indiana-
polis, Indiana at the Westin Hotel and
supported by grants from: the Ameritech
Foundation, the Ball Brothers Foundation.
the I lerbert H. and Grace A. I )ow
l'011iklAt1011, the George Gund Foundation,

the I Illy Endowment, and the Charles].
Strosacker Foundation. Attendance
numbered over 190, bringing together

ulty, admmistrators, star ii ember
alumni. and trustees f:oin the consortial
colleges and, in addition, guests front other
institutions and organizations.

A planning committee headed by 14.
I AWrellie I). Bryan, President of
1:alatnazoo College, guided the develop-
ment of the conference. Dr. Jeanine L.
Elliott, Vice President of the GLCA, gave
leadership to the organization and planning
of the second portion of the co,lerence.
Gratethl acknowledgement is due to each
and every GLCA staff member who
worked so diligently and effectively to
make the conference a success.

Caro: J. (uardo
President
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

As the CI ( presidents discussed the

theme for the conference, i clear and

compelling message emergedthat the
imperative of the I990s is twofold: not to
conduct "business as usual.- and not to
"rest on laurels," caller now, or in antici-
pation of the challenges of the halm'. In
positive terms, the need is to once again
inextricably link the mission and purposes
of the institutions with the meeting of
national needs for educated citizen' leaders.
Flaying a long and commendable record of
preparing such graduates is not sufficient to
ensure long-term viability. especially at the
exceptional level of quality that has
determined and defined the reputation and
purpose of these institutions tin decades.

The conclusions trout the discussion
were unambiguouschange is inevitable:
change is necessary: the nature of change is
profound and might even be radical. All
agreed that the institutions must change.
And Inw.s better to address these circum-
stances than to confront the challenges of
change and celebrate them. The individual
colleges have ably met the cycles of need
fort hinge in higher education for well
',set a hundred vent's. All have collectively

4."k-=and stmt cessfully addressed such issues

ss ithin the consortium for the past three
det advs. l'hese institutions, in short, have
nt'ver faded to adapt in the past. With the
w Ill to change and to embrace change,
then- vital role in meeting national needs
t mild, and should, he extended t:it: limbo

I

the tUture.
The presidents recognized that contem-

porary issues strike to the heart of the
essence, mission, and viability of these
institutions in the face of a future which
might demand quite ditrerent educational
responses from those of the past. The
responses would entail a critical examina-
tion of the essential character of these
institutions, distinctive tin- their excellence
in undergraduate teaching.

The challenges of change. as perceived
1w the presidents, pose tests to the resih-
ency and resourcetnIness of these Institu-

tions due to:

pressures on presidential leadership.
demographic changes with the
potential to transfocm the traditional
composition of student bodies and
faculties,

management issues dealing with
pricing and competition,
lack of public good will, and
threats to the ethos of community.

rhese issues, cast m shorthand, mt hide
the atrordability. accountaklitY. dtualnlitY,
and even sumvability of the high quality,
institutions which the ( 'A colleges have

historically been.
The first poition of the t onletent

provided the fOrum infOrmed ohserVets

11'0111 outside the academy to Identify: (I)

their perceptions of the liberal arts and
sclences college Or today amid (2) OW

8



challenges to these institutions as seen from
an external perspective. A synthesis of the
presentations yield: an agenda tOr change
that is twofoldderiving from value. and
benefits which should be sustained and
from challenges which are to be met.

A significant portion of the agenda for
colleges of liberal arts and sciences is to
preserve. sustain. and carry thrward a set of
values and benefits which accrue to a
liberal education. These values and benefits
include:

. In mphasis on quality tcadiint!.

The characteristics of quality teaching
cited involve the nientoring of
students by caring faculty, faculty who
have collaborative relationships with

students. such that students gain
knowledge ti-om their example and
inspiration from their enthusiasm.

Quality teaching also opens new
horizons for students. It assists them in
developing the ability to deal with new

subjects. gather informationmalyze
and ask questions, and to have the
courage to test boundaries. It involves
an orientation to undergraduate
research and collaborative learning and,
most importantly. it demonstrates a
ss dimwit..s to tackle ethical issues.

(1t)1. ofonintinny.

l'he values inherent in small t °mum
tutus t ollt gtal telationslups and a
sense (aluminium purpose need to be

retained and adapted to the changing
demography of the campuses of the
future.

File remaining agenda is derived fona
the challenges which institutions of liberal
arts and st tent e face as they move into the
future and a new nullenmum. Some of
these challenges stem from external factors.
and mhos invols e tiansformations which
must ot cur within the institutions.

1 hr t hallenges include:

Publit (/ ',boa! ,olksy.s.

Public perceptions are 'weighted
toward the negative, especially as

portrayed in the popular media. Both
students and their families perceive
tuition and the costs of attendance to
be soaring. They question both the
value of the education for their dollars
and the affordability of a liberal arts
education at a private, residential
college. The challenge is to keep the
institutions atliardableeven to
partisans, namely alumni, who would
prefer to send their children to such
institutions, but also perceive the cost
to be prohibitive.

In addition, the t riot isms that have
been levied against large, Impersonal

universities where teat ping is set on

day to research have been genetalized
to all Institutions of higher learning.
For the small, private, residential
college, the task is to retain the tot us



on the primacy of undergraduate
teaching and to make that priority .111(1

reality known.
Other perceptionsthat these

colleges are remote from the "real
world" as well as "too white" and
middle class, that they are for the elite,
.1 luxury tier the affluent, that they
provide inadequate career preparation,
and that they project an image of
political correctnessmust all be
overcome it these colleges are to
remain competitive in the higher
edtk ation marketplace.

VICHICIlf Of the 0111616011 of thell111111'.

The curriculum of the future must
include the development of techno-
logical literacy in studc:k. and greater
use of technology in the educational
process. Students must be enabled to
deal with greater diversity both at
home and abroad. This may involve
more language training, so that they
may function etrectively in other
cultures, ind an understanding of
global interdependence. They need as
well a scientific literacy such that
complex concepts and phenomena are
accessible to them so that they can he
responsible cm/ens whose lives stand

to be affected by new scientific
advances and challenges. Lastly, they

need to have engendered in them an
orientation toward the future- its

dangers and its promises.

Vii.educationa/ climates,

Students need an education tree from
stereotypes concerning gender, race
and sexual orientation. Institutions
need to consider the elimination of
exclusive organizations. They have the
obligation to create an environment
where women can 1/0011111 without

sexual harassment or discouragement
in the classroom and underrepresented
groups are also provided w nh suppor-

tive and encouraging environments.
Learning opportunities need to

include the experiential. as contrasted
to the merely intellectual, and
multicultural education needs to be
transformative--of the individual and
the institution. Such environments will
.allow the integration of personal and
cultural self-esteem in all students,
especially students of color. And,
above all, the liberal arts and sciences
college must provide a guarantee of
tree speech.

In light of these perceptions and
pressures, it is incumbent on liberal arts and
sciences institutions to recognize that the
strategies of the past are insufficient for the
present and inadequate tin- the future. Not
only as they pertain to newer ageltda
priorities such as multicultural minatives,
but also as they pertain to virtually every
aspect of imOttitional functioning. i he

10



advice given in the keynote address was
simple in the hearing, but complex in the
doing"not to lose t'ocus. Liberal arts and
sciences colleges must stay focused on their
cur: constituents, the students, by concen-
trating on good teaching, stud,:nt learning,
and on the needs of students of today and
tomorrow. Specifically, institutions peed to
address new elements in the education of
the future through curricular and pda-
gogical changes. They most also create new
educational climates fm their studeots.

The discussions came around full circle
to the theme embodied m the keynote
address tale--Confronfiut! the ClhIlle

.4:11q411111* tIi I At c. The conclusions at

the end of the first portion of the confer-
ence were inescapablechange is indeed
inevitable, profound, and urgent: ch.inge
must he accomplished without loss of the
values inherent in the liberal arts tradition
and in the dynamics of collegial communi-
ties.

The second portion of the conference
highlighted the achievements of the
consortium in selected areas of endeavor
and spoke to the initiatives which might he
undertaken c"IkctIvci! in order to address
challenges to excellence in undergraduate
education. rhe challenges which now
confront our nation and Inghet edut mum
pose opportunities for these colleges to
continue to serve tiatlona! needs by
provtdmg undergraduate etitu awns of the
highest quality to students who w ill play

leadership roles in our society.
The ut CA has repeatedly demon-

strated the benefits of consortial activas
Without compromising the autonomy of
any institution nor its unique identity, the
member colleges have garnered enormous
benefit from working together and from
opportunities to shareto share perspec-
tives. approaches to common issues and
challenges, information, pedagogical
techniques, and formal or informal prob-
lem-solving strategies. The GLCA is
actually a community. in its own right with
an identifiable ethc c marked by coopera-
tion, candor, openness of exchange, non-
competitiveness, freedom from campus

politics, and colleagueship. Given these
characteristics, the consortium has been
able to tackle the controversial, the innova-
tive, and the experimental tar more
effectively than any institution proceeding
on its own. The fundamental consortial
challenge is to sustain this collegial climate
into the future.

For over thirty years of cooperative
initiative, the areas of major consortial
activity have been international and off
campus education. f.nllity deVCIOpriellt.

curricular d 11.111gC, women's studies,

multicultural atiairs, pedagogical ap-
pioat hes, publit poht y, and vanous
admutpatative issues s Inch have con-
fronted the dolieges. In light oldie t orient
hallenges to the institutions, special

attention was given

1 11
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activities which have been designed to
empower GLCA faculty to deliver a type

and quality of undergraduate education
unlike that available in other types of
institutions. In these endeavors, the ethos
of the consortium has been especially
salient in providing a collegial environment

for pursuing excellence in undergraduate
teaching whether the issues are curricular

or pedagogical, involve disciplinary canons,

or multidisciplinary approaches. In the

years ahead, this ethos will be further tested

as faculty confront the challenging issues

winch question the fundamental definition
of their institutions.

With support from major foundations,
through workshops and conferences,

(:A faculty have designed courses and
cuincula. They have learned new teaching
strategies and approaches such. that the

undergraduate education experienced by
GI CA students is distinctive and qualita-
tively enriched in several respects. The
results have been .:tudents who are distin-
guished by their extent of international
education and experience, their success in
science, their exposure to gender studies
and multicultural issues, and the degree to
which thenr involvement in learning is
active and a dynamic reciprocal of good
teaching. Ilut the challenge is not over. I or
the future, these colleges must extend this
record m ways winch will he effective with
new students and responsive to the de-

mands of their times and social-political-

economic environment.

In summary, the anniversary
conference:

Affirmed the value of the private,
residential, liberal arts and se lent es

college and its contribution to Amen
can higher eduk anon and explot ed the

shape this kind tlfiollege Illay take in
the future.

(' onsidered the distinctiveness of stilt

colleges, examined the transformations
that these colleges have undergone in
the last three decades, and protected
their future as they address the current
challenges confronting them.

Affirnik d excellence in undergraduate
teaching and considered ffiture
developments in light of the changing
composition of the student body and
the faculty.

Celebrated a thirty-year period of
cooperation among twelve
midwestern, liberal arts colleges.

Ikestated the case for the private,
iesidential, liberal arts and sciences

college.

, 12
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S

SYNOPSIS

The Keynote Address

The keynote address Coi !fronting th.
Challenges, Sustaining the I antes was

presented by Richard M. Smith, Editor-in-
Chief of Newsweek and an alumnus of
Albion College. In his address, Smith
identified three textures of the private,
liberal arts and st ice% college which

deserve to be t elebrated and preserved---a
t'untIlimg vinph,)%h on quality teaching: a
sense of community provided 1w the small.

residential t allege atmosphere; and, a
willingness to tackle ethical issues.

"Not to lose focus" was, from Smith's
perspective, the greatest challenge con-
fronting the colleges. lie warned that they
must not forget their core constituencies
and customers. With the public's percep-
tion of soaring costs and tuition, and the
questioning of value for the dollar, institu-
tions must look tOr "off-strategy" expenses
to trim (i.e., those which are tangential to
the core mission and primary Locus of the
institution). Rather, he asserted. the focus
needs to be on what the institution really
cares about.

Simth then pointed to three arras of
emphasis tot the tUture --technology,
international studies, and teaching. I le
argued tut the development of technologi
al hula( y In students and the greater use

of new tet Imologies in the educational
plot ess. I le cited international studies as a
means to understanding global interdepen-
dent e anturged language training as an

acquisition vital to effective functioning in
the emerging world. I killing with other
cultures included, in his view, the ability to
deal with diversity at home and on campus,
,is well as abroad. Lastly, he emphasized the
enduring value of good teaching with its
concomitant dedication to student learning.

l'he response to Smith's address was
given by ILichard J. Wood, President of
liarlham College and Chair of the GI CA
Board. Both his remarks aud the full text of
Smith's address are reproduced in these
proceedings.

Plenary Session

The morning of April 1 began with a
plenary session moderated by Kenneth
Bode, 1)irector of the Center for Contem-
porary Media at DePauw University and a
CNN correspondent. Participating in the
session were: James B. Stewart, at-large
editor of Smart Money, former page-one
editor of the f l all Street Journal, and an

alumnus of DePauw; and Sarah Fritz,
national correspondent for the Los Angelo
'limes and an alumna of' Denison Univer-
sity. The respondent was Richard F.
Rosser, President of the National Associa-
tion of Independent Colleges and Univer-
sities, fOrmer President of I )ePauw Univer-
sity, and ati alumnus of Ohio Wesleyan

University,
l'he topic for the session was Liberal

,111 The Threatened Specie.c of

,imerhan I hghet Vilmation? As a illustration

1 1
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of the ways in which the media were
shaping the negative pbblic perceptions of
higher education, Bode showed a CNN
video portraying education at large, public
institutions where faculty were unavailable
to students. rarely taught undergraduates,
and ss licte students had large, impersonal

lasses ( 'Ring (4eshain's law of journalism,
windy, that bad news drives out good
news, Bode reminded his audience that the
pubht often tails to draw distinctions
hem een types of institutions of higher
education. Noting that the negative
characteristics portrayed in the film did not
typify GI A or other liberal arts colleges,
he called upon the GI CA institutions to
work diligently to get out the good news
about what excellent colleges of liberal arts
and %tienc es accomplish with their stu-
dents.

Sarah Fritz began her remarks by
commenting on the values of her own
liberal arts educationthe value of
mentliring from caring faculty., personal
telationships with teachers, an education
ss here knowledge was transmitted 1w
esample as well as by study and experi-
mentation. and where students were
inspned by fit ItIty enthusiasm for their
sublet ts. She then «nninented on the
pet( eptions of GI cA And GI ('A -like

I ()lieges in the larger society where they

ate seen as remote how the teal worldind
too white and middle lass. She spoke of

the obligation of betal arts t olleges to

expose students to culturally diverse and
real world experiences and to provide an
education free from stereotypes in terms of
gender and sexual orientation.

Fritz cited five challenges that she
believed were derivative of the economic
and demographic conditions facing the
colleges. The first was getting rid of
exclusive organizations. such as fraternities
and sororities, and other barriers that
exclude students from full participation.
She noted that because socioeconomic
barriers are high and racism runs deep, the
institutions need to offer more than
platitudes about racial harmony. The
second challenge was to give new attention
to women and create an environment
where they can flourish without the
tyranny of sexual harassment or abuse, and
without discouraging cues in the class-
room.

Third, Fritz urged the colleges to
guarantee free speech without silencing
even those voices which might be offen-
sive. Only in a free, educational tbrum, she
argued, could social issues be fully exam-
ined. I her fourth point was to ask that a

liberal arts education not be put beyond
the reach of those who want it because of
price. She urged college leaders to cut costs
and improve productivity. And fifth, Fritz
recommended that the (;I.CA colleges do
what they have always done best educate

students.
In his remarks. James Stewart, ilso



Sarah I m NaDou.s1 Cori, ouderir. I o',

AngeleN I wk.,

acknowledged the value of his own liberal

arts education, particularly citing its ability

to open new horizons to students. As the

basis of his perspective on the challenges
confronting liberal arts colleges, he identi-
fied three major problems based on
erroneous perceptions: (1) that these

colleges do not provide any, or even ade-

quate, career preparation; (2) that they are

elite institutions and a luxury tier the

affluent and upper middle class; and (3) that

they carry an image of political correctness.

Stewart noted that because students are

concerned about finding a sec ure place in

the economic structure of society, they are

looking tOr institutions that are more

vocational in orientation. While he himself
would argue that a liberal arts education is

a vocational education, most prospective

students do not see it in that light. Stewart

argued that a liberal arts education fosters
the ability to deal with new subjects. gather
intormation. do analyses, and, most
importantly, to recognize what one does

not know and ask the questions that need

to be asked.

With respect to the perception of
elitism, Stewart believe,: that the (;1.(:A.

institutions and colleges like them are in a
double hind -they do not have the
prestige or reputation of the most elite of
private institutions, but they are associated
with the liberal arts tradition which is
perceived as such. I le suggested that.liberal
arts colleges need to make the cast' 110r

themselves as the instruments of social
mobility which they have long been.

When it collies to the phenomenon of
political correctness, Stewart claimed that
many see liberal arts colleges in terms of
the image of thought police patrolling the
campuses to enforce a kind of political and
sociological indoctrination. The liberal arts
college must strive, therefore, to encourage
tree expression and the cultivation of
different points of view. It must allow
students to make mistakes, to fail periodi-
cally, but in a supportive environment
where students can corn ct their own
mistakes and continue to learn from them.
In this way, according to Stewart, the
liberal arts college continues in its role of
preserving vital values.

Topical Sessions

In addition to roundtable discussions,
where participants could react to the
challenges and address approaches and
initiatives to meet them, the afternoon
agenda included three topical sessions. The
three areas addressed were: international
education, science education, and
multicultural issues. I'llese areas were
chosen for inclusion for speciti( reasons.
The first area international education
has been an area olconsortial Initiative
throughout the thirty year history oldie
organization. Yet, its relevance has never
been more salient as now, in the current
tulle in history, when nations have dis-

16
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solved and new nation states are emerging,
and when the global village is more reality

than future vision.
The second areascience education

is an aspect of education in which the
GII.CA and Other selective, liberal arts

colleges have an enviable track record.
These institutions educate and graduate
proportionally more science majors who go
on to graduate study and earn the doctoral
degree than any other kind of institution of
higher education. Science education at
these colleges typically Involves collabora-

tive research between students and faculty
members, allowing students to engage in
the scientific process in meaningful ways
and to use these experiences in their
advanced work.

The third areamulticultural issuesis
an area of more recent initiative for the
consortium and one that the GL(:A
presidents see as vital to the future of the
institutions and needing more attention.
Various Ciculty and curricular development

tivitics are sponsored by the institutions
and the ( ()thorium). The institutions
( ()operate as well oil recruiting
nttllut ultutal student'. and share ap-
phial ht's to Sat HIM ,unpin Innate issues

that vino ge as the t ()lieges seek to bet ome
welt Inning and suppoitive onvuonments

flit nutty tits vim. student linkhes.

hash ultural Issues

lite session entitled .11111nm/tura/ hate, inn/

the I (y. Students of Color was

moderated by President Robert G. Bot-
toms of DePauw University. The two
presenters were Edgar F. Beckham,
Program Officer in Education and Culture
at the Ford Foundation and former 1)ean at
Wesleyan University, and John W. Porter,
CEO of the Urban Education Alliance,
former Superintendent of the l)etroit
Public Schools, and a trustee of Albion
College. The text of the Beckham and
Porter addresses are included m this
volume.

Beckham traced the history of consul
%awns on multicultural education and
diversity which yielded insights into the
meaning of these issues. I le noted that in
the 1950s, diversity in institutions of higher
education usually focused on geographic
and econonii( diversity, and not on racial
or ethnicdifftrences. In the 19(A0s, the
term took on new meaning as blacks and
women strove for the fulfillment of their
civil rights. Beckham drew three lessons
from the conversations of the time. First,
education in diversity has to be experiential
(i.e., directly experienced and not merely
an intellectual topic). Secondly, diversity
has a direct impact on every domain of
institutional activity and thus cannot be
contained in a segment oldie institutional
community. Thirdly. engagement with
diver,Ity, both individually and mIlet
tIvelv, is a transtOrmative experieth
leading in die best o f t aws to licnt'l

I"' 17
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self-understanding.
The transfonative powers of diversity'

are fulfilled when what is done to address
and embrace diversity is embedded in the
history of the institution and in its strategic
planning for change. Beckham noted that
over time, the conversation and the
questions have become more sophisticated
and subtle. For example, how does A
multicultural curriculum respond to a
multicultural self? As Beckham stated, it is
preci.,ely throndt readied undebtandint: of and

respect for doserence., that we dimiwer what

WilleS Us.

In his address, Porten answered the
question of how a private college addresses
multicultural issues and the education of
students of color by responding--not bv
strategies used in the past. I le pointed out
that we have moved beyond the civil rights
agenda which involved enacting lass.; and
creating environments fin diversity. We
now must deal with some t (impelling
demographic 1-a4 ts. I it exattiple, 2".. oldie
school systems in the country educate 39ui,
of the students of color Specifically, in the
Detroit school system, 'Hr.. of the students

are Black.
In dealing with these issues and facts,

Porter made a distinction between oi/tulat
,old pi r Dior tell esteem and ottgliCti that the

Iwo must he 1111(1,1.Oct' If a petrol' Is 10

bifiCti011 Well III 504 ICR'. Students Or t 0101

III private t ()lieges may adopt a strong

(111111,11 self esteem I1 e., adapting to

behavioral nonns) in order to succeed in
that environment, but in ways which may
be detrimental to personal self-esteem.
Private colleges need to be vigilant to this
divergence and try to assist in the Integra-

non of both.
Another role fOr the private college, in

Porter's view, is to prepare the pre-college
teachers of students of color who will
prepare these students to go on to college.

Science Education

The session entitled Science Education dad

the Education of Scientists was moderated by

President F. Sheldon Wettack of Wabash
College. Presentations were given by

lelen Murray Free, President of the
American Chemical Society and an
alumnus of The College of Wooster, and
Richard (:. Hudson, Executive Producer
of Science Programming for "Fsvin Cities
Public Television and an alumnus of
Kalamazoo College.

I )rawing on her experience as a
medical researcher at Miles, Inc. and her
involvement with the American Chemical
Society, Fre addressed the need to educate
students in science not only as majors, but
in order to he responsible ent7ens. She
noted mat liberal arts colleges have "(wet--

1114)41th tentists in the sense of educat-

ing proportionally more scientists than
()diet mstittitions Of higher education.

wenty five to 30",, of all degrees in
henustly ale, for example, awarded by

" 18
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liberal arts colleges, although they educate
a far smaller percentage of college students.
In addition, a larger proportion of these
students go on to pursue and earn ad-
vanced degrees. The orientation to under-
graduate research and the close faculty/
student collaborations were identified as
the correlates oldies:. imiks of successfill
science education.

Hudson, who produces the series
Newton's Apple on PBS, presented a
sampler of videos from the series in order
to illustrate his points. He noted that the
primary purpose of the program is to
increase the public understanding of
science by making scientific concepts and
phenomena accessible. The underlying
messages are that science cannot remain an
elitist enterprise and that science is a part of
everyday life with a relationship to popular
culture. Hudson articulated four implica-
tions :if his work and experience fkir liberal
arts and sciences colleges: (1) career paths
in science are not limited to graduate
school or teaching and research in higher
education: (2) pre-college teaching is
critical in encouraging the pursuit of
science; (3) ftiture scientists need commu-
nication skills as well as technical expertise
to educate a wide audience; and (4) the
attitude of the scientific community toward
the popularizing of serene . needs to be
supportive.

International Education

The last concurrent session entitled
International Developments and International

1:dutation was moderated by President S.
Frederick Starr of Oberlin College. The
presenters were It. Moses Thompson,
President of Team Technologies, Inc. and
an alumnus of Kalamazoo College, and
Jackson H. Bailey, Professor of History and
Senior Advisor to the Institute for Educa-
tion on Japan at Earlh,un College.

'Thompson identified his perspective on
the topic as that of the owner of a small,
international consulting business. lie
addressed the benefits of a liberal arts
education for international activities and
identified what characteristics liberal arts
colleges need to continue to foster in
students so that they can function effec-
tively in a global context. His own liberal
arts education had led him to tli-.over
new world order, to have the courage to
move out to the extremes of boundaries,
whether they be the boundaries of coon
tries or of communications. I le urged the
colleges to promote flexibility tit college. as
contrasted to too early a focus. The
willingness to explore, to inquire rather
than advocate, to value forms of communi-
cation are all traits which will help the U.S.
from losing the competitive edge in the
global ecoininly.

Noting that corporations are Moving
away froth command-and-control organt-
',Molls Mid toward learning orgainrattons
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that generate knowledge. Thompson called
upon the colleges to engender a frame
orientation, to provide students with
experiences which swill allow them to be

flexible, to create new panidigms, to work
collaboratively, to be contributing mem-
bers of teams, and to appreciate and enjoy
diverse environments with their
multicultural opportunities and different
languages. Ile urged the fostering of the
quality of exploration and creativity, and a
set of balance:;--between reason and
intuition, systematic problem-solving and
chaos, and planning and executing.

Bailey, in his remarks, articulated a set
of principles to guide the development of
international study opportunities for
students. First, he noted that international
education happens on campus as well as
abroad. It requires faculty ownership of the
program us and the integration 01(4-campus
with on-campus experiences. Secondly. the
rationale for international education resides
first and foremost in the intellectual
demands of the materials and experiences.
Thirdin international experience is not an
add-on to campus experiences, but an
integral part of the total educational pros c.s.

for students. fourth, international edict.
nun is all interdisciplinary enterpi he and
many of its values derive from this condi-

tion. And fifth, no one t ollege o an (over
the globe in terms of offering opportunities
fOr students to study abroad, therefOre,
consortial division of labor makes snit

newly good -mist..
In closing, Bailey urged college

administrators to follow three strategies to
promote international education on their
campuses: (I) to provide supportive
leadership for thculty initiatives iu this area,

(2) to treat the international programs as
essential parts of undergraduate education
and to have the reward structure and
administrative statements value thc,e
activities: and, (3) to form a partnership
between faculty and administrators to
overcome points of resistance to the role
and value of international education in the
curriculum.

Closing Commentaries

To bring the first portion of the conference
to a close, two of the (;I.CA presidents
were asked to provide commentary on the

sessions and on insights garnered from a
contiontation with the challenges posed to
the future of the liberal arts and sciences
colleges. Prt sident Michele Tolela Myers
of I )e raison University and President Alan
L ;tisk in of Antioch University gave these
dosing c0IIIIIIIltarles.

C011111Ients focused on three

in,nor challenges that he saw as having a
significant impact on the private, liberal arts
and st tenet. college over the next five to
ten years. These were the costs of educa-
tion, the advances in new technology, and

the need to focus on student learning
onto nines. Regarding cost, lie noted that

IC fr,
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few Lan ath)rd to pay the price and e\peri-
en( e -stuker shock" as they consider this
type of institution institutions have put
mote and more into tinan(taI aid to
counteract this resistance to price, but
cannot continue on the current trajectory.
Federal and state resources were also not
there to help and are unlikely to be. While
federal loan programs are expanding, this

its a heavy burden on students. All these
tactors add up to pressure to cut back
expenses by trimming administration and
ultimately by rethinking the faculty. role.

New advances in technology. Guskin
argued, will alter the way students learn
and how faculty teach. Fie views technol-
ogy .1N a powerful supplement to teaching,

but also as a change factor. Interactive
technologies will redefine ficulty-student
relationships, and engage faculty in soft-
ware development for undergraduates. As
these changes occur, the compelling
question will be how to retain the elements
in student/ ficulty interactions, which are
crucial to good learning. Itelatedly. faculty,
in addressing student learning outcomes,
will have to take into account research on
learang styles and multiple intelligeme as
they design learning experiem es for
students m the years ahead.

Myers' remarks, the full text of Y\ Ilk ii
is int lulled, also spoke to three themes. She
addressed first the Idea of t debt-allot) and

put the three decades of oft one( tive Instoly

oldie (If CA in the (*quest of Anwlt alit

higher education She noted that these
institutions are heirs to a uniquely Amin-
( an tradition with values c mine( ted to the
American di cam. Liberal arts tolleges have
contributed to the education of leaders in
society through personal, as contrasted to
mass, education.

ler second theme echoed the concerns
of Guskin about the high cost of education
tbr those attending colleges of liberal arts
and sciences. Myers questions the ability to
remain a viable option to the middle class
family that increasingly questions the
affordability of education at one of these
institutions. Because financial aid escalation
is a pressure that cannot go unchecked, she
sees the danger of becoming elite institu-
tions, available only to the affluent, and
running counter to the institutional goals
of building a community with diversity.

Lastly, Myers noted the urgent need to
restructure internally by cutting costs and
being open to what may be perceived as
radical ideas (e.g., the development of a
three-year degree option). The ultimate
challenge, in short, for colleges of liberal
arts and sciences will he to change
diamath ally and protbundly- -but without
t ompionnsing their basic and defining



OPENING REMARKS

Carol .1. Guardo: Good evening.
es ervone. Fin Carol Guard°, President of
the ( ( :A, and it's my special privilege to
welcome you all this evening to our
thirtieth anniversary conference. I'd like to
make just a few brief remarks to put the
conference in some context and to set the
Stage for the discussions that well be
haying over the next few days.

At the outset when we began to plan
this conference. we were very clear that we
wanted to do something that was more
than celebratory, though obviously we feel
very proud of the thirty -vear history oldie
consortium and feel that there is much for
us to celebrate. However, we wanted to
create an opportunity for us to t onfront
some of the challenges that .ire rat Hitt our

institutions today and to tr\ It, Iespond. as
we talked about those t hallenges, to the
num. mans critics shit, have had much to
say about !tight.' edut ation and, partico_

lark . our kind of institution in higher
edut.ttion. At trains the c uric rrnrr is an
outgrow th some earlier discussions we

had in the t onsortnim.
When I first came to the (.11 (:A. now

mei duce years ago, the hoard of
I )Hectors asked it I 5\ uffid undertake

strategn planning process tiir the ,MOC1,1

non 1.11C1 .11SO .1Nkl`t1 111,11 I n'\ to inns mete
the 1)11011110N %le k5011111 Pm sue as a co nsor

torn as our institutions began to plepate
tot the t ems first t omits and is ,h

11111W11111111 heg.11l 11111111,11e 1.01 0111 111111'111

decade of activities and initiatives. As part
of that process. the presidents of the ( ;I CA
gathered together for a fun day of disc us
sion, brainstorming, and hitting ideas
around. They identified a whole set of
issues and challenges. particularly those that
were C0111.10111111g our kind of institution:

the private liberal arts and science college
that tOcuses on undergraduate education.
Now I am 1.111' All Of y011 III this room can

imagine what it's like to spend a day with
twelve presidents who are brainstorming
about issues, topics. directions, and things
that we should address. It was one Of the

most stimulating days, most interesting
days, that's always .t sale word to use, that I

think I have ever spent in my career.
Out of that discussion, we identified a

whole set of things that we were con-
cerned about. Some of the issues which are
very familiar to all of us: the increasing
competition for our students, the changes
in demography that 'Sc' are confronting.
the demands On us fro111 a varlets. of

sources fOr accountability, for the aNNCY.-

111C111 of student learning and the like. But

there were another set of issues that came
up that were based on the recognition that
we seem to be suffering now a loss of
public contidenc . in private institutions.
\\'e scent to be getting increasingly
inarginalwed in higher education as the
ompention ith our brethren in the

public sector increases and grows stronger
And, 'no:, tilnd.Inrrrtally, ss e Weill 10 he

22



encountering challenges to what has been
the traditional role of our kind of institu-
tion, namely setting the standard of
excellence in undergraduate education.

It Was the articulation of those kinds of
concerns that we carried into our planning
tOr the conference. The purposes of the
conference, then, really are: to confront
those challenges head on. honestly,
straightfOrwardly. nondefensivel if
possible; to look at them; to look at what
our institutions need to do to meet them:
to engage (we hope) in some very spirited
dialogue, provocative, stimulating Fin sure,
given the nature of this audience: and to
seek, if we can, some resolutions tOr sonic
oldie sobering realities that we do con-
front. And lastly, to reassert the values of
excellence in undergraduate education and
the value of collegial community that has
characterized our institutions for decades
and decades.

So those are the starts of things that we
would like to engage all of you in over the
next few days and in the many sessions that
have been planned. I am delighted to have
on with us. I thank von liar joining us for

this kind of conversation and dialogue.

Richard. 11*(441: Its a pleasure to
w ell onar von on behalf of the association. I

ks ant to add welcome to that of Carol
(;midi. Ins is a very special time. A
number of yon have been involved m the

CA hoot the very beginning. I almost

mak.y it since I started at Earlham twenty-
seven years ago.

These colleges and this association have
made significant contributions in the arts. It
is in education in the arts, in international
education, in the sciences. and indeed, in
setting the standard for excellence in
undergraduate education that these contri-
butions have been nude. More than that,
and something often missed. is that these
colleges are as Peter Stanley. tOrmerly of
the Ford Foundation and now President of
Pomona College, put it a few months ago,
"real engines tOr social mobility." We
educate a disproportionate number of
minority youth, of low-income youth,
which is something that many people miss.
And, we send a disproportionate number
of them on to graduate and professional
education.

In planning tier this conference, the
leadership has been carried by Dr.
Lawrence Bryan, whom I will from now
on refer to as Larry, the President of
Kalamazoo College. It's nice that we could
have this thirtieth anniversary celebration
here in Indiana. because betOre we sent

I arry otito guard the northern outposts of
the GLCA, he was the I )can of Franklin
College, not far from here. I he IN doing a

wonderful job of guarding the northern
outposts as President of Kalamazoo, ind he
has done a superb Jiib leading the planning
for this cmiterence.
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Lawrence D. Bryan: Carol asked me to
perform three tasks this evening and to
fulfill these tasks with all appropriate

brevity. to acknowledge the financial
support of the six most generous
foundations, to reflect briefly upon the
highlights within the thirty-year history of
the GLCA. and to introduce three very
special guests here this evening.

Muriel Humphrey, I'm told, once
advised her loquacious husband in these
words, "Hubert, a speech does not have to
be eternal to be immortal.- My remarks
tonight, Of course, will be neither eternal
nor immortal. Immortality within time,
however, may. just be the proper way to
understand the good accomplished by
means of our six foundations' spirit of

generosity, the corporate accomplishment
of this consortium's proud history, and the
personal and educational legacy passed on
to this generation from tonight's special

guests.
Initially, and on behalf of all of our

Great Lakes Colleges Association institu
Lions, let me express sincere appret iatnm

for the financial support to this «inferen«.
provided by the Ameritech Foundation,
the Ball Brothers l'OtiliddtloO, the ileihert
H. and Grace A. Dow Foundation, the
( ;corp. (;end Foundation, the I illy
Endowment, and the Charles ). Strosa( ket

Foimdation. We are deeply grateful to your
confidence and support, and we know that
the value of this e officient e will u ertainly

justify your investment in us.
The Great Lakes Colleges Association

has been busy justiting these investments of
time, talent, financial resources, and new
ideas for thirty years now. Both James
I )ixon, former president of Antioch Uni-
versityind Larry Barrett, former provost of
Kalamazoo College and interim president of
the GLCA, attribute to Landrum Bolling,
then president of Earlhain College, the
initial and moving spirit behind the thrum-
non of the Great Lakes Colleges Associa-
tion. By 1%1 the GLCA had hired its first
president, Eldon Johnson. The new consor-
tium was formally chartered in Michigan in
1962. The founding twelve liberal arts
colleges in Ohio, Indiana and Michigan
constitute Its membership today.

(d CA institutions came together as a
direct result of our common commitment
to an education in the arts and sciences, to
the education of students of high academic
ability, and to the expansion of educational
opportunities beyond the horizon and
resources of any one member institution.
Indeed, the guiding principle of the GI.CA
then ard now is that the consortium would
undertake only those initiatives which could
be better effected In collaboration than by
am one institution acting alone. With
adherence to this prime directive came

onumies upscale, protection of individnal

institutional autonomy, and an outstanding

record of corporate achievement.
The first ( ( :A program initiatives
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were in the realm of international study
opportunities for students. The agent
college concept was developed, a concept
whereby one member institution would
administer an otf-campus program open to
enrollment by its own and all other GLCA
students. students enrolled in that program
were permitted to apply financial aid from
their home campuses to the costs of the
agent colleges overseas venture. Eventually,
domestic oti-campus cooperative programs
were added to the (d.CA roster of activi-
ties. One of these activities, the Philadel-
phia ('ewer Program, will celebrate its
twenty-fifth anniversary this May.

In subsequent years many new GLCA
mitiatiyes were added under the general
rubric of faculty development. One quite
'Imminent example is the extremely
sue vessful (.;1 course design and

teat lung workshop nosy entering its

seventeenth year. In addition to these
workshops, GI CA institutions have
collaborated effectively in science educa-
tion, women's studies, and multicultural
education. These collaborative activities
have traditionally enjoyed financial support
from numerous major tbundations.

In all of these ctfortsi strong, motivat-
ing, and guiding orientation persisted front
the very beginning of the (;I CA and
ilnoughout its time tick odes of Instol.
I hat orientation is tine that is sorel missed
in milt edut anon today, It is an

oticntation to, tole ext ellen( e in under

graduate teaching. The presidents of the
founding GLCA institutions agreed initially
to contribute to what amounted to the
equivalent of one full professor's salary
annually to support the new orgam7ation.
They expected that this new consortial
venture would surely be worth that much
to each member institution. We are here
now to celebrate their investment, and
their wisdom. Fortunately for us, we can
do more tonight than merely celebrate the
vision of the Great Lakes Colleges Assot to
don founders. We can express our appre
eiation to three of theni. I mentioned all
three just a moment ago.

James Dixon, tbrmer President of
Antioch University, was, with Landrum
Bolling of Earlham, one of the founding
presidents of the GLCA.

Eldon Johnson left his presidency at the
University of New Hampshire in 1961 to
become the tbunding president of the
GL(:A. I )uring his five year tenure, Eldon
Johnson guided the development of early
GLCA international programs. I le admini-
stered programs by means of which ficulty
members could gain direct experience in
nonwestern cross-cultural areas of language
study, research, and curriculum develop-
inenti program made possible through a
S5do,ddd grant from the Ford Foundation.
And, he mill/ed grants trom the Kettering
Foundation and the U. S. Office of
Hut it to launch initiatives in faculty
professional development, and improve-
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!petits in undergraduate teaching.
Our last special guest is an individual

about whom I personally have heard much,
and from nn, I am sorry to say, I've
heard all too little. But on those occasions
when I have heard directly from Larry
Barrett, I've learned to listen very closely
and heed his advise with great care. Larry
Barrett is a former provost and an enicritus
professor of English at Kalamazoo College.
In 1973-74 he served as President of the
Great Lakes Colleges Association. I hiring
that brief year, with the help of a major
and pivotal grant troll the I Inv Endow

mem, Dr. Barrett launched ticultv devel
opment and teaching ,,,,,,ellence nuuatiyrs

that continue to this vet v day.
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CONFRONTING THE CHALLENGES, SUSTAINING THE VALUES

Alelvit I.. I'uNamore: (;ooti evening. It is
\voutlertill to see von here. Most of us in
this room have assembled in smaller
gatherings of GI (:A-- related achvities. I

don't think I realized until I sav us all
gathering together liov truly celebrational

this evening is. It Is a delight to see you all

here. I know inr fellow presidents realize
the honor I I el in introducing an Albion
alum to keynote this conference. I called
It ick's old professor at Albion to find out
\vhat kint.1 of student lie was. (..harlie
Schutz on Albion's 1:iculty is one of otir
more irascible t:ictilty members --that's an
administrative, editorial coninteiit.
Although there's a brisk competition tin
that honor on our campus. (liarlit out
doe, e\cryhud somhm Is sill \e,'
all that. In taut. (11.1Ille said that os er his

Yeats 1)1 teat lung, Itlt 1. N as nil!' of two

students ss ho stood out ex( optionally )) cll.
I he whet ,vent on to I led, lot a Stipleme
( putt (astir e. I sAill to ('11.1111r ss 11.1i

It it And he scat. "Well, lie t ante

out of ('ass I et li I light in nisei
I )etioit dim tells on something.-

P. it k t ante in Ali,ion leAtly to le.1111

le,ItIV to \\ Mk. In Litt. 1111(' .1 student lie

55.15 a sump.' Itii the ilat/h.
When he ,sent on the Yugosla) ptogiatii,
lir did a wiles of Atilt Its s\ lilt Il ss ell' will

bat Is till lilt' Whit') I he

t`111.144t.'ll that experience in his osyn spit 1.11

way. Vilien he stands tip, )ou'll guess that

lie played basketball. I It \as full\ invested

in all the activities which c,iuld he garnered
from a good, quality, small college and
graduated Stumm Lamle and Phi

Ileta Kappa.
Kick attended Columbia School of

International All'airs. I le received his

master's degree trout that fabled school of
Journalism at Columbia. I le rose in
.\.'ewsweek As a Foreign Affairs miter And

headed first the Asian bureau tOr a number
of years, and then the international division
of N'esysiivek. I he went on to become the
Exec. utive Editor. I met Kick When I first
came to Albion, at which time he still held

that position. In another year he was
f.'.ditor iii - (thief of N'elviivels.. In 1991, he

became the President of Newtweek, ss hit Ii
means he head, not only the news but the
business of that great magaiine as well

I am happy to sa that Itit Is will be
speaking to us tonight on the genvial
theme of t (inhuming the t hallenges and
sustaining the values. I he will he on

All ion's lit;ard in the till and I'm going to
duct try benefit Boni the kind of ss isiluni

lie

loin me in welcoming Rit Is Smith to speak
brings "I" Al his incur t to

III Us tonight

ilirirtnd Al. Smith: It Is IlltIced

lu lit. tilt. 1.1:11wte speaker at this yea'',

din tieth anniversar) debtallot) 01 the

( 'dem I .ekes ('alleges Association and an
even greater honor to be asked to

Inv thoughts on the t liallenges
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that the ( d (:A and other institutions Of
higher learning will face in the years ahead.

I COIlti2sti that I stand before you as an
unabashed partisan. Not only ant I a proud
graduate of one of your member institu-
tions, but I \vas also the direct beneficiary
of one of the GIA:A's earliest programs.

Back in 1967, when the association \vas
barely four years old, I participate(' in a
GI,CA summer seminar in Yugoslavia. For
nearly six weeks, I joined with tour Gli.(:A
professors, about eighteen American
students, and a similar number of
Yugoslays for seminars anti travel through
that beautiful and titi\v tragically svar-torn
ountry. Along the way, of course, there

\\ a lot of learning and an equal amount
of old fashioned, t rosy-cultural sot 1,1111111g.

I he program ()Hetet' nit. my first trip
out of the United States. It is also fair to
%as that nn summer's thirst for things and
people inteinational has \ et to he
twilit lied. 1 lie pitig1.111111.11hitililled .111

.11.1(11'1111, intrust 1111() a Intritit1 prison 11
durst 1 of 111.11, I .1111 piotoundls ti,iit huh

am also 11461111 that in t mi. out
the task ()I talking about the t liallenges
facing ( ( 'A NI 1111111S, I (III Nt ) I 11,1\ r (.1

thou \\ %ill .111Ill'ill it'titntiiug Sl )f

)gtis at t minting 11)1 mammoth I edeial

tesvait h 1.(,) nits. t. )1 the pi ohleiation of

hatel qualified teaching assistants in the
lassi own anti 1,111111 seat let tine halls On

many of the other ills Lit nig our totinti
Luger institutions of higher leartinT.

Yes, there is much Itir us to celebrate:
the early and continuing emphasis on
quality teaching: th (.snse olcommumtv
that can flourish in a small, residential-
college atmosphere; and the WIIIIiiglleSs to
tackle the kind of ethical issues that are
simply not subject to measurement 1w
computer-graded, multiple-choice tests.

Alas, you didn't ask me here just to
celebratebut to challenge. Anti, God
knows, there are plenty of challenges out
there.

In large measure, the greatest challenge
to higher education is part old larger
challenge that all of our society's institu-
tions seem to be facing today. Indeed,
sonic of our oldest, most venerable institu-
tions are under attack---and rightly so III
in view--for losing their locus . and

losing their way. l'or Imgetting their t ore
t onstunent les and their customers . the

gioups and markets that the were tic
signed to serve.

At the broadest level, we only need to
look to government tot one example (and
sou don't need to look tot) hard to find
government these days). Ikarely hefitre iii
ntodrin Instoiy- -despite all the si andals
and upheavals in the past have Americans
doubted more deeply our goernment's
ability to serve the nation's best mrerest

and to spend our money wisely than we do
today.

Act orthng to one survey last year, only
.12"0 of all Americans had either a "great
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deal ol fiti tiiitctiiit ccl I lust .iii1 coicti-

111cc iii the ledei il covelIinieiit. Ihat ss is

cli)\5°il tioiii 7D.' t\\ cc decades .ico. And the

treiids for ccciifjdencc in state and kc,il
gccveiiiiiieiits have been heading in the
saute direction.

1 here has beeii. iii ow view. an asvtiil
lot of lccos&' talk about the Airiericaut people

,tiid their uiiwilliuiguiess to NV higher taxes.

I doiit doubt the uiiwilliiiguiess. I do doubt
the ioiiseiitioiial visduuii about the ieasoii

for it. i sus}cec t that Auiieiicatis ate svilliuig

tic pa iiiore II (aiid ut\ Icig I: thc

feel that the uiiicuiev will co tic a fccused set

(if tZcittliiit' ititiottil ol hoiI priorities hid
hUll hci f)(cliiicil 1cOIk tic .i\ oil Rig
T\1oiic coiitrilcutous. or for iiirncss iiid

iii cis\ special interests.

Its a u claus clv siutiple cctiatioii of
doliaus spent vs. s.ilue ueceived. lii die
liirtitt \Vashiiigtoiu ssai /otte f'restdettt

hiitoiis biggest chuulleiige and, of

intl se that itt ( ouigtess is well is to

oils hue Aiiieiic'tius that they i,,ui iiieet

t liii iitiulieiiuitucal test.

While the gccvei tiiileiii iitis be the
titlist cht.tiit,iiuc esiuliphl, there ire c otititless

isis iii the lcttsttii'ss 551)11(1 that u.itke the

sttuic'
f

hut

I ike hit Attuet hut itit,ntnchcuhc tiiktus

cit the I '17115 titd cit Is Ml Is With ,thtitost

ssihhftuh uguillilIti c thii iltstitissech thieti

t ttsi''ttueu 's c lililgitig ,ittitths ulcictit si/c,

sifet ihlithils .tticl fitch ethic telu . I cshitg

I liii fo Its I 1sf thtetit I thu hi cit f gittit ui iou

biivcus itid lett t hettu ss tilt

fitt,iiiciul utud ('rgitti/tt toil tic ,nhihes t liii still

tflhict the iuudustiv todu\.

( )i take I UM . ( )iite the vet v s\ tiihcoi of

this couiutry's techuuuohogi il .iitd Luisuluess

leadership, IUM his teeeiitiv bc owe the
sviuibol of .i couiipaiiv iliut lost its fccus, or

'liIipiv missed basic changes iii the coin

iiiarkc't and its itustoiliers needs.
( )r look at ni own btiiiicss. 1 he

uuagaziiic industry of the I )Mt Is was itiarked

by a large nuitiber of publications that were
born because of a perceived niche in
advert user needs. whose circulations were
pit iiped up by ofleriiig gadgets itid gu/ilios.
or ss)iose editors (es, I hate to admit it)
uutihiuiged their wliiiiis at the expense of

cleat tug ie.tl value.

Whit was lost iii that decide? Fhie
ti cc us oil tIle reader: What serves the reader

best? What engages ,iiid involves the
ieadei? What provides genuine value not

tot iii advertiser of tisliioiis, fragrances. or
left. handed garden toolskit for the

cphe idvertiseis are trying to reach

the l& I-Al )lh&S? Ilie iiiag.u/iule landscape is

littered svithi the rusting hulks of public a
ticcils who fbigot those tituthus

Uv now, von iiiav be ss oiideutuig svhitt

iii ccl thus hits to do with tile titttuie of thti

1 (A. Well. I svotihd argue that \oni
sc tools tie not iuiuiittiiie tic the kinds ccl

hialletigis thic' qtuc'stioittiug liii diciuhct

tug fat thug oilier 1nibhu tin1 ci ivate

itistittituchis. Auth. this, it is ild ,., ,u,cfi cut
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say that small, residential t o11,14es oldie

(II CA-type aren't really afflicted by man\
oldie ills pi:rvading larger universities. In
the often-tint:in court of publit pert cp
non., a school Is a .chiral Is a SCIII/111. In

this arena, y011 hive to continue doing

effective Job of empliasiiing and enhancing

our strengths and pointing out the

different. es between your st hook and

most larger institutions.
Coven all the financial pri..ssures, it 111.1y

seen) unfair to have to defend yourselves

against charges , I-soaring costs and soaring

tuition. Fair or not, you will have to make
that defense. -and continue making that

defense--fOr as far into the Fiume as the

eye can see. lu an atmosphere of national

and international economic uncertainty and
with tuitions t unwilling to rise at rates \yell
alIo\-e inflation, parents, donors, and

legislators \\ ill not stop asking the question:

..What kind of value are sve getting for our

I kiimv boss hard it Is to raise money
and lio\ t at ettil you try to be in spending

it tiutlit c it to say that any institution that
Is not st rtioniiing its budgets these days.

and (unfitting c\penst, that are -off-
,tiater,v," is badly out of step ith trends

that Mt' s\\eeprtlg through ek cry public or
pi ism,. ole..iiiiiation in the I. hilted States

and the 5 odd

I he 11111 use soateg- is the key.
define hat an institution 'rul\

ales about Spending should retie( t

pilot (ties. Spending should also reflect a

t kat understanding of what an institution's

t ustomrs and constitueno,es need and

tiesei ye.

In the t ,use of colleges and universities,

determlning those needs is no easy task. In

real sense, (II ( :A schools serve several

onstituencies ranging from the obvious

and direct --studentsto the communities
ni which they live, md to society as a

whole.

Since von were kind enough to ask,

what would I emphasize? There are several

broad areas that I know you ire already
thinking about, but that I believe are
critically important in the lives of your
students today and in their future lives a

cm7ens.

The first is technology. No, I don't
think that (;.CA schools should all
develop departments of computer pro-

gramming or that the ideal student should

eitl'er be .1 nerd or a hacker. Nor do I

believe that addressing technological

change means abandoning, in any way, the

critical thinking and the value Judgments

that are the hallmarks of a liberal arts

education.
Nonetheless, ul edit ming t ItI/C11% tot

the twenty first t clittliv. v must let iT
nue that in many Is 55 .11C 1111'1

.111cIld1 . No self iespet st holm t all do

set tons (\ otk loth idiom tisitir, an Alia\

of high -tech tools in the lab ill in the

No Ian, I I%



The jOcus on internationalism academically should he coupfrd

with a complementary emphasis On diversity in campus

life in everythivfrom recruiti g and hiriv to

the character olcampus events.

person. social worker, or teacher can be a
leaderor even a full participantin his or
her profession without being asare of how
technology is changing those fields anti
raising new social, political. ,conoinic, and
ethical issues almost every day.

Consider, tiir a moment, the nation's
tirrent health care crisis. There is no better

example of (( hat happens when teclitiol-

"g. si lent e. 1")11tIk s, and et onollmt
ollide in .1 plot ss tot tin( ()toddled corm

linstion. I tided I)\ the Ine\oralde 111.11.1.11 or

nledlt .11 ads an, i's, tt't 111101(1g\ 11.1s toll

Iio11ted 115 «Itil .1 in ht of the most Ifffitia

nlrntal t lit"( es i,ulgulg Bonn ss II" psis s

11)1 ,11111 55 ho Is t mom! ffisof,illi r, all

the ss ,iv tip to \N, ho lives And ss ho dies.

More net hnologs alone (( ill not pros ide

the .111555 ers.

( )r look at Inv (i(s n field, the media
business. \X"(...ire on the brink of a ss hole

mess media «ork.i..lust last mouth.
Ncir.,ireck introduced a ness' (warted(
'meta( tive version oldie magazine using
(1)-k()M technology. On One couplet
disk that can hold 31)0,odo pages. it used
only fin- text. the viewer- reader (an choose
his or her tics II path through text, video,
audio mterviesys, animated graphics. or the
past three nionth's archives of N'cir(ireck
and the ll'Animoii

Anti s1 t' O1111 tripped our toe in the

((met. ()diet media companies sill soot'
be introdu( mg 5Ull t 11,11111C1 lahlt. I V

S\ SICHIS 11(1" pelt t'. Will th"V

systems(ith all their potential to inthrin.
entertain. and teach---be used that way' Or
will the technology serve to further splinter
our sense of community and perhaps even
create .ination split between techmilogRal
haves and have-nots7:

Even in the stmt.' old newspaper
business. sophisticated reader tracking

studies and survey teclumlues can nusy
identify readers and potential readers--in
great detail. Since most advertisers scant to
reach oils affluent target markets. soine
editors ale moss leporting pressuie to t ilt

11.1( k tin (0 (lap. of interest to mummies
and loss time leadeis

Indeed. Ed put III .1 plug tut ;1 t A

tot t)1)%1(1ct d tit.\\ mcdtd and silt iris

('111111.11 tO look 11O\\ It'i 1111111O1.,\ Is

( hanging the Ile(( Mill 1111111111.1111111

business and boss lutist t 11.111p's ss III

,filet I its is

et Imologit al litelat s Is, in shod. not
Just tor the tet hnocrats. lit fa( t, 1 ((mild

argue that the greater the gap bet(s eel! die
"experts- and the citizenry. the more
dangerous it is for our society as a whole.

I would also emphasize international
studies (( Nether abroad or here at home.
It has becoim. something of a cliche to talk
about the emerging global societ(. lint it is

a cliche iticreasing,lv rooted in reality.
I or (lc( advs. Amei it as !elm is e Isola

non twin, and disinterest to((atd, the test
of tilt ((Ad made ( tilde, but mink' \11,11

prat tit al sense With a 'cadetship position
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in science and industry and the world's
largest homogeneous market, most Ameri-
cans could well afford to leave international
studies and an international world-view to
a small cadre of specialists.

No more. When a North American
Free Trade Agreement will change the
rules oldie game for thousands of U.S.
businesses and countless American workers.
When the European market is more
profitable tOr (;eneral Motors or Ford or a
host of other American companies than
doniestR sales. When the latest bio -.tech
I,teakthrotlgh or medical miracle is as likely
tot ome from Seoul or Stuggart as from
Silicon Valley. When envitonmentAl
policie, In the I Inn1 World t an have
global as well as iegional (1111Selltit'n( l's, \,

supply t an't allind to keep our heads
buried m the warm and tonifortable
domestic sand.

Magaimes like mineind ()diet
Journalism institutions, try to play a ode m

ontributing to .1 global dialogue. We
irculate in over I'M «ninnies, maintain

news bureaus around the world, and even
publish editions in Japanese and Korean.
For better OF \\ 5se take over much of
the role of educating our readers after they
have left our hands. But our coverage will
fall on dear ears unless we have an in-
lot nul, let (pm e anthem e -an anthem e

that understands the basic Importance of
global inteldependein r.

1.111 proud of leadership iolc taken

by the GL.CA in this ,urea. It is even more
remarkable considering your midwestern
roots. But there is more to be done.
International study and exposure, I believe,
should not be for specialists or linguists
alone. Like it or not, ill of today's students
will be citizens of the world tomorrow.
Andnot because of the pursuit or a
multicultural ideal, but because of a
genuine, practical necessity--those students
simply must be conversant with other
cultures, political systems, and economies.
And, yes, that means more language
training. To echo an argument that my
kids can now recite in their sleep, that
IlleallS true proficiency for a far greater
number of students, not the kind of well-
meaning dabbling that their father escaped
with.

The focus oi»nternationalism academi-
cally should be coupled with a COMpIC-

111111tary emphasis on diversity in campus

in everything from recruiting and
hiring to the character of campus events.
By now, you are probably all aware of the
trends. According to recently-revised
figures from the Census Bureau, the bon's
share of future growth in the U.S. popula-
tion will collie from non-Whites. Within a
little more than the next fifty years, Asians,
African Americans, and Hispanics will

represent fully 47 of tilt' culture popula-

tion.
My interest in these figures goes

beyond a fascination with statistics. In fact.
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More than the valor of the lOotball team, the beauty of the

buildinp, or even the heroic dThrts of the admni.qmtion,,reat

teachers have the ability to shape the destinies of youut! lives

and the very JUtnre of your institutions.

I think that an effort to precisely mirror the
U.S. population in your student bodies
would be mindlessly counterproductive.
Still, to strive toward, to acknowledge, and
to celebrate diversity is, to my mind at
least, vital.

On one level, its very practical. In
much the same way as AlllerlCall's 11'111 have

to learn to tnnction in a global society, we
will also have to learn to function m
multi-racial, society of our own.

I am reminded of a panel discussion a
group of us did not long ago at the head
quarters of a major American insurance
ompany. '[lie topic was the twenty first
entury funily, and needless to say, the

audience was eager to ask about financial
planning, demographic trends, anti un

mole detail than we were prepared to deal
with -di.. future of die insurance business.

Finally, one young woman on our
panel looked out at the all White. all-male
audieme and said, "I'm not an expert on
specific insurance !multi( ts, but I do know
that your growth markets don't look like
4111'011e in this 1'001112'

That message applies to almost every
business, pnblication, or professional

prat ire. lint there arc special reasons 1\111
alleges and universities should heed the

Call as well. It's simple common sense that

the glowing communities of AS1.111S.

Atilt Americans, Illd I liSpallICS could

benefit mightily from the quality edit .1111111

of Ille type your schools 0141. It's elp1.1111'

true that your students who represent the
current American inajonty can gain from
their encounters on campus with the
people who may soon he the majority on
the "outside.''

In a real sense, I believe that your
campuses have the potential to provide a
model for the society as a whole. Amen( a
has yet to prove that we can blend rat es
and ethnic groups successfully and build a

true national community. We may nevet
get there as a nation, but I sould argue
that VOW- schools 01.1.el one 111 out best

hopes. Where better to start on des eloping
an open and tolerant sot iety than in plai, es

that are relatively small and manageable,
are committed to t n it debate and unpin) ,
and cherish respet t for the individual'

My last area of emphasis is one that you
are deeply familiar with: leak hung. When I
look back on my own college and graduate
school years, what sticks in my mind are
the faces of the professors, the duality of
their teaching. the spirited debates in their
seminars. the rigors of their exams, and
their strengths and weaknesses as scholars
and as human beings.

I suspect that not alone. BOR: an
alum sends his or her teenager off for a

alllptIS visit or chooses to make a
contribution ----those vivid images (for
better or \\ orse) undoubtedly inkirm the
detision. More than the valor of the
football team, the beauty of the buildings.
of even the heroic ethirrs of the adnimp,
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tration. great teachers have the ability to

shape the destinies of voung lives and the

very future of your institutions.
Fortunately, you recognised all this

long ago. In the old days in business,

quality teaching would have been called

Your Unique Selling Proposition. It
becomes even more important, however,

at a nine when high school teaching seems
shakier and shakier and teaching at large

unwersities Is becoming even more remote

and impersonal.

As I talk to leaders in the new intitrina
non media. I'm struck 1w how often they

say that these new. high tech products are

designed to deliver what .1 great tea( her

delivers in the classroom every day. 10

that. I ',1 : "Why not cut out the tcclino
logi( al middleman as much as possible and

make sure that we encourage more great

teachers;"

We have (time a long scar, hope,

from the days of "publish or perish.- lint
have we conic tar enough? I applaud your

Ohms to mentor and tram young s( huhu-s

to otnage more Ore( rise teaching. And

peer review temains an important tool. I

suspect that we can all learn a lot about

great teaching by listening to great teat hers

talk about then trade.
Although some might disagree. I think

ss e t au also learn k listening to
students. I don't want to \ enture too 1,11 um

the 1111111\ ,,titers of 110\1 this 'night be

done But I would think that m adtht loll to

vear-end curses, inure might be done in
the way of sking students to evaluate

professors three years or five years atter

graduation 55 lien, as my friend Ellen

Futter. the president of Barnard (

puts it: "Students are less imbued with the

romance oldie course-- or the horrors of
the exam.- Whatever the methodology.
the goal of all of these efforts ought to be
the same: to develop, encourage, prod, and

reward the kind of teaching that brings

(nurse-work. and students, alive.

As I 55 in:1 toward .1 conclusion, I find

that even most of my challenges pi vide

calls(' for sole celebration. For thirty years,
the schools of the (.4 (:A hive titrged
remarkable alliance. An alliance that w orks

because it dues not submerge the identifies

and individual personalities of the member
schools --and vet takes advantage of shared

resources. More importantly. it builds on a

first foundation of shared values.

When all is sand and done, any co

operative venture ( an thrive only w lien the

participants conic together on not only

w here they ate going, but WI IY. In

dedicating yoursel es to quality teaching.

to open and lively !menet mat inter( hinge.

to developing 'cadet. ssio t,tn dunk
ell .1s at t. to building a title sense of

t multiunit\ on your t ampuses. sou tie
t ()minuted \, tun st pools tndts itluall\ and

t one( mei \ to the etc best nadition. of

out past and laid the gtouudssotk tot

dealing ss ith the multiple t hllenges ul



Npraimii! 111,1sard 11 snuth

51..11Id f II er.l

the future.
As your important quest continues, I

am delighted to salute your successand to
wish you Godspeed on the exciting road
ahead.

Richard J. Wood: (Editor's note: President
Wood substituted for Robert II. Atwell,
President of the American Council on
Education and alumnus of The College of
Wooster, who was unable to attend the
conference due to inclement weather.)

kink you very much. That was a very
thoughtfUl and. indeed. challenging talk.
have worked closely with Bob Atwell for a
number of vearsind if you can imagine
someone six inches taller and fifty pounds
heavier, I will try to rise to Bob's stature. I

won't presume to speak tOr Bob, I know
better than that. But in responding. I'm
reasonably confident about sonic things
that he would have picked up trout the talk
55 e just heard. (:ertainly, one of them
would have been the t. on«.rn with the
international sphere. I chaired the
commission on international education for
the American Council on Edut anon
(ACE) for the last couple of years, md Bob
Atwell, as its president, never missed a
meeting. Ile would inveigh against, I think
in fact with less gentleness than you did.
Amon an higher edit( anon and its neglect
of international education. I le would point

out with NalcasIll that less than hair of one

pelt Lilt of all American students Ill t ollege

study abroad. And of that less than half
than one percent, roughly studs iii

England or in English-speaking settings,
leaving l5-2d1!. to study where they must
learn a fOreign language. That, ,ms Rick

Smith has suggested, is a serious problem
for our society. We are, I think without
question, the most provincial society I
know. These GI.CA schools are working
against that and we send a very significant
percentage of our students to study abroad.
We still require them to at least make a
start at learning a foreign language, but we
have a long way to go. We have not
embraced proficiency as a goal, h Bob
Atwell would say. Our departments of
languages have, on the whole, still not
embraced proficiency in the fimr abilities
of listening, speaking, reading, and writing.
We are unable or unwilling to require it
for graduation. My own institution still
allows people to (I hate this wording but I
will repeat it yet one more tittle), pass-out
oldie foreign language requirement. I
think the wording is very revealing. We
are musing toward requiting people to
build on what they have learned in
se( ondary st hool, not pass-out be( atm,

they have learned enough to get by in
placement exams.

So I know that it Bob Atwell were
here this evening, he would underline the
imperativeness, not only of language
proficiency but oldeveloping the kind of
global I ompetence that Richard Smith was



talking about. 1 he ability to understand the

et onomics, the sociology, and the politics

of the global t (immunity. lite ability to
relate to people of ditlerent cultures with
respect and with at least the possibility of

understanding. And he would he had on
the w hole American edit( anon community

for out fulure to do so. And Bob would
not spare the ( ;I CA colleges, although he

would say that ill things considered, ( ;I ('A
colleges ale domg better than most. Ile

would quickly say that von need to lead
because you are Ill a position to lead, most

are not.

A second thing that Bob would pick up
oil was contained in Richard Smith's last

remarks, and that is the ability to make

connections. If there is mark of an

educated person, it Is tilt.' ability to Make

L'Ol111Cit1011S. Specialized education misses

much of that and it is possible to have, *Ind

we have had tragic examples over the last

sixty to seventy years, people who are

highly educated in one area who could not

make connections to others. Whose values

did not, in fact, come into play and who
become a highly educated and very

dangerous people. i had an e-mail message

today that inspired MC. Noss Most e -mail

messages I get. I should say, do not inspire

tile. I'm beginning to wonder if e -mad is a
ilkss11112, of a curse. Rut bid.' . the most

iumoi member of Earlbams biology

depatiment sent tic a message saying that

the speaker I reeman )Vstill, X1 Ito Ill C.11-1V

May was speaking in an endowed science

loetureship, had written a hook that ten

members of the Natural Science division

would like to read and discuss together

before he came. What inspired me about

Ills request was the tact that ten members

of the Natural Science division, across

departmental lines, wanted not only to read

the hook, but to discuss it now, before
Freeman I )vson comes to Earlham. That

doesn't happen in a lot of plates outside of

schools like the GI CA schools. But it

would not he unusual at any of our

sc hools. Atwell would want to stress the

importance of that tOr American higher

education. It is that ability to make «m-
neenons Mild) is rooted not Just in

breadth. but in values, and in diversity.

Bob would want to underline what
Richard Smith said about diversity. Not
Just because people like myself, WASPS if

you will, or Anglosire going to become a
minority. That's simply a tat t. We fitrget,
by the way, m talking about diversity that

it includes a lot more than what we now
think of as racCethnicity. The importance
of diversity is that we learn from each

other. The best book written on American

cultural history in recent years is a hook by

I )avid I lackett Fist her, called Albsoit's Seed.

Its actually the first of four volumes
promised. What makes the book so good is

that I lackett Fist her takes English regional

history .intl diversity seriously.

On ins t ampus. and I stispet ton quite
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Civility, respect, learniv to deal u,ith people with whom one

disagrees, without assuiniv that they are either immoral or

stupid . . . is crucial to what we are about.

a few of the (.;1 CA campuses, some of the

most important diversity, and the places

where we get some of the most important

contht ts. hes not in racial or gender

diversity, but in economic diversity. We
have to watch the problems of class as

Much as we do those of race and gender.

Gl.CA's schools take a significant risk as

well as make a significant investment every

year by enabling working class kids to
attend college, and more than that, to

attend a quality institution. Whether those
kids he Hispanic, Latino, African Ameri-
can. Native American, or Anglo American,

those are different cultures.
I his society has not faced up to class as

an issue. If you look at the median family

011CS of the i(d.CA funilies, you would

Lind m every state that those median family

incomes are lower than the median family

incomes of the flagship state university m

that state. That in percentage terms, we are

inure diverse in socio-economic terms, and

m most cases. m racial and ethnic terms,

than are the flagship state tIIIIVersItIes. That

Is true here in Indiana and it has been true

in every state in which it has been studied.

Along with that, and this would he the
other thing that Bob Atwell would pick
up. is the challenge of civility and, again,

Richard Smith emphsi/ed that. Our
students do not come with civility as a high

value. The more idealistic they are. at

times, it seems the less they come with

t mins as a high value. One of the Alvan

Cages of a classical education, of course, is it

produces useful analogues, and I've been

reminding my colleagues that education is

a Sisyphean effort; that is, the rock rolls

down every summer and you start up in

September.

That, by the way, is a better and much

less discouraging metaphor than Abe Kt-ibii

used in the English translation of his novel
innan in the Onny.c, in which he has a

discouraged junior high teacher thinking of

Ins students as the grains of sand. as lie

drowns in a sand dune. A very pessimistic

metaphor. indeed, thr education. At least

the Sisvphean metaphor gives you nine

months to get tt back up.
And we should not be discouraged.

The rock only rolls down all the way tin-
the Iirst-year students. We hope. Rut

civility, respect, learning, to deal with

people with whom one disagrees, without

assuming that they are either immoral or
stupid, they may be but you need to Lind

out, is crucial to what we are about. Thc
challenge that lkichard Smith has given us.

to be models of that, is crucial to us. So I

think if Rob were here, in fact I'm quite
confident if Rob were here, he would have

picked up on those themes: lie might have

picked up on others.
I Want to conclude with one that is a

growing theme on our campuses, and that

is the wedding of, or the maintaining of

great teaching, On our campuses. incres-

ingly, this inchides the wedding of tea thing



with student ficultv research. one of the
advantages of being in .1 place winch has

only undergraduate students, especially a
place that is indeed t onfinitted to having

state-of-the-art technology, Is that the
graduate students do not monopohie the
technology or the audition of the tat alts
members. And these colleges ale nu leas
ing. This is not a new idea, lw the \s as
Some of our colleagues knos people
who've been at this tin a long time, who
are unheralded on the whole. Whose
students have been publishing, as under
graduates who go on to graduate sthools.
But increasingly, it is a curricular emphasis
of the (a ( 'A colleges to wed the under-
graduate student experience with real
research. Where, with a ficulty member as
part of the reseanh team, the project
frequently yields publication. We had the
delighttfil experience more than once, and
I know this has been replicated across the
consortium, of an undergraduate student
going to a professional association to give
an invited pipet and ficulty from major
research universities asking, "And where
are you doing your work?" Meaning, of
course, a Phi). And the student saying,
"Oh, I'm an undergraduate at college
X Yi.." (It could he I )raison, I )el'auw,
Antioch, Oberlin, it doesn't matter.)
Suddenly, the interest of these graduate
ftculty people takes a whole different turn
and they say. "I et me talk to you about
iarvard. or (imago." it has, in fact. led to
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sonic interesting fellowships. I hat's one
way that our kinds of institutions Lan deal
with the challenge of to
produce great teaching in the world in
which we live.

Finally. I think Bob would sa that \NC
have a real challenge and, again. lie \could
he picking up on something Itit hand Smith
saki, in dealing with budgets. We have
taken .1 good hit of heat, as everybody has,
because our tuitions have risen. Although,
user a thirty- or a fifty -year period we
have not risen significantly in comparison
with the cost of hying. But people don't
have thirty- and fifty -year memories. Ten
years is a long time. Otherwise, people
would never build houses in Malibu.

Can we go on as we are? I think Bob
would say no. We have got to pay more
attention to efficiency. We have got to, is

Rick Stint'.1 suggested, make sure that \chat
we spend Inoue\ oil tits \\ ail OM strategy.
'ine challenge to trustees is whether

t an read the priorities of your institution
from the t hanges ul the budget of soul
institution over five Years Not it e
emphasrie the t hinges. It you t annot,
there's a problem. That cc ill t 11,114.1114e all of

tic to find Way\ to do a better lob, not
necessarily mote, with less. I think tht's
implicit in whit Rick Smith sass. I hope
that these t ominous have helped at least
underline what I took to he a vetv t hal
lenging and thoughtful talk

Thank you yds much
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MULTICULTURAL ISSUES AND THE EDUCADON OF STUDENTS OF COLOR

Robert G. Bottoms: Cu lull .11 qudents, and

the education of students of olot.

our otlit e has been involved m the ;I CA

tOi the past several years and reallied dim

this is a topic that has been min h this ussed.

When we ate together bragging on

ourselves, we brag about slit h thing' as

these. °sea the last si years the numbers

of AfiI an Amern an students studying m
our ,.,stitutions have increased 31 %. Fins is

taster growth at the (d CA schools than

at similar colleges m other parts of the
country. We can point to with sonic pride
perhaps, the fit t that each (11.CA school

has at least one admissions officer who Is

Charged with recruiting minority students.

Many of us have taken part in the

consortial arrangement working in various
inner-city communities together to try to

increase enrollment in our institutions.
Similarly the numbers of African American

faculty in our institutions have increased

53% over the past six years. I Lilt of our

schools, the staff has been good enough to

tell me, (der majors or minors in African
American Studies and I think everybody

here affiliated with one of our institutions
realises that we recends received a Ford

Foundation (rant to revise general
education courses to retied a broader range

of cultural diversity. Those are the kinds of

things we say when we brag to ourselves

about ourselves. The interest in the subject

is keen, but its also not without its
problems --some of which we'll talk about

this afternoon.

I felt as those (it us who oversee
budgets often feel when the staff gave me

the numbers that I dust Shalvd with you, I
nuked that all the numbers were m

pet( entages. Him makes sonic of us

nervous. The pet, entage int ream:\ are

dramatic. Rut perhaps fir more so than the

raw numbers. Perhaps they're less dramatic.

Some of oin t roles might also say that

we spend a lot of the energy attracting
students to our campus hut what do we do

on campus (Innate issues? I low are we

dealing with tensions that arise among

various cultural groups on our campuses?

105V, and tills Is the way Edgar Beckham

and I really bee fine acquainted with one

another when we were worktng a tew

years ago on developing some questions for
tOcus groups, are we dealing with majority

students to help them understand what the

emphases are in our institutions%

I don't tell Jokes like 1\1r. Rode, but I

would share one t artoon that d anie out.

Some of you IllaV have ed kIlOW

all of you read the Ames ( ;tall/tit m

(;teencastle, Indiana it 55 ,IS ui last

TtleNday's alld /0/the'.

5°111C of Yon MaY f.ollow that, the young

111411 Is hehIlld his desk and he says, "Miss

Wormwood, I protest this C grade, that's

like saying I only did an average job."

Set ind caption, still behind his desk, "I got

75", of thv answers correct and in today's

society, doing something 75% right is
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II,'trI It. if 1,11 I. Im I III, 0
I 11,1.1.171.,

1)(11s1.111(1111g. It go( C111111(111 111d 111d1111 \

55 e (0111liele111, 'd he et Si.,ltIt

I hell (Mlle (Il (,11)11(111, ( ()1,.( stand hi?

his ,11(111( 1.11 standard of pet-human( e. I

demand an A tot this kind of 55 mks.- And
the last poon read, -I think it's (,111\

gross limy she drinks Ntaalii\ straight from

the bottle.-
Well. our percentage net teases are

drainata , but \ell talk some this attcutmiu
about limy \\ e're doing, reall5 , and \\

have 1 \\m guests \Sidi us. I he tiisl speaket

\S ill be ilgai hut khan' [ilgat Is kno55 II to
mans of us I Ie Is a wailtiate of A'esles all

( ( mine( Ili ill. I le has .111 Ni A

dew cc nom Vale In ( ;cumin languages. I he

taught till 111.1115 eats .11 Wesle\ an 1 le

sel c(1 Illele .1s Assm 1.11 litmus! .11111 lot

se( 55 As I /Cali of Ille ()liege.

( intends, I d I I 111C t 11,11pels011 It tilt'
Millet (It III 1/44,11(' 1111,11(1 III F(111(.1(1(111. I ie

set\ es (111 Ihr Ket 1111(e ( .111111111M(' or the

.111 t 'alleges and,
sin( has hetn .1 ',rowan' otlit et' at

the Ford I mutilation svorking m the very

.11e.1 \Veil talk about this afternoon. Riga'

oversees the Ford Foundation's grants tin-

graduate fellosships lot minority students

and guides the Ford Foundation grant

program stressing t ampus diversity and

outh community sets ilgar,
selconte you to this t utile' eta e

Eliot lieckham: really ple.bilic (I)

hr For. I think this Is .1

(1( t.lslmll It) 1).1111t 111,11e Ill 111C t ele1)1.111(111 tit

the (1111 11011 ,1111115 els.11 111 lit ( 'A, 55 Ilk 11 1

t (111sItlel lie .1 111(1del tit

t (mpel,1111111 101 11101(1 V(111(.1111111 III tills

1111111IS . I 11,11 Is .1 t nnllnutln\ II all tit
\ 011 1111 sill(' kno Is \ cry, \er din-milt to

t inn It( and one that is desperately

needed, espei tally in the field that I'll he

talking about today, namely, diversity in
multi( ultural education.

About a year ago, I presented .1 paper

to the board oldie Ford Foundation on
the Foundation's campus-diversity.

imitative. I felt the svav most students do

55 hen they are «iting a paper, that it 5vas

int unil,ent upon me to define my terms.

1 hat's one of the things I learned at

Wesleyan long ago. There, as I \\Tote and

55 rote and 5rote, I tinind myself more and

more reluctant to define terms. Finally, I

figured out What my dodge Would he.

55 hat I could use that 111114111 impress the

professor.

I hat dodge 5as to say 55 by I svas not

going to define my terms, and that's 5hat I

did. I suggested to the Foundation in all

seriousness that It should not rush to .1

definition of diversity. Fiat It should not
attempt to tell the World 55.11.11 it, the Find

[inhalation, meant by diversity. Instead.
55 hat It should do Is listen. I ht t' 11 to thet'

1 Op I t' that get discussed 5vheit notions slit II

IS (11ersIty .111(1 multi( ultural education .ite

Invoked.

As It turns out, I've been listening to
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and participating in conversations about

diversity tier a long, long tine. Maybe
about all ins. life. What I to do today

is tell von about some of those

conversations and how I see those

conversations as evolving. I'm going to use

three or four lenses to look at these

conversations. I say three or tour because if

I have time, I'm going to add a furth,
though my note contain only three. I had

a notable conversation yesterday and if

there is tune, I want to say a word or two

about it.
The first conversation reflects

discussions that I had at Wesleyan. That's

Wesleyan University, by the way. We're
sort of proud of that name, even though

It's a collew... Niv association with
Wesleyan goes hack over forty years, to

lu5 I when I arrived there as a freshman. I

rt illat ti that institution's
engagement of diversity issues over a

period of nearly that long. I left Wesleyan

tin the lord Foundation in lun.
I he second conversation reflects some

discussions at the Ford Foundation through

which I sill attempt to give you a sense of

how the Initiative on campus diversity has

evolved. I mentioned that one of our latest

grants was to the Association of American

Colleges. Just about a week or so ago, I

partic ipated ui sonic conversations with

members of the National Advisory Panel
that will he advising that project and I want

to say a word or two .1h011I the discussions

.;9

there. And, as I indicated, it I have time I'll

say a word or two about yesterday's very

interesting discussion.
At Wesleyan in 1951, a st.'11001 that was

single-sex and had about 75
undergraduates, disc ussions of diversity

normally toe used on geography. Wesleyan

totaled up the number of students, the

number of states represented, ind the

number of foreign countries represented

every September. lithe number \vent up,

and if it A ent up in terms of percentages,

everyone was very happy. They also

evaluated economic diversity. We thought
that we were better than Yak' for a number

of reasons, but one of them was that we

had a higher proportion of working-class
students from Bristol, (.:onnecticut that

Yale did.
So, economic diversity, the larger

number of students receiving financial aid,

and geographic diversity were the primary

topics of discussion. Interestingly enough,

even though 1,, of Wesleyan students

were Jewish, they were not very much a

part of the discussion on diversity. Sonic of

us thought that we understood the reason.

That 1% was remarkably consistent from

year to year. It seas so stable that there

were a few of us naive student, who

thought that it might have something to do

with manipulation of the numbers, or

quota as the term was. That, of course, was

dented by the administration, which did
very little to cool our suspicion.



ihl'efity ha) 11 direct and dramatic impact on every domain

m%tuutional auivity . . . unless the institution has a /)(till for

dunvinQ all of :how domains tutu the euogement of diversity, there

will be ill lit in that rut at that will he problematic.

No\\ there \\ ere Hat k students at
WesIt4!tti too, but Hat k students \\ eren't
part of the dist ussion of diersIty, and k,
thought we understood the reason there
too. You see, there were three black
freshmen and one black sophomore. We
thought that those lo\\ numbers might
have cooled the ardor ihr including Attn. an
Amen( ans, or flacks, or Negroes as \ve
55 ere then, in the dist tiss1on.

lint things Changed at Vc'esle\
lath( .111\ , and \ \ diantatit ally, ul the
l'utus as a testi!! of \\ o momentous events.
I he tiist \v,ts a det isitin in the early (ills to
net out Hat k students aggi essivelv. I he

set (Ind 55 as the de( ision, later III the (ills, to
lituln \,X,'esle\ an tot the set mid time to
odm ation It had been t oedutational for

.1 petltid of about forty veils in the late
nineteenth Lemur\ and eau-l\ t\sentieth
century. ['hose two decisions changed the
institution very dramatically over the next
several decades. Ikecruitinent of I lispanic
students and Asian students f-illo\ved very
quickly. The colloquial nickname for
Wesleyan in the 5th \iten I \vas a student

there \vas West let h. hits name gave \vay
to .1 11e55 sobriquet, I )iversitv University.

I here were a numbei of less,om that
Irditied from this Change and I

lo mention duet. of them one \yds
that the edit' Aunt in diversity had to be
experiential I he students had to be tittle
in tilde' lot the insotiltion to learn about
the Implit aiions of di \visit \ olniv

,INSOCititeS WedeVail, a m.ln WhOili

I lonsider to be my primary mentor there,
once and only once made me were angry
\\ hen he suggested that Wesleyan perhaps
should have \vatted.' bit longer, until it
learned more about how to deal with black
students in more substantial numbers. I

went up to him and, with as inut-h anger as
I could muster with that paint ular person,
I said, -Bob. how t mod lbwe learned

without the students here'' I think liob
saw my point and I think W. esleyan has

since seen that point. It has learned that it
has to learn through the experience of
diversity.

A second lesson that Wesleyan learned
was that diversity has .1 direct and dramatic
impact on every domain of institutional
activity. Sure, you start out thinking about
recruitment, then you think abom
retention, and of course you have to think
about financial aid. There is the
curriculum. there is recruitment of faculty,
and so birth and so on. But that's not the
end of it. There is the office of security,
there is he health center, there are student
activities, Ind l hinges in the way that space
is allocated to groups, especially to new

groups that no one even knew existed lost
Six bl't1111', Si) ()hi And Sit

I wt's-Y Hs IR'

is Mkt fed duet fly And, unless the

ulstitutiou has a plan UM thaw mg all of

those domains Into the engagement of
thetsuv, thew will by Licht Its in that
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engagement that ss ill be problematic.
I he third lesson that I want to mention

that Wesleyan learned is that the
engagement of diversity is transformative.
Transformanve of the institution's own
self-understanding. Yes, it becomes a
different institution and all its members
recognize that it is different. rho. don't
always like it, but ss hat is there that people
always like about their institutions? Very
little at Wesleyan, I can tell vou. There are
sonic people who like the fact that
Wesleyan is Wesleyan University, and
there are others who don't. There are sonic
who like the tart that there are 141.1).
programs and there are others ss ho don't.
There is one thing that everyone wishes by
the w a), that Wesleyan had inure money.

here is unanimity on that. But that
transtbrination toward diversitit anon, that
profound transformation, is a very
important outcome that became very much
a part of the discussion at Wesleyan.

P.M as I was about to leave Wesleyan,
the Ford Foundation actually made a grant
to the University for diversity initiative.
This happened .just before I became an
employee of the Ford Foundation. There
are rumors around that I influenced it but I
really didn't. I have never been successtial
in convincing people of that.

I was very glad that Wesleyan got the
grant Hid I just want to say one word or
two about the evolution of that grant and
how it has contributed to the shaping of

41

conversations on diversity. The
characteristics of that grant at the outset
were pretty routine. There were faculty
seminars on diversity and individual
projects in which individual faculty ss mild
either revamp courses they \vele aheadv
teaching or create new ones

But then someone asked out Hitch...41Hr,

question: How diverse or how attentive to
diversity is the Wesleyan currit uluni
currently? It tinned out that I Inot only
no one know the answer to the question,
but no one had a methodology for finding
out. They knew that a simple survey was
inadequate, so they came up with an
approach that involved a more careful
inquiry about courses that seemed to have
sonic relationship to diversity.

Thoy also used computer technology to
map the multi( Altura' areas of the
Wesleyan curriculum. As they began to do
that, they began to appreciate the power of
that mapping and the extent to which that
computer mapping of those sections of the
curriculum actually produced greater,
richer access to the curriculum. So they
said, obviously, "this is something that we
need to do for the entire curriculum."
That is what they are currently engaged in
and the grant given to Wesleyan by the
Ford Foundation is now being used to
pursue that curricular mapping projet t.

let me move to my work at the Ford
Foundation over the last two and a half
years. When I got thew. the Foundation
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was making gr.ilik (4 lilt' 51)11 111.11

described and that it made to Wesles an

Each one wat, disc fret Moire t And

represented a discrete Intel tilt on the

part of the institution related to the topic

of diversity.
In the second round of grants, there

was a change which at first ss e thought 55 as

rather modest, but we began to understand

it better as we got Mrther into it. Instead of
inviting institutions to describe projects m

proposals. we invited a group of Urban

commuter Institutions to tell Its about du.

history of their engagement of diversity

issues. It was On the basis of those histories

that we selected the institutions that were

candidates for grants. We then invited

representatives Oldie five institutions to
«nue together for a couple of da s and

then sent them off to write their proposals.

We made sure that there was no basis for

competition among them by telling them

that there was enough nione, for all of
them to receive grants and that the sue of

the grants was fixed. It's almost like

creating .1 consorti,mi. They began to

cooperate with each other and to learn

from each. As a result we think that the

quality of the proposals was enhanced.

I think the significance of that approach
to conversations about diversity hes in the

fact that we said to these institutions,
-whatever you do, we want you to see it as

embedded in your own institutional
history; a history who In you, of course, will

rutin( e.- There are some very significant
implications of that for the way one
proceeds to assess diversity prow( is As we

continued our grant making, we fealued

that we were thinking inure and mole
about strategic consideiations, asking the

question, "I low is a particular intervention
embedded in that history and to ss hat

extent is that intervention a part of the
institutions strategic planning tOr

institutional change, indeed for institutional
transtOrmation?- I low self-conscious is the

institution that it is engaged in the process

of institutional transtOrmation?

That's the way our grant-making has

developed over the last several months. If

we look at the last grant that we made, for

instance, to the Association of American

Colleges (AA(:), that strategy becomes

even more apparent. The Association of
American Colleges will embark on three

initiatives that are interconnected. The first

will be the development of a national
forum for discussion of diversity issues and

especially as those issues intersect with

questions regarding American identity,
political identity, and cultural identity. The
se( and will involve a series of leadership

development institutes that will draw

together teams of leaders from institutions

that have made a prior commitment to the

kind of institutional transfOrmation that I

have been referring to. The third pi tlett

will he the creation of clusters of
institutions across the country that will
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work together on addressing these issues.

It's our hope that, through this series of

projects that the AAC is embarking upon,

more institutions will tie drawn into this
enterprise, that they will focus increasingly

on those strategic considerations, that they

will address institutional rranstiirmaton,
and that thee mil help each other. As I
1101111111ed, a couple of weeks ago I sat in

oln svhat was nearly an aboitive hist

meeting of the advisory panel that will

guide the AM Mimi,. I he inceling

II) be lick! In Washington, I and it was

to begin on the Smiths atter the fateful
Smuttily on whit h that very serious storm
hit Washington. Fortunately, a number of
people, tnt hiding the t hair of that panel.

I rank Wong from ('alitiinia, were able to
be there and had a very interesting

conversation on topics related to diversity.

What I want to do at this point is
simply give you the flavor of those

discussions with the expectation that you

111.1 agree with Ill(' that this is .1 second or

third generation of questions regarding

diversity., that these are ,tions which are

not yet answered. I'm not going to oiler
answers to these questions, but suggest that

they represent greater sophistic anon,

greater subtlety, greater insight into the

process through which institutions engage

diversity. l'ot Instance, how is the sink one
ola major program related to its
attractiveness to various subgroups within

the student population? I )ors locating

4.l

advocacy for students of color in the

administration, and as often happens in a

single location within the administration,

tend to produce a uniform institutional
response that further marginalizes these

groups or runs that risk and diminishes

their access to the diversity of resources

that are represented by time faculty and the

at adenuc departments? If that is the case,

and one tries to counter that by

de( entrahring advocacy for students of

color, how does ,iii institution manage that

decentralized advocacy?

I low can institutions that have been

Initially successfid with diversity hear and

listen to the multiple voices that are

emerging ft-om within culturally identified
groups? When do different groups of

students of color organize around their
ethnicity? When during their passage

through the institution? If there are
differences in timing, is some of us suspect

there are, what is their,significanceF 1 low

can departments respond through their

major programs to the desire of students of

color to have an impact On society, an

impact that the students believe will he

helpful to their own groups?
We say we ss,int a multicultural

curriculum that responds to a multit tilttal
society. I low does a multicultural
urriculum respond to the multit ultural

sell? I love can members of the teaching

fat ulty and members of the student services

support stalts ollabotate till benalf of
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enhanced education as they address these

sometimes difficult dialogues that are a part

of multicultural education? And what
problems do these new conversations pose

for the assessment of what institutions and

foundations are attempting to accomplish? I

found those really very exciting questions

to hear members oldie educational

community ask and I hope that the work
that the Ford Foundation continues to do

in the future will continue to advance
those kinds of conversations.

Now yesterday's conversation was also

with one of our grantees, the University of
MaNsat husetts at Boston, a representative of

one of those urban commuter institutions

that I mentioned before. It was a

onvetsanon about culture and cultural

nadition at sun urban commuter institution.
t 'me *A hose students and whose faculty do

not live at the institution and, on a daily
basis, move away front It. Sortie people of

that institution, through the activities
supported by the grant, have dig overed an

institutional culture in which faculty are
turning to eat h other and saying, "this is

the first time in my t areer at U Kiss

Boston that i've had this kind of
opputitmliv to clIgap. \ Colleagues

On toga s involving teat lung, and

cilium nig the leatning opportunities tor
out divrise student boils ." t )them slit h

t ommems weft 'want and theft. \\ ,IS flit

beginning of a kind of longing tin
additional opportunities tor that kind of

engagement.

This representative of U Mass Boston

asked the Ford Foundation, which thought

it was helping the institution discover its

diversity, whether, in another round of
grant-making, we might help it, through
that discovery of its diversity, to discover

its community. Well, as some of you who

know the way I think about diversity issues
will be aware, nothing has happened to me

recently that made me happier than having

that conversation because it remains my

conviction that there is no essential tension

between differences and conunonalio.. On

the contrary, it is precisely through a

refined understanding of and respect l'or

differences that we discover what unites us.

So, that's how my conversations have been

changing, evolving, and developing in
what I hope is a positive way over the

years and I'm eluoying it, a lot. Someone

asked me recently, "Edgar, how is your life
at the Ford Foundation dakrent trout your
lots at Wesleyan?" My answer was, "At the

Ford Foundation, I get to think about the

same thing every day."

Thank you.

Robert (:. Bottoms: Our sec and speaker

this afternoon is John W. l'orter. I he is a

native I loosier, we discovered, having

been horn in Ft. Wayne. Ile earned his

bachelor's degree at Albion College, and

Ins master's and Phi ). degrees in higher

education administration from Mi(Ingan
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I It it .'la it Itottom.. l'tt Itil Itt. 1)1 Pa11111

MI 11611)

kWh/ 101111 It 15.1111. I luel I ,.i11"1 I Itiket .
I r ha,/ 1 dur..titott 1 litatt., . tut

tit ate. I lo has a vaned t eel . I le taught
publk st hool in Albion and in the I ansg
school system..lohn Porter be( awe the
Superintendent of l'ublit Instruction kir
the State of Michigan in 1969. At that nine
he was thirty -eight years old. I le was not
only the youngest state superintendent in
the country; he was the first black person
to hold this job. I le has served as a college
president at Eastern Michigan University.
I le has been the superintendent of public
schools in the City of Detroit and he is
currently the Chief Executive Officer of
the Urban Education Alliance. Mr.
Vulgamore would also have me add that he
is a trustee of Albion College. Welcome to
our session this afternoon.

John Porter: i am very pleased to be
here this afternoon and to have the
opportunity to share the plattimn with All

expert on multicultural issues on American
college campuses. This topic. in my view.
is the set and most important one facing
Amen( an ethic anon today! My remarks are
modified tilim an unpublished article
entitled, "I fighet Falut ation and the Publit

;ood

I he publit and private knit veal
t alleges and universities, is well as the
emerging community college systems, have
enjoyed unprecedented gratitude from the
Amen( all plINIC and have been held in
high esteem during this last half of the
twentieth c entury.

Over these past four decades, America's
public and private colleges have responded

III a very noteworthy fishion to the
c hanging American scene.

This praise and position of respect
athirded American higher education
institutions is well deserved, for it was the
private and public colleges that first opened
their doors to the returning GIs and to an
increasing number of minority students
who sought access to a better life through
academia.

For those who were Gls from the
1'140s, the GI Bill was the gateway to the
American I )ream and colleges, like the
(;LCA institutions, rose to the occasion.

For those, like myself, who were the
first wave m the I950s from the Civil
Rights era, we too know and appreciate
what colleges like the t.'d CA institutions

did to equip us to become integrated into
Amei wan society.

hroughout the I (no '71)s and '80s.

the public and private colleges have tried
diligently to craft programs that would be
iesponsive to the changing times: Affirma-
tive Action, Black Studies. enrichment
(nurses, multicultural classes, and a host of

others.
It should be noted that in terms of

today's topic, I associate multicultural issues
with those incidents that occur on campus
which disrupt the education of students.
The issues of a multicultural college
curriculum is a separate matter.
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But the challenge still remains more

pressing than ever . . . "flow does a private
college address multicultural issues and the

education Of students of

The answer I must give you today is

not by the strategies so successfUlly utilized

in the past. Debating multicultural issues in
terms of educating students of color within

the current context of campus life will not
significantly improve conditions.

Simply put, the environment of the
urban ghetto, the media portrayal, and the
schooling culture of the 198us and 199us

are such that for a private college to

confront multicultural issues in an atmo-

sphere of "business as usual." is to be

doomed to failure. The "Rules of Engage-
ment" are much different than thirty years

ago. lo he effective, the college executive
today needs to know if the issues are an

extension of previous debate, or a call for

altering the culture of the t ampus. Under

standing the "Rules of Engagement" in
relationship to multicultural issues on the

t ampus is extremely important.

I would submit to you this atiernoon
that a COIMIltlatIOn oldie "good efforts" of

the past will not he sufficient to t ()trot the
devastating problems now bong faced by

increasing numbers of younger people in

our urban centers. These new issues have

only become prominent during the past

thirty years, whiLli is why the challenge is

so great.

Let me provide you with two examples

of shat is causing the current multicultural
challenges on private college campuses.

EXAMPLE #1 There are 13,00n

school boards in America, -10 million

students, and 2.8 million teachers. How

eyer, a close examination of those statistics

reveals that only 300 school boards are

responsible tOr the education of 35 ". of the

students, hire 35'!.". of the teachers, and,

tiirthermore, educate most of the students

of color. That is 2'!6 of the school systems!

EXAMPLE #2 The City of )etron
had a population of 2 million in 1%3 and

(5 "' of the students were white. In 1993,

the population is I million and 911 ".i. of the

students are black. That turn around

occurred in less than thirty years!

When we attempt to discuss

"Multicultural Issues and the Education of
Students of Color," we must now conduct
such discussions within a different context.

than the one used in the past, namely the

promotion of the Civil Rights agendas.
The original intent of the Civil Rights
1110Velnelli WaS to enact laws and create

enminnents that demonstrated "blacks"
could be part of main street U.S.A. The
movement was not intended to be sus-

tained until equality would be a reality.

When blacks can be elected governor of a

southern state, senators. mayors, appointed

university presidents, and when plat ks can

teat h high le%els of leadership in numerous

other endeavors, the movement has
succeeded. As a result, I consider the
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.11thovh hiAer education can take credit lOr much 01 the

exposure of diversity that appears in the television media, the

.(Acts arc disquietin and compelliv IN hind the 'Atter

mos villein .1 t ontribution of the past

I have t lime to tills ((inclusion based
upon (1.1sst(itini teat lung everien,c.

national leadership toles. tier He as 1/411,11C

StiperilitClitient (If Instrut non. as a

Unisersits Viesident and final's is (ipel
intendent of tit pools in I fetiolt, Ile
ses entli laigest St hind 11151? it I in (ht.

Iii highei eiltit anon, st- , intuit

(1111111ile 1(1 t(it (Is !lie

elutes,' if .1 is Vs(' 1.11(0.% it

IIR1.1\ is Io sill IS e i h ii t.11l %%e astIttie that

these ate an "at t ertaille set" of

nlulut ultural issues to debate on mil

private t ()liege tampuses related to students

of t nine. Both of these premises are faults

First. in terms of multicultural issues,

v\r nos\ have sufficient unpublished

evident e that there exists a cultural self-

esteem. as \s ell as a personal self-esteem,

svithin the urban community. for most 01.
Us \SIM fillICI1011 CifeitIVCIy in the larger

society. these Isso esteems have been

integrated. I losvever, many stotkiits of

olor. functioning in .1 multicultural,
private college setting have learned hos, to

survive by adopting a strong t ultural self
esteem. Unfortunately. that posture does

not alsvays produce the most tayorallf,

sot ietal results.

It such a student Is deficient in I an

guage Arts. Mathematics and tit lent e. all of

the multicultural talk in the svorld 55.111 not

enhance his or her personal self-esteem

either on a private college t amptis or in an
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urban St pool setting.

Secondilthough higher edtit anus tan

take t redit ftir much Of the exposure of
di\ ersits that appears in the television

media. the fa, is are disquieting and com-

pelling behind the "glitter... ()lie-half ()fall
inban t hildren enter first grade \\idiom
"readiness" to learn. Fitts. percent of the

filth waders Ill most urban centers are
ahead\ tsso of more years behind acadeini-

ans. It of all ninth graders fail to
satistat tools prowess to the tenth grade.

and only In r. of the high school graduates

air ably to he I cgularly enrolled in a

111115 CISIt \ CPI private t ()liege.

tatis(lt ally. in the I )etroit
st hook, in 1(188 their \\eye 19.11()(1 moth

graders. the next \Tar there were I2,1111

tenth graders, the next ear there were

K.501 cies enth gradersind to li] when I
ietired, there \sere only ii,nttn graduates--

ot ss Inch olds too meet the standards to he

regularly enrolled at one of your anstitti

(lolls. Is there any %solider svhy statisticalls

mole Hat Is males ale enrolled in prison

than art. eniolled in higher education in

Amein a'

I his is a shameful truth that must he

dire( tis t ontronted Regiettabls. there are

Less tit us willing to publit t onfront the

hstic he'd till. I
octet you to the bash

question of the Amon an edut ation ss stem

and ask, "Is ptil)lit edut ation Just?" A

private t ollege tit I.:ion students that has

only tilts. students of color is ill an Innen



able position in regard to the topic at hand.

I, for one, do not wish to encourage
our public and private colleges to continue

to tinker on the edges with debates about
multicultural issues for students of color

when such institutions are not devoting

resources and energy to preparing teachers

ss ho can Make a difference with those

preschool elementary children and middle
school youngsters struggling to survive in

terms of improving their Language Arts,

Mathematics, and Science literacy.

The unrelenting facts of today are that

most oldie teachers engaged in teaching in

such areas are not prepared to make a

signitit ant different e for vulnerable
students of color and are getting no

significant assistant e from higher edin

I would oiler the observation that I
doubt if any of the institutions assembled

here today have made such an investment.

'Ibis is noteworthy, for the facts are

that tin every one student of color you
attract to campus, there are ten times that

many back home influencing and shaping
the multicultural agenda that we hope to

address on our private college campuses.

My remarks today are not aimed at

criticizing the role played by private
colleges in the past four decades. Indeed, I

suspect these remarks will fall on deaf ears

because they call for such a radical campus

departure from the past.

However, for these reasons and others,

I have suggested to the President that what

this nation needs is a National Education
l)efense Act of 1993. Such an Act would

undertake to retrain and provide for the

training of an elite corps of classroom

teachers capable of altering the educational

circumstances I have _just described.

This would serve us well on private

college campuses in two ways. First, it
would deal directly with the personal self-

esteem psychic, and second, it could

substantially increase the number of

students of color who are eligible for

college.

We are doomed to become a second

class nation if we continue to display on

television and in other professional endeav-

ors, those very. few of us who Made it to

the hallowed halls of academia, while

denying that for every one of them, there

are ten times as many doomed to failure

back home. This is why there has emerged

two self-esteems and why it will be difficult

to engage in any serious discussions of

multicultural issues with college students of

color.
I have every confidence that these mat-

ters will get the attention of those who are

in a policy position to make a ditrence.
I ,.!so have confidence that the Great

Lakes Colleges Association that has repre-

sented private higher education so admira-

bly in the past, will respond to this new set

of challenges if provided the encouragement.

'Thank you very much.
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COMMENTARY

Alicheie lyes: I hetr is something

quite wonderfid and wartn in this gathering

of faculty, administratorsind alumni of
these twelve small, nudwestern colleges.
am grateftil to be a part of it, when ('aril
(;turd() asked me to do this -commentary"
I said sure, not realiz:ng that I would

have to face you after a day and a hallo!
some of the most stimulating and cogent
discussions about liberal arts education we
have heard in a while. I realize now the
soup I am in, and hope you will he
indulgent .1`, I make these new comments
about what struck me as particularly
important in our conversation so Car.

First, there is the whole idea of celebra-
tion. Wet aioe together ttt (elebrate three
decades of an extraordmaiv collective
story. We Mt' lieu, to a tr,IdInt)f) uniyurlw

Amen( an and to values that are Intimately
c onnected to the ideal Of the American

I )rcana Where else but in America do w
so earnestl attempt to deniu rattle higher
ethic anon, and where else but in small
liberal arts colleges do we educate so many

will bet time leaders in our society. In
I rail( e. for example. two vandc, nob., ale
the smut e of most oldie t (ninnys leatlet
ship, and pre( loll~ few of these giacluates

ate first geneiation ollege students at
Iepresent a wide tangy of sot lo c«nionnt
bat kgiounds Whew else but in thcse
small, tesidential t alleges do we even

attempt to de clop a sense at t onnininik
and talk st II t it tusk Amin \\ kit it

.

Likes tit build community in a diverse
sot iety. Making this kind of personal
edit( anon available to all those who can
benefit from it, regardless of socioecononne
c tit tunstances, is attempted nowhere else

but in this country. We should be proud
indeed to he part of this story. It is a
unique story. It is a successful story. It is

an American story.
I realize that in this era of global world

views, I may sound off-base with unfash-
ionable patriotic pride. My comments are
not intended to sound the patriotic horn.
but rather to remind us that it we do not
persist or it we fail in our attempt to
provide the kind of personal, not mass,
education our country's leadership needs
and to provide it for all who can benefit
Flinn it. regardless of economic circum-
stances, then we can be almost certain that
nowhere else in the world will this he even
attempted.

I Ins brings me to my second point.
I he cost issue and the danger we trice
losing our ability to remain a viable option
tier those who cannot AGM our costs.
RI( hard Smith made a comment last night
55 Inch stared me. ''Since most advertisers

want to teat h only affluent target markets",
he said, "some editors are now reporting
pressure to cut back on coverage of interest
to mmomies and low income !cadets
I pink bon( this lot a moment. I )ors this

appl to Its As Weir dirt oust lutist of us

here alit Ilea\ 111 111111011 tkprlitit'Ill, 111M
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I:1011 I0.11.111. II 'telt, h..
/ h i ( oil, i l l , . , , , ,if

many of us ,ire also kehng the pressure to

recruit aggressively "full pay.' students so

we can atiOrd to support larget financial aid

budgets? Who among us is not feeling the

pressure that financial budget escalation is

not sustainable over the long haul. Who

among our Board of Trustees has not

already started to talk about changing some

of the financial au.1 principles dear to us,

such as need blind-admissions and meeting

the bill needs of all students who qualify

tier aid? Could we be beginning to ratio-

nalize and are we getting On the slippery

slope that leads to convincing ourselves

that our kind of education is not for
everyone anyway?

What scares me is that no middle class

family can .fflOrd our price. Unless publn
pulley changes significantly, we have to

provide aid if we want to keep our colleges
a real option tit these families. If we don't,
we will make our colleges .1 preserve for

the wealthy elite and the experiment will
Cid. It will fail because there are too many

of us for a small number of truly affluent

people and some Of these colleges will not

survive. It will fad because it will he .1

return to pre-World War 11 elitism-
when mostly, only the children of the
white-upper class could atliird us, We

would be again the higher education
%croon of em lusty(' plop St hoots. I

need not say how anal hronistic this model

Is. and how poorly It would prepare

students for lives of leadership and set

in a diverse society. I also need not emplia

size to this group the truly destructive

premise that only the affluent should he

prepared to lead.

My third and last comment builds on

the urgent need to restructure internally

to cut costs, to I estructuie external

perceptions that St hoof is .1 %(111)(11 Is .1

school, 111(1 to t 011111( t' the public that
not .111 of us should be tarred by the

problems and scandals that plague larger.

institutions.

Tinkering \sit)) cost-cutting measures
\ill not be enough if we wish to preserve
\sut makes us unique and still make a real

difference in our costs. We need to pursue

more radical ideas such as .1 three-yea

1)accalau11eate program, an idea that Fred

titan., (ierhard Casper of Stanford, and a

few of Its have suggested as a possibility for

restructuring.

We cannot atiOrd to he complacent as

IBM and other corporate g1,111ts have been

.111th .1s%11111e that \Vt. \VIII survive without

hanging signifiiantl. I he hallenge is to

hang(' \vItliotit t ompionnsing the values

that make us a unique Anwrit an experi-

ment in demot 11th and individually

entered edit. anon,

I .1111 t ontident that we 11.15 0. the

'comity and the dial( Alton to keel,
lilt's)' t open lot \ prttillt IIIIIII
the 1111,11 .111th 1111),111 1111thwesl, .111111e111 of

11001, tilts rettel.Illott 11101it, %\

`.111t11'111s 1111111 .1t WY. Ihe t till1111 .111th at toss
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the globe xvlio lind us striving to be ,in

example of \\ hat a diverse, fair, and

humane community can be.

VIA( h I obi' .1Iyrts. l'rrshlew. I)(m.soti 'nwetIty.
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SYNOPSIS

I he slit t ess of the ( Iicat I Ake,. ( 'olleges

Ascot Litton has t mile as it has addiessed

issues relating to the Itik Mid 1111.0.1iin tit

Illthpellth'Ilt, liberal arts and st lent es

I ()lieges. impottant has been the
sees u r and edit( anonal t omponents of the
onsortmm: the programs and prolet is that

have addressed the needs of tliculty,
administrtors, and stall; and through them
the students of the twelve colleges." he
second half of the conference was deel-
oped for the many peoples of the consor-
tium; these programs reflect the issues and
concerns that those who promote student
learning both inside and outside Ofthe
classroom face III their daily work.

Four programmatic areas were high-
lighted in the second half of the con-
ference: ficulty professional development,
international and off-campus education,
Women's Studies, and multicultural
education and issues. 1 o start the second

half of the conference. tat MCIllher

\silo had been involved in these (II CA
programs tinr many years shared their
retiCt11011% on the importance and value of

these programs for themselves and other
tat ult. Their comments are included in
their entirety is these proceedings under
the tide "Thirty Years of Educational
Change- Looking Forward and I ooking

CO101111111 SeSSiMIS

ont urrent sessions, each orgam/ed

mound one of mole of the (11.CA program
',Holmes, wete included in the conference
program. Most of the sessions were highly
merit live, ss ith participants learning from
eat h other through sharing of common
issues and problems. Participants lett the
sessions much as they leave a GLCA
conference or meeting with (1) an affirma-
tion of the value of the work that they do,
(2) new ideas on how to address .1 teaching
or administrative problem, and (3) height-
ened knowledge and respect for higher
education in general, and the independent
liberal arts college in particular.

Brief descriptions of each of the

progiams follow.

From l:tosstott; liohler to (:rostitk! (:ItIttire.,--

lottrittattottal l'iopattis !It file (:0111r.11 itt

.1111k111111111,111,111

t)sel thilts Slits ,Igo, the small group of
t ollvge presidents silo gathered to coil
sIdel the Ideal tit all awn 1.1t1011 tit t alleges

had, ts a primary goal, the desire to
plot ide more opportunities tor students to
have an cdtit ational everient e that carried
them to ,1110thil caunuv and
culture. The firs. programmatic bait non of
the (I1.(:A WA', to establish international
programs, sponsored by a single college,
that students front all of the ( ('A «dleges
could attend as if it were sponsored by

their own college. Today, the (11 CA
International and ()IF ( :ampus Education
Committee looks lot tt As to make it
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possible for more multit ultural students to

paint pate in oft campus and international
programs arid for all students to learn more

About living anti learning at ross cultural

boundaries. in this t mum\ and abroad.

I lie session 55 as led by international

educators from several (II (s.A campuses.

They explained how the '.international..
experience has changed over the past thirty

years and the reasons they believe that

international anti other off-caul-ins expert-

enct:s are vital to global education. Interna-

tional educators serve as the bridge he-

t \\ een the students and their academic

programs and the off-campus and intern.'

tional sites to \vhich students go. They are

Furth ularlv assure of host students tan

MALL' use of their global e\perient es as an

iiitt:gral part of their educational program.
I Ile conveners raised Issues related to the

Stud% abroad experience as an inter( ultural

\\ hole and considered the potential in these
itiograms to help students see (-owlet lions

[let \seen their international esperient e and

the multi( ultural U.S. sot let \

Presenters \\ ere: Joseph Iiiot kington,

Associate I )iret tor of Foreign Studs. and

Associate Professor of ( ierman I anguage

aml I itt:rature, Kalamazoo College;

I 10 \\ and Lamson, Professor of Spanish,

Larlhain ('allege; Patricia ()Miley,
I /ire( for of International Programs,
arlham College; Michael Vande Berg,

I )irector of Foreign Study; Kalamazoo

( 'allege; joAnn th.A. Vv'allace. I )'rector of

Antioch klutation Abroad, Antioch
College.

.1, nee and Learinv---

Why Ulf-Lampu., PrNtam., Flourish

I Ills program ;Ocused On off-campus study

experiences in this country and was a

corollary to the international focus of the
first program. Two ( II.CA off-campus

centers were featured, the Philadelphia

Center and the New York Arts Program.
Both programs offer opportunities for
students to serve in internships and appren-

tit while taking academic courses that

take advantage of the urban setting of the

respective programs. The two presenters,

Stevens E. Brooks. Executive Director of
the (il CA Philadelphia ( :enter, and Alvin
Slier. I )irector of the New York Arts
Program. hive many years of experience m

this kind of experiential education. Thou-
sands of students have had an opportunity

to -try-out- their academic learning m an
applied setting through these two pro-

grams.

Brooks and Sher. along \\ nth the

moderator for the session, 'Thomas IL.

1.ffig.bv. Associate I )ean and

Associate Professor of ( ;otiperative Utica

nun at Antioch College, led a discussion

about active teaching and learning as the

pedagogical tOundations for their programs

and the special issues that are raised by

hanging social attitudes about the city.
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It ..111Idiabh In 'ti

1itedkisi liarrier in 1 liOler 1:dutation

Small colleges in small midsvestern towns
have to (York hard to have student bodies
that idle( t the at tual demographics of the
Larger American society. Tsvo of the

( :A c-olleges. ( )berliii and Antioch,

represented tit this session b( I )(s ight

I lollins and I )ino V(filliams, has e

historic commitment to Atilt all /1111(11(mi

students. I oda( . all of the ( ( 'A oiletrs
have programs to assist students of clisCINC

cultural hick ;rounds i) attend t (dirge
I his program slims cased the ( )1(erliii

(:ollcge Admissions video, nanated Its Bill

Cosby. which demonstrates hors one
college worked to create a diverse student
body from 1835 to the present and the
many contributions ( )berlin alumni has e
made to so( lets. the roundtable oust tission
addressed current issues of afffiltiN t Innate

for diverse students in c ()liege minnitinities
and engaged part), ipants in at us Ines \s hit It

illuminated 'loss- chtferen«:s among

ommunity members are assets.
1111.' presenters \s ere I )svight I i Thus,

Assistant I ')irec tor of Admissions And

( 'oordinator klultit tiltutal Admissions,

Oberlin College and I )ino
Assistant Professor of Cooperative 1:.(Itic

tion. Antioch University. (:arol I asset,
Assoc late I )can of the ( )berlui

College, nic)clerated the session.

Fosfetiv (;lowth ,i( Tethher., ,it/f/

As part of the (.11 ( :A Fac tilty I )evelopment
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Program. a summer workshop on course
design and teaching has been held for
sixteen years. Perhaps the longest running
summer teaching workshop in the country,
over -11111 facults have participated in the

program. In this conference session, stall.
for the summei workshop (a1I classroom
teat kris) invoked the participants in .1
scssiun sillillar to .1 portion of the summer
vs oikshop. In the session. faculty and
administtattns welc asked to think about a
nurse they were teaching or an educa-

tional design that they were working on.
Ina small group setting. each told of a
teaching 'learning experience that had a
multicultural focus. As the session came to

a close, the participants drew common
themes about teaching from their inch-
( 'dual accounts.

(:onvencrs for the session were:

I )eborah Butler. Wabash (..ollege:.lane

I )1( kit', I lope (:ollege: I )ave Finster,
Wittenberg University; Peter I.rederick,
Wabash College: I )ianne P. (;tienin-1 elle,
Albion College; Tem. Kershaw he

( :ollege of Wooster: I art's' I MTH 111V,

Ulm ersth Oliver I Mid, Alillot
P Put c, I )(Tam%

1.1111sCINIIV: Keith Wald, I )raison

111115tisits.

Colinnwiny and ( In a

Ioldennal t :o11(.0

Th residential c allege offers unique

educational oppoittimi( the opportunity
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to create a living-learning environment.
While many larger colleges and universities

are experimenting with this educational

concept, most liberal arts colleges have

been residential renters Of community

since their founding Even with this
history, difficult issues of community life
often present themselves. The panelists

discussed programs at their own institutions

that promote learning about commumtv.
Questions raised int. hided: Where does

the responsibility for tea( lung about .111(1

maintaining community life IR.? What are

the varicty of \vat,s that liberal arts colleges

structure comintuutv life? What are the

impht ations liar t (immunity life Of the

Int Ica,mg diversity of both students and

fat tilts?

I )(maid). Omaha!). Vice President and
I )can for Student Affairs at Albion College
modeiated the session. Panelists were:

Charles I. Morris, Provost, I )(nstill
LIniversitv; IZ Eugene Rice, Vice Presi-

dent and I )can of the faculty, Antioch
'ollege; Anne I i. Wright, I )ran of Student

I )cvelopment. arlham College.

Plenary Session

Of the him- program areas addressed in the

second half of the conference, the

multi( ultural education initiative is the
most ret (mt. lhe theme was highlighted at

the conference through several avenues.

including a major address by Manning

Nlataltle, a nationally-know to African

American Studies scholar and an alumnus of

Eadham College. At the tune of his presen-

tation, he was Professor of Political Science

and 1-fistory and I)irector of the Center for
Studies of Ethnicity and Race in America at

the University of Colorado. I le now holds a
similar position at Columbia University. I fis

speedi, Ahillifultura/ liduisition and

(:hallevo (or the Future of 1 kher Vdmanon,

Is Included in these proceedings.

ll'orkshops

Several \vorkshops were orgamied around

themes of teaching and learning. A des( rip

non of these workshops toll() s. A presenta

tion from one of the workshops, I lir 13/1,1,11

.1/1 Entilir1/1i: AMC/hail Simile's

.~tors., by Jacob E. Nyenlitiis, Piovost at

I lope College, is included in this volume

Mensal:re Aiquoailie\ to.1 railunk: 1 )nvisity

'the curriculum has been a t ontintiall
evolving vehicle for the transmission of

kno \\ledge. The discussion of

diversity as reflected in the t ()liege t writ

loin is often emotional as s arious assump

tions about t tilt tire, learning and tea( hung

are presented. In this session, ditierent

approaches to teat lung about diversity \\ ere

highlighted by kit tilts. and administiatots

twin selet ted

Fle presentations bet aim 1111111 t ase

studies of the politic s of t unit ilium de\ el

()villein. As one of the panelists, less el
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Graham, a retired professor of social work
at Antioch College and former Interna-
tional President of the YWCA said. -I
have C011W to the conclusion that any

academic program is dependent to a large
degree on the interests and commitments
of the faculty implementing that program
day by day. class by class. committee by
committee. It happens, or doesn't happen,
because of a multiplicity of small decisions
nude out of the vested interests of the
people making them.- As the case studies
unfolded, the differences in how faculties
shape the curriculum became evident.

Conveners for the session were Lisa
P....111NdC11. I )irector of Affirmative Action

and Women's Programs. Denison Ulmer-
say and Bonita Washington-Lacey.
Associate I >can for Minority Affairs,
Farlham College. Panelists svere Phats
Boanes, Associate Professor of History and
I )irector, MI-wan and African American
Studies. Ludlum College; Alfredo
(;on /,des, Assistant Provost. Hope College:
Jewel Graham, Professor of Social Work
(emeritus). Antioch College; and Akwasi P.

)set, Visiting Assistant Professor of Black

t Mlles, I hr l.ollegt of Wooster.

eadit to the ChalleitQes of Ercryda Lth

In the classroom Of today. difficult topics

arise spontaneously or by design. Faculty
and students become risk-takers as they
struggle to integrate intellectual and
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emotional responses to problem-solving
and decision-making, regarding issues such
as All )S, sexual identity. racism, and
violence. The presenters each described .t
classroom situation that involved an
emotional response from themselves or
from their students and how they inte-
grated these responses into the intellectual
content of the class.

Conveners for the session were Laurie
Churchill, Assistant Professor of Humani-
ties-Classics and Women's Studies. Ohio
Wesleyan University and Keith Ward.
I)irecfor of the First-Year Program,
I )enison University. Presenters included
Robert Bennett, Kenyon College; Jane
l)Ickie, Hope ( College; 1 curie Finke.
Kenyon College; and Stuart 1 ord. I )ePauw
University.

Faculty Roles in Contiontiv Institutional

ChallettQes

Mangene Arnold, Kalamazoo College. and
Susan Figge, The College of Wooster.
convened this discussion on the leadership
responsibilities called for from faculty in
response to the challenges currently facing
institutions of higher education. Issues
discussed included: flow will these t hal
lenges affect who the Utility are and what
and how they teach? What kinds of fat tilts
leadership will liberal art and st lent es need
now and in the future? Wheie w ill this
leadership come from?
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Closiv Plenary

To close the conference, five people,
representing the variety of GI.(:A consmu-
en( les, were asked to reflect on All aspect of
the conference that they would carry away
with them. Their remarks are included m
these proceedings.

While the programs of music and art
that were presented to the conference
participant,. cannot be included ID this
volume. their contribution to the confer-
ence was significant. W. Bing 1)avis, Chair
of the Art 1)epartment at Cemral State
University and an Annulus of I >el'au
University, exhibited several of his works.
gave a gallery talk, and presented a multi-
media program designed to enhance the
understanding and appreciation of cultural

diversity. I he program was titled dorn-
ment Art and Cthme. Hie Earlhani
'ollege (;ospel Itevelations, under the

direction of Aaron Stevens and Robert
I Rutter, gave a t oncert for the conference
participants. (;ospei Itcychoom
students and tat tilts of arlham
and residents of lttt hmond, Indiana. Also
partu ipating in the program were students
from I )el'auw University's School of
Music. who perfOrmed piano works by
Mo/art and I laydn. 1 he students \ ere
Pamela Wellsand and John Clodfeltei
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TII1RTY YFARS OF EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

LOOKING FORWARD AN1) LOOKING BACK

Paul C. McKinney: Good morning. We
want to look back, ind 1w looking back
this morning, to look toward the tinure.
think the GI CA has grown because we
have been a consortium of creative ability.
We have been pioneers m several different

areas which our speakers are going to
address this morning. We have a great spirit
of collegiality in the (II CA. A part of that
great spirit of collegiality is that we have
conversation about important issues. We
also come together to work out those
issues and to work as t onsortium. The
idea of a cluster for some is a modern idea.
but for (II CA that's been an idea that's
now thirty years old. So our point this
morning, after our speakers have spoken, is
for us to have that conversation. I hope it
ss ill be a t onveisation about the future of
the ( II ( I Ile 1.111t1W.Ipe of the past is the

ground for the shape of the figure. I hope

we (an begin that tliture after our
t onversation this morning.

I et me introduce our distinguished
panel. First of all. Peter Frederick, professor
of history at Wabash College is here. I am

reminded that he has a doctor of humane
letters in teaching tioni Albion College,
the first of the colleges in the GICA. Gail

( 'main. associate protessor of English and
coordinator of women's studies is from
kalaniamo College. I want to call your
attention to Gall's new book, Gill*: /...t.say

on Trailiin and the Mother .1111.0e. Neil

Sobania, professor of history and director

6.3

of international education at Hope
College, and Yvonne Williams, professor
of Black Studies and political science and a
fellow dean of the faculty at the college of
Wooster are also here with us this
morning. I'm going to ask our panel to
speak in the :o..I. 11 ow.ng order, first Peter
Frederick will lead us tmtl. then Gail Griffin,

followed by Yvonne Williams and finally,
then, by Neil Sobama.

Peter Frederick: I really wanted to use this

to backward as a historian. Totime I kl k

Just imagine and think about some images
from the faculty development program that
goes back to 1973 or 1974, some nineteen
or twenty years ago. There are some
images that I have and some stories that I
want to tell about this faculty development
program.

'the (II,CA program. was founded
nineteen years ago this month in 1974,
with a S404,00 grant funded by the Lilly
Endowment. The image and the story that
I keep going back to was an Academic
Council meeting held at Houston Woods
in April of 1974. The acting (ILCA
president. Larry Barrett, who delighted

is here, gathered together I guess what was
defined as an Academic Council. I think he
asked each I )ean to name sort oldie young
hot-head, the young person on your
faculty, the young Turk with lots of ideas
to this council. It didn't !MIMI whether
they were any good or not, just as long as
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I 1. I du. rr Pr .r ,,t i tN11.11. I int rit,
. I..rio, r I4, 1,/, ,u. f ,/ ( I

cat h had a lot of ideas to bring together
into .1 group and could think about a new
direction for GLCA.

At that time, GL('A was involved w ith
student programming and international
programming, but nothing in particular for
on-campus and faculty programs. The
council was a group of young people full of
ideas: Steve Scholl, Jim Cooper, Peter
I Iaveholm. Jim Cook, ( iordon Thompson.
I lerb I )ershain, myselfind others. We
submitted this grant to Lillyind here is the
purpose. thr inure effective teaching.
learning, and fin- professional development
of faculty. We were at I iouston Woods, to
get the needed approval of the I )eaus
C'otincil and At adenut Count 11 that 55 cie

meeting there.
I his was absolutely new tei ivory foi

me. We went into the inceting first and
made our eager proposal: we hadn't vet
quite heard from i ills, though we Sk oulti

get the positive appros t\\ months Liter.

But we also needed approval from our
olleagues in the I )rains and

faculty. We were not, how shall I put it.
we were not unarrogant about the sway iii
55 Inch we presented the need. and our
excitement os er our own ideas and
program. They essentially refused us a
quick approval and sent us out of the
worn, wanting to discuss It turther. A. ex
civil rights workers and ant, Vietnam War
activists. this was not an unusual c\pericnic
for us, so we went hack into the other
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room and waited there. Meanwhile. Larry
Barrett was going back and thrth between
rooms.

The list of those in the other room
included: Evan Farber, Dick Rosser, Irwin
Abrams, Lou Brakeman, Jim Cook, Mel
Vulgamore, Bruce Haywood, Sheldon
Wettack, Vie Powell, and Fred Cropp. It
was quite a distinguished group in that
room making the decision after they sent
us out to cool our heels. Larry Barrett, and
I only have half the story, was telling us,
"Look, go back in. its an anthropological
dance, it's all you have to do, go in there
and dame their dance. I heard later that
he was in the other room .aying, "I've got
a ',WWII of hotheads out here, von know,
nom the 6n.."

Sitting in the room where we were
waiting, ogling our heels, was this young
kid. Ile \\ as Just sitting there very quietly
55 lule \' c were self-righteously declaring
our excellence. the importance of our ideas
and our program, and what tools they were
in that room. Finally, I turned to this
young kid and said. "I li, I'm Peter
Frederick, are you a graduate student
studying this progianiF' I le said, "No, lin
Jon Fuller, the new president of GICA."

l'hat was the first mistake of mans in
the (;LCA program that the I. illy
Endow invent funded and founded. Over
two summers and two vears, from '74 to
4', 6. we did workshops at Albion, Winona
m Minnesotaind the Cmcs I )odge
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Mansion, or Meadowbrook Lodge, north
of I )etroit. During those workshops we
discussed instructional development,
personal development, and institutional
development. !hiring one workshop Lou
Brakeman led us through a simulation of
Save U., an imaginary perfect liberal arts
college in the year 201)0, and its
counterpart Straight U., which was the
traditional model.

Many of you were there in those vears
and know that we made every mistake In
the book. A big mistake was bringing in
the Cleveland Gestalt Institute people.
Because the Gestalt stuff was too touchy-
feels', we got embroiled with issues of
sexism, power, control and Gail Sheehy's

f'a Some of us have very wonderffil
memories and learning from that
experience and others don't. There Was
more power lines, drawing more personal

development, and more life planning than
many in that group were ready for.

Another big mistake I think we made
in those early years was planting the idea
that this was a program for ficulty who
were deficient, rather than for already good

teachers who were trying and seeking to
become better. It was not our intention to
present the program this way. This
misunderstanding occurred partly in the
ears of the recipients and partly in our own
naivete and greenness. That was an idea

that has died, but died hard, in sonic
GI ( :A ( ()lieges. In sonic instances, I think

we still struggle with it. Let me correct that
record once more. The GLCA faculty
development program has always been for
excellent teachers who. in their excellence.
want to become even better. They come
together to reaffirm, confirm, and support
each other in doing that.

Out of those workshops, we distilled
what worked best. We made many, many
mistakes, and insensitive ones, and even
hurt sonic people in those early years.
Iowever, the initial grant, in that trial

period, did what a Lilly, what any
endowment plan should do, and that was
to give sonic young people a chance to
learn from their mistakes. I think we did.
It was from that initial grant that we
distilled: the Course I )esign and Teaching
Workshop; plus all those various summer
programs: plus the ones on- campus: the
whole variety of Earlham and I:el'ausv
models; teaching and learning committees;
release time consultants: and the many
different models and programs of faculty
development that take place on campuses,
as well as on weekends, elsewhere.

pis(' Want to conclude by reflecting in
a couple more images about the summer
program. While studying course design and

teaching from the Cleveland Gestalt
people, we heard, learned, and experienced
ink Iotrat huig. We've been doing
ilikilitem 'ling now fin seventeen %Winners.

It is .1 Vets. poWt.11111 bonding experience

Ion lac lilts. in a small supportive group to



The personal, institutional, and profrssional career dimensions

are always there beneath and behind that.faculty member

struvling to teach better or to help students intemet with each

other and with the material more d fectively.

try slices of teaching, getting constructive

and supportive feedback from their peers,

and growing from that with and without
the use of video.

The Course Design and Teaching

Workshop is without question, the longest
running, most successful faculty teaching

development program in the country. I've
been saying this for several years. I say it at

national forums at various dines and no

our disputes it at all. Seventeen years Is a

long time. The average life °fa lot of the
programs that began in the inkl-70, was

three years. Some Listed seven years, eight

to ten years at most. Seventeen Years is

exceptional. In the List two years. we've

doubled the number of workshops, we
now do two a summer. I added up all the

participants, including the original Lilly
years, and there have been almost 500

people who've been faculty members or

who've been part of the GLCA Course
Design and Teaching Workshops and the

original workshops. Over 31 in of those 50D

come from the twelve GI('A colleges,
which is a considerable number. They have

ranged in any given year from Eiculty iii

their first year, who testify later as to how

crucial and life-frming it has been for
them, to ( )liver Loud, our beloved staff
member tin- all these years.

A second image. Lady in the course

design years, in I()78 or 19791 man about
age fifty was teaching in this powerful

microteaching format. Ile had just given a
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Live to six minute lecture in In k ()Idly

analytical, rather dull way. We were

watching him on the s(. teen in the replay

and I was witching his fat e as he wail lied

himself teach III till, CRT to sib 111111lItt.

slice. As he finished, I saw Ins eyes looking

at the nnag,e of himself teat ung When I

asked hint to describe the tem. lier he `,1\k

tars came out and ran doss n his heck,

Ile said, "I he's cold and distant.- l le said,

wouldn't want to take a course front
that man.- Notice he referred to a third
person. The imaging was a distancing

process. Mat was a frmative, changing

moment for him. Ile is now and has
continued to be tin the last fifteen years, a

highly innovative, interactive, experimental

teacher and, in fact, is the driving force for

a whole new (;L( ;A south program at the
Associated Colleges of the South, who are

beginning this summer with a workshop

based and modeled entirely on this one.

Another image that I iteration to

this group is of Nan Nowick of I )einson,
one of the original fellows, a term that

always amused her in the original I illy

program. Nan, w ho founded and taught us

all about leneent students, always chimed

she was one on. e. Nan, in the I (0, of
197 workshop at Albion, was doing the
traditional session she always did on the

reticent student, then thiln tilts speaking in

class, and was telling us all about het \soik

with them. Nan said, as she nsnall

that a lot of fai silty membeis wrie omit c



reticent students and that's why a lot of us

became faculty members. We were
running out of tune, which was always the
ease, and Nan said, -Those of you who

\sant to continue this discussion come on
up after.'' I was sitting in the corner
\smelling and two-thirds to three-furths
oldie room, most of the men, went up to
Nan afterwards and wanted to continue
talking about their own reticence.

What Nan taught us was just another
retie( non. That the original idea was to
combine holistically instructional, institu-
tional, professional, and personal develop-
ment. And. that you can't just study one
thing, teaching techniques, because they're
embedded in context. They're embedded
in institutional culture. They're embedded

in personality. What Nan really taught us

through that reticent program. about our
students and about ourselves, was how as
teachers we deal with the whole person.

'That the personal, institutional, ind
professional career dimensions are always

there beneath and behind that ficulty
member struggling to teach better or to
help students interact with each other and

with the material more effectively.
That was an original conception of that

I illy program. Although we fiictis on
course design and active learning strategies

in the summer workshop, that holistic

notion of the faculty member is one that I
think we've preserved. It continues as a
fundamental, underlying princi pie for the

program even today.
The final image 1 close with is. just

simply, my experiences last year at Kenyon

and Wooster. 1 see an evolving and
growing stafffull-time teachers at
and other small liberal arts collegeKit
Price. Larry Lovell-Troy. Dave Finster,
Nancy Taylor, Terry Kershaw, I >mime
Guenin-Lille, lane Dickie, and l >eborali
Butler. I see them, one after another, take
turns leading the workshop with consum-
mate poise, skill, confidence and sensitivity.
We've come a long way from the awk-
ward, bumbling mistakes of Peter and
Steve in 1')75-76, and so has faculty

development.
The genius of the (;L( :A t:iculty

development program has been the
development of different models on
different campuses, reflecting institutional
culture and style: and, in the summer
workshop, the way it has evolved and
changed. yet stayed fundamentally the same
in its core ethical vision for higher educa-

tion. I'd say that the effort born nineteen
years ago has ended up doing what was
originally intended: to improve the quality
of teaching and learning in ( ;I CA colleges,

and, in a time of retrenchment (then and
now, again), to help faculty renew them

selves prt6ssionally. The I illy hitiowilieut
has every reason to he cnormousls pleased

with its investment.

Gail B. Grillitt: I'm not sure I'm going to
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answer the questions that I was supposed to
address this morning, but I will talk about
the GLCA Women's Studies program, past,
present, and fUture as it looks through my
particular eyes.

First of all, what I remember is that I
am not One of the founding mothers of
GLCA Women's Studies. 1 know who
those illustrious sisters were; sonic of them
are here today, most of them are not.. I ask
all of their spirits to smile on me and to cut
me sonic slack.

What I remember most is that we were
outlaws. I remember the constant sense of
subversiveness and danger. of marginality
and illegitimacy, of working without a net.
and of being under suspicion. We were on
flu. edge in all senses of that expression. I

remember thinking of "the program" as
consisting mostly of the constant, personal
energies of thirteen or so women,
untenured, highly overcommitted, who
simply couldn't be without this connection.

I remember committee meetings where
we drank Carlo Rossi, ate in college
cafeterias, and slept in sleeping bags or on
the beds of the children of women col

leag;ues or of the committee member
hosting the meeting. I remember the
ue casional thrill of staying at a motel and
eating at a restaurant, the Warm Friend
Motel is the one I remember the most
( !early. I remember the meeting with the
I trans at Marigold I odge at I lope, after
which the I leans stayed at Marigold I odge
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and the Women's Studies committee
hauled their stuff into dorm rooms. I
remember that committee meetings were
rife with drama high and low. The personal
was indeed political but vice versa too. The
political was very personal.

I remember tough, unrelenting
struggles to stay alive -to keep on keeping
on. I remember watching Jon Fuller, short-
haired, button-down southern conservative
that he was, watching us ever so closely
with those narrow, hooded, astute eyes of
his, and slowly, quietly putting his consid-
erable weight behind a program that he
couldn't have agreed with on very many
levels. But I remember some tough
negotiating in the process. I remember in
particular the intense committee meetings
leading up to our bid for "hard money"
from the GLCA. This was the moment
when Women's Studies went legit or died.
I remember being yanked into semi( e to
write up the proposal to the Board,
because Lisa Godfrey knew I could write.
.111(1 feeling that finally I could be useful. 1

remember being in on the first (and only)
conference call of my life to make final
revisions on this proposal. And I remember
I ha calling me to say that the Board had
voted and we'd been funded. I WVIVI. nit'n

lint unlike the Supreme Court at the
time, not unlike the Apostles had made
us, .1 Boren or so Jimior flunky women
pith out t oordmator legitimate. It was a
brave day.



.1 t the heart of our com,ersations then liwre the issues that have

non' moved to the center academk discussion: mcism; sexual

harassment and assault; classroom climate; progressive pedaies;

multicultural curricula; policies and practices that alfra women

thrOUghOlit institutions; hiring, tenure, retottion.

I remember "The Conference. (If

you have to ask "What conference?, you
weren't there.) I remember planning
meetings where sessions were put together
by moving scraps of paper around on a
long table, late into the night. I remember
the weeks of work that went into organiz-
ing one's campus contingent. 1 remember
the Geneva ('enter, sitting out there in the
Indiana countryside, with its paper
hathmats and its pictures of Jesus made out
of dried beans. I remember Bernice
Johnson Reagon and women of the
Calabash, Peggy McIntosh and Elizabeth
Mtnnich. I remember those November
weekends as worlds apart, where we
laughed. fought, cried, drank and smoked.
1,,assaged shoulders, made alliances, and

spoke of our contusion, anger, and enlight-
enment to people who actually understood
what we were talking about and made us
feel less alone.

And I remember our steadfast refusal to
define ourselves as solely a "faculty devel-
opment" program or a "curricular"
program, our refusal to respect the bound-
aries that traditionally divide up campuses.
At the heart of our conversations then
w ere the Issues that have now moved to
the center of academic discussion: racism:
sexual hlassment and assault: classroom
Innate, progressive pedagogxv,

multi tiltural c tirricula; policies and
practices that Ale( t ssonnen tin oughout

institutions. Inting, tenure, ietention

Well, those are my three choruses of
"The Way We Were." I was supposed to
tell you what we expected the program to
become. What we hoped it would become
was, first, kt!it: funded and coordinated
through the GLCA: and then we hoped it
would become as wide-ranging. inclusive.
and responsive a program as it could be, in
terms of what we defined as "Women's
Studies. It became both of those things, I
think. I personally expected that we would
always be embattled. But I think we
expected that if we got our funding and
our half-time coordinator, and if the
women \...ho came after us were properly
"raised up," as Lisa Godfrey used to say,
the program would thrive as a source of
energy. expertise, support, security, and
sanity for women in the GLCA as long as
there was a GI cA, and a model of coop-
erative consortial programming for the
academic world.

So what did we become?
On one level, it appears to me that

Women's S_tut.iesGi.c A and otherwise
has become terribly kgittmate. There ate
coordinators, committees, or programs on
all our campuses and courses proliferate.
There's nothing renegade or outlaw about
'is, to the naked eye. Our dealings \kith the
passers that be at our institutions or at the

office are ver diflerent. I fell, sonic
of Us arc the powers that be. We stay at
motels, and at last fall's committee meeting,
hs (;od, ss e ,ill staved at the Marigold



I ()Lige. We drink nicer wine and we eat

nice Ethiopian food. And, as I said. many

of our original concerns have entered the

national spotlight.

So why is this woman not smiling?
Well, for starters, she worries about the

next GI.CA Women's Studies conference.

When we decided as a committee to

tbrego annual conferences because they

had become so unwieldy and tine-
consuming, we opted for hi- annual

conferences, with smaller, discipline- or

issue-focused conferences in intervening
years. But I truly wonder if we will ever

have another big conference. If we don't, I

wonder what could possibly replace it, to

serve its many functions: galvanizing

student and new faculty interest in

Women's Studies, renewing older faculty.
shattering the class system on which

campuses operate, tinging remarkable

student-faculty relationships, generating

conversations between colleagues that

simply never take place on campus.

And then there's the fact that we have

no (0.CA Women's Studies coordinator.

We has e icmarkable women in the GIVA
office. ss orkillg on our behalf. but we do

not hive that coordinator we worked so
hard fm, and that means a net loss for the

progiam.

Somewhere I hear the argument being

made that ins first observation explains my

second: that this -stability- we seem to

have achieed signifies that we no longer

need as much consortial connection,

programming, or coordination. This
explanation worries me. Because I look

around at the women on my campus and

wonder what nexus, w hat matrix is going

to serve them as GI.CA Women's Studies

served me. I don't believe that their need

fO such a matrix has disappeared. I know

mine hasn't. The GI.CA Women's Studies
connection was one terrific ficulty reten-
tion device. I would wager that a lot of
extremely important GLCA faculty who
are now regarded as central on their

campuses would say the same. I would bet

that it helped keep Jane I >ickie at I lope,

and Brenda Bankhart, God bless her, at

Wabash, and Marigene Arnold at

Kalamazoo. I know it is one of the things

that kept Gail Griffin at Kalamazoo. and
kept her sane therethough there may be
some debate about that latter claim.

I also worry that "legitimacy'' or
-stability- means we stop worrying about
it. What I know for sure is that if some
ss oman or women don't stake women's

concerns and needs primary, they don't get

addressed.

And I worry about this trend toward
reabsorption by the campuses. To me, this

is analogous to reabsorption of Women's

Studies by departments or by disciplines. I f

the net result is that we are absorbed back

into existing structures, we have not

transformed the academy.

And vet, I know on suite level ss e

TO



I hope that the critical discussions of multiculturalism on our

campuses will not obscure or ',milk the dimension of ender,

as discussions qi.eider have traditionally obscured

dq. rewnces of race and culture.

have. I see and feel the difference every-
where, daily. As to what will happen to the
program in the future, I think that depends
a lot on the GLCA leadership and on the
composition of the Women's Studies
committee. Let me tell you instead what I

hope.
I hope that the Women:. Studies

committee will continue to represent a
convening of some of the smartest. angri-
est, funniest, most creative women in
academe. I hope that it negotiates sonic
kind of:coordination from the (il (:A
office that can implement the pioneering
kind of projects tine (\huh the program
became nationally funous. I hope it finds

ways to make our t alleges satisk mg and

health(' places fOr new w omen t:actilty,
especially (s omen of color. I hope that it
continues to del(' boundaries.

I hope that the critical discussions of
multiculturalism on our campuses will not
obscure or muffle the dimension of gender,
as discussions of gender have traditionalk
obscured differences antic and culture.
This will require a stretch on the part of
the traditional academic mind, ss finch has

difficult(' sustaining multiple truths.
multiple perspectives. and multiple but
very similar demands for change.

I hope that the Women:s Studies
ommittee, ss Inch w ith Iss o exceptions has

muss as s been ss hue, ss ill look to Wilma.

It Iteagon's essay on roahnon
budding and will seek to pursue cooper.,

uve projects with those other (;I.( :A
groups who are fighting the good tight to
liberate and 1111111.11We Our curncula, our

campuses. our students, and ourselves.
I hope that Women's Studies will not

be swallowed up by gender studies in the
name of "equity." This is not progress: this
is history repeating itself. But I do hope the
GLCA will make resources available to
help the men of the consortium begin to
study themselves, their traditions, and their
impact on our campuses and on the lives of
the women there.

In the spring term, which has just
started at Kalamazoo, I teach two 'women's
studies courses simultaneously. In just the
first three days I have seen, felt, and heard
the lumtyr of young women in search of an
understanding of themselves, their history.
their world, and sonic sense of how to

survive in it. I hope the GLCA continues
to help us feed them.

I:Pot:tie C. Irilliams: What will happen
here today is my attempt to recall some of
the highlights of the beginnings and the
des elopment of IllaL k Studies within the
\*On SIMIUM. I did \\ Mit to at knowledge,

however. that this is a wimp ohm. I'm not
going to name names berause I Lnosy HI

forget bill So 111.111V tontributed to

ss hat I have to sas I he push to establish

lilac Is Studies on out t ampuses began on
sever al e ainpuses simultaneously. It began

pninanb, with groups of students syhu
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Black Studies kon primarily with groups of students who

were demanding that they be included in the curriculum,

not as icons or afterthouhts, but as an integral part of the

intellectual endeavor in which we are evaged.

were demanding that they be included in
the curriculum, not as icons or after-
thoughts, but as an integral part of the
intellectual endeavor in which we are
engaged. At Wooster, supportive facylty,
white faculty members as well as black,
began offering individual courses as early as

1968. That was the same year in which
Black Studies courses were introduced in
the same manner at Denison. In 1%9
Wabash joined this parade of progress with
the establishment of the Malcolm X
Institute under the direction of I brace
Turner, who is still there.

In those days there was a much more
tangible link between cultural initiatives
and academic ones. Many campuses were
moving ahead, but it seems that Denison
and Wooster were the earliest to establish
viable academic programs in Black Studies.
On both campuses. this took the shape of
interdisciplinary programs and, I might
add, the programs at both of those cam-
puses are still healthy and thriving. Not
Ding afterward, Oberlin also developed a

toll - fledged interdisciplinary program in
Black Studies which has become a depart-
ment. I believe it is the only depaitment
that rusts in the GI ('A. on ()the, (

ampuses, etlorts 55 etc Mittel \\.ls hi at least

develop t ourses ss here the battiers to
piograms of depaitments ss ere too peat to
os err Lid) of our t ampuses w as
.truggling with its own version of moving
squarely into the Rs entieth century in

ri 7_
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terms of-curriculum, as were institutions
across the country. It was a tiine of awak-
ening and development.

Most of these efforts were spearheaded
primarily by newly conscious students
supported by a few committed ficulty,
black and white. Some campuses, of
;curse, moved forward at a faster pace than
others. Wooster formalized its interdiscipli-
nary program in 1973 when its first
director of Black Studies was hired, as the
Black Studies curriculum was designed, and
as the major was established. We have been
graduating students with a Black Studies
major from Wooster ever since. In the
same year, benison established its famous
diversity requirement. It became a model
for which other campuses strove to
achieve. This year, as Denison recognizes
the twentieth anniversary of that require-
ment, Albion's faculty. I understand, has
voted to institute such a requirement.
Progress is still occurring.

The first formally structured effort to
recognize the emergence of Black Studies
in the consortium was the 1978 conference
held at 1)elliti011. This effort was stimulated

by Jon Fuller and implemented primarily
by Charles Henry who. incidentally, is just
beginning his term as (:hair of the National
Council of Black Studies. I don't know
how the rest of you fei 1 about that, but I
think that's a coup for the GL(:A. Charles
left 1)emson to go to Berkeley but we still
claim him. And of course, he had the help
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of others. Again, I think it's dangerous to
mention names, but I do recall that Eric
Fehardo from The College of Wooster and
Provost Woolson of Ohio Wesleyan, and
of course Lou Brakeman all had some input
into that effort.

The cooperative effOrt between schools
and between faculty and administrators
which characterize that early effort contin-
ues to be a key element in the way Black
Studies ftinctions today. The result of that
conference was the formation of a very
informal and loosely organized group
whose purpose was to evaluate the possi-
bilities for increasing the presence of Black
Studies on our campuses as well as improv-
ing the quality of life for black students.

We continue to hold conferences
around the circuit, some more successtlil
than others. In 1983, The College of
Wooster hosted a national .iymposium to
celebrate the tenth anniversary of its Black
Studies program. Again Jon Fuller lent
support from the GI CA for this event and
there are sonic' persons here in this room
who were present there on that occasion as
well as many of the other conferences that
we held. Those conferences have been the
life blood of that group because it is at
those gatherings where we reaffirmed.
where we rejuvenated and got the energy
to go hack to our own individual campuses
and carry On the struggle. The struggle
does continue and, unfortunately, it
continues to he a struggle.

7.i

There were conferences held in 1984
and in 1986 with student life as much a
concern as academic structure. The '86
conference was the first one since 1978
with such a wide spectrum of the campus
community present. There were top
administrators there as well as our faculty,
all of whom heard Herman Blake and
Jenella Butler make cogent presentations.
Following that conference, the GLCA
Board of Directors authorized the forma-
tion of a task force to ... I'm not sure
what they were charged with. But 1 do
know that they did a sort of multicultural
assessment compiling intOrmation about
what was happening on our various
campuses.

From that meeting also emerged a
multicultural admissions committee, which
was sort of the other arm to focus on the
recruitment of minority students to our
campuses. The Board of Directors, acting
on this group's recommendation, estab-
lished the position of part-time coordina-
tor, a position in which Bonita Washing-
ton-Lacey began serving in 1988. Through
that position, we really began to coalesce
and we have held a series of conferences
since then: 1989 at Wooster; the fall of '89
at Hope: 1991 in Kenyon; and 1992 at
DePauw. You have to remember there are
very few of us. 'There are certainly inure of
us within the GI CA than there were
twenty years ago, but there are still very
few of us. It takes an awful lot of energy
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and some folks do get burned out.
The history of Black Studies in the

GI_ A is comp' .x. What we were trying
to do despite the complexity of the history
was to do something very simple. To
establish within the parameters of the
academy a non-traditional curriculum, to
correct what many of us reit was an
unconscionable omission, and to include in
that curriculum that which had been
excluded.

Jeanine Elliott said to me when she
asked me to do this, "We're going to be
telling stories.- If I could really follow that
directive and tell the story in a less formal
way. I would be following the cultural
tradition, because that's what the African
tradition is all about. Telling stories.
Another part of that tradition is a commu-
nalism. Mind you, I did not say commu-
nism. A commutlism. Which means a
sharing and a support That certainly has
occurred in our growth and development
in the GLCA. There it has been character-
ized by persistence and by support. We
were sometimes in very lonely places, but
it was helpful for us to know that someone
else w as out there.

There were along the ss ay touch points
and links with other things happening in
the (;.CA. Certainly we had sonic links at
times with Women's Studies. AL milk.
there are those who will admit that what
happened in Black Studies became the
model for Women's Studies. They ss etc

able to muster their resources in the ways
in which Gail Griffin has outlined. We
have sometimes traveled the road together,
sometimes we have taken different roads. I
think the highlight of our cooperation is
what occurred at benison, and I do want
to emphasize that, where there was a
cooperative effort between Women's
Studies and Black Studies to establish a
requirement in diversity, a graduation
requirement in diversity. I think we might
say Block Studies sought to enrich the
curriculum, and the goal of Women's
Studies was to transform the academy.
Maybe we did a little bit of both along the
way.

The challenges that were there for us in
the beginning are still there. One reason I
can't just not acknowledge Women's
Studies is because some of the energy that I
have fed into Black Studies came along
with my introduction into Women's
Studies, although Black Studies has always

been a kind of priority. We are still like
Sisyphus pushing that rock up the hill.
There are the naysayers, skeptics, and the
guardians of the resources who are unwill-
ing to concede that this is one of the best
ways of utilizing the resources, if we are
looking toward the future.

What we must face is that the question
of multiculturalism is moot. I ook around.
The very fact that we are here, both on
our campuses and beyond that, the very
fact that we are collectivel concerned



about the issue means that it has some
credence. The survival of our institutions
really depends on how open we are going
to be to this issue, because that's where you
are going to have to get your students.
And, you're going to have to be concerned
about how they accept what we have to
offer in the academy.

What does the future hold fOr us? I've
been accused of being a pessimist. Not at
all. It that were so I'd have given up long
ago, and I'm far from giving up. But I do
confess to being pragmatic, rather than
idealistic. And I posit that while the
immediate future may look a little bleak, I
remind you that we are survivors, that we
will endure. And, that Black Studies will
continue to be the model fOr academic
development as it has been in the past.
There will be others who will seek to be
included and we must find ways of doing
that without destroying what has gone
before, by defining was to build on the
foundation that we have. Actually, Black
Studies becomes the metaphor tOr the
academy. I think you do perceive that
we're not going away. We in the ac,idenly

must go somewhere and it is my feeling
that we are going to go together.

As for the tnture, you have to remem-
ber that Black Studies is not just for black
t011ss. It IN not Just tin black students. What

we bring to the academy in riches, benefits
us all and I urge you to take advantage of

that. We are not entirely in control of the
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future. We may lay the groundwork, we
may present the blueprint, but it's going to
take all of us to execute it. Let me ask you
a question. When was the last time a black
person was tenured on your campuses?
When was the last time a black person was
hired on your faculty who wasn't associ-
ated with Black Studies? "These are impor-
tant questions fOr you to consider. It
progress is to be made, t will be made in
the (;l (71. You will remain on the cutting
edge as you have been in the past. It is only
here that we hive been able to accomplish
sonic of our goals ni the way in which we
have chosen. Nevertheless, I am called
upon to recall Robert Frost, we have miles
to go before we sleep.

I also want to acknowledge the level of
collegiality and to use Bonita Washngton-
Lacey's term of yesterday, stability within
which most of us operate on our campuses
and in this consortium. liberal arts educa-
tion as we know it in the GI CA is doing
what it was intended to do. It is pushing
back the barriers. The need is still there but
we're going to keep putting one toot in
front of the other and I think we'll get
where we want to go. Thank you.

Neal II'. Sobattia: rye been asked to
reflect on the GLUA's involvement in
International aton. It's a pity there
can he only one such reflection this
morning because there are others here
from shone n w mild hive been appropri-



ate for us to hear as well. I do, however,
want to single out two who are here, Irwin
Abrams and Paula Spier, for each one
represents, as it were, a different strand of
my own international education. Irwin
Abrams represents my first overseas study
experience. In 1966, he was the director of
the second international seminar to Yugo-
slavia. Eighteen GLCA students and three
faculty members in political science,
history, economics, and sociology went off
to Yugoslavia. I think there were two
more student seminars after that. It then
switched over to a faculty development
seminar and there may indeed be sonic of
you present in the room who were part of
that. One of the real strengths of that
program was that it was truly an exchange
of ideas. There were twelve Yugoslav
students and their faculty representatives
who joined us in that seminar. That
program provided me with my first travels
down the road of cross-cultural learning. I
think it's unfOrtunate that we have gotten
away front this exchange of ideas in
International Education. It is very sad for
me to not; what's been going on in the
former Yugoslavia and to see the destruc-
tion of towns where we visited and places
where we met students. I am sure that
exists on a number of campuses, far a
number of people.

Paula Spier represents the second strand
in my international education and what I
think is one of the truly great strengths of
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the GLCA. Following my return to Hope
College in 1981 as a faculty member and
director of International Education, Paula
was then the Dean at Antioch. She imme-
diately began the mentoring process to
ensure my commitment to the Interna-
tional Education programs of GLCA and to
the GLCA in general. That commitment of
individual faculty and administration to
International Education, to Women's
Studies, to multicultural affiiirs that you've
been hearing about, and to faculty devel-
opment seminars is, I think, one of the
strengths that GLCA has. It is a trust and a
loyalty that we ,ill have. It's almost as if we
each have yet another alma mater.

When the GLCA began, study abroad
was a central tOcus of the consortium.
Throughout the conference here we have
heard glowing words about our interna-
tional involvement and lots of, I guess what
I would call rhetoric of our need as
institutions and as a consortium to prepare
citizens of the world, to teach for language
competency, and to .assist our students in
acquiring an international perspective. But
these ideals which were once very well
retkcted in the GLCA do not today have
the same solid grounding, I don't believe,
in consortial programming. The field of
international education in which we once
led is poised, I believe, to pass us by. We
have a well-earned reputation but I'm a
hit concerned about what th it reputation
will be tbr us in the year 2(1 13.



Today, we have only three interna-
tional programs of our own. A fourth one
is through Kalamazoo College's generosity
and others come to us through the Associ-
ated Colleges of the Midwest. Of our
three, two are English language programs.
Only Japan, the third program, has a
language component and that worries me
very much.

Now. these are very solid programs.
l'he European Academic Term has in fact
evolved from those early Yugoslav semi-
nars ar.I the comparative perspective which
gives it its strength has shifted to different
countries reflecting the state of Europe
today. The Scotland program provides a
direct entry to Aberdeen University and
has been doing so tiff many, many years.
long before the British University Repre-
sentatives were tripping over themselves on
our campuses to tout their \ikares. Japan
Study at Waseda, sometimes called the
Cadillac of Japan programs, involves
student exchanges to our campuses as well,
another strength. It is a model for study
abroad, but as first rate models go. it does

not come cheap.
We have nut added a study abroad

program of our own in a very long taste.
Now, some might quibble with that
statement. We did add a program in China
but we did it by.loming the CIEE Consor-
tium. Russia was added, but that's been at
the initiative of the ACM programs to

which we have loilled In that saint* Mlle

we've lost programs. We've lost our
program in the Middle East, where once
we were in Beirut, and tried Israel for a
short time. And we've lost our Program in
Latin America. This eliminated two very
important regions of the world and options
for our students. That suggests to me at
least, from my perspective, that we've lost
our edge. Not necessarily as individual
institutions; I think tar from it. But as a

consortium.
Yet there are still sonic very serious

cutting-edge developments that we're
involved in. The Program for Inter-
institutional Collaboration in Area Studies
(PICAS) and the Consortium for Inter-
institutional Collaboration in African and
L atin American Studies (C1CALS) pro-
grams come immediately to mind in area
studies and language acquisition. They're
excellent, innovative programs. But I don't
see that we've parleyed those programs
into very much on our campuses or into
the consortium. This is the fourth summer
in which students are studying Portuguese
at Michigan State University,
students. But it seems to happen in isola-
tion from study abroad experiences or from
any kind of language learning that these
students can tbllow up on when they
return to our campuses.

PR:AS may be drawing to a close
although there, in recent weeks, has been
some cause for optimism. Six years of
language study, faculty sabbaticals, and



The international program is not yet an integral part of-what

we do. It seems to me that that's the challenge for the next

decade. It 'e have tolully embrace international education

Just as we have tojWly embrace women's studies

and multicultural gifitirs.

faculty language study. But, what have we
done consornall to institutionalize any of
that intensive learning of non-traditional
languages:

We once led in study abroad, but
everybody does study abroad today. We've
had faculty overseas, we've received
visiting faculty. But we've never moved
on, 1 don't think, to that nett step of tying
ourselves to our counterparts and looking
at was that we might discuss with them
various pedagogical issues that relate to
both here and overseas.

We've not looked at the opportunities
that I think really do exist for joint re-
search, for tilling faculty sabbatical leave
replacementsind for awarding interna-
tional student scholarship monies to
students from countries in which we have
overseas programs. Although, a number of
us are in fact involved in awarding interna-
tional scholarship.

1 ast night we again heard our interna-
tional perspective described as enormously
successM1 and a goal that could have only
been met because of our sense of commu-
nity within the consortium. What th,ri
troubles me is that we enter the lovrth
decade with an assumption that this
perspective is now in place. I would
suggest that the evidence does not support
our having really institutionalized interna-
tional education. It exists on our Calllpthe
in varying degrees. On sonic it could, if
not cease to exist, certainly play a (him-
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ished role it we cannot maintain the solid
consortial basis from which we all have
gathered strength and guidance to sustain
us and the international programs of our
campuses.

Our consortial approach at the end of
thirty years reminds me a bit of that Indian
bilk tale about the six blind men and the
elephant. Upon encountering an elephant
in the court of a maharajah, one of the
blind men touched the elephant's side and
said. "oh. the elephant is strong and wise
like a wall.'' Another touched his trunk
and concluded the elephant was long and
round like a snake, and another who felt
the tusks said it's smooth and sharp, like a
spear. And the one who touched the leg
"it's round and ti nn like a tree.- And the
one who touched the ear said "it's very big
and flaps, like a fin.- And the one who
touched the tail said, -all, you have it all
wrong. *I he elephant is long and thin, like

a rope.-
For some of us. International Education

is no more than the sending of students
overseas. For sonic it's international
students. For a few, it's an opportunity for
faculty to travel. For some it's a i opportu-
nity for language study. For still others, it's
a siphoning off of tuition or financial aid.
And for too few, it's courses that are
international in content. integrated into a
umculum that prepares students for study

abroad. And then, ifter the study abroad
experience, there are courses to which the



students come back for true articulation.
The international program is not vet an

integral part of what we do. It seems to me
that that's the challenge tOr the next
decade. We have to fully embrace interna-
tional education just as we have to fully

embrace women's studies and mulocultur.d
affairs. We have to bring these into the
liberal arts curriculum in the same wa I
am told that, at one time. the sciences, the
natural sciences, were not part of the liberal
arts curriculum. But, who would think of
them that way today? For me, then, the
challenges for the next decade include the
t011owing: global issues must be fully

integrated across the curriculum, with
study abroad fully articulated with that
curriculum: study abroad and acquisition of
language competency need to be linked
much more directly: we have to explore
further the common ground between
international issues, multicultural issues and
women's studies needs in order to exploit
those to the advantage of

development and linkages with overseas
fat ultv -especially at those sites where we

have study abroad programs-- need to he
developed to our mutual benefit: and ver\
important, the cost of International
Education needs to be budgeted for as a
regular cost of educating our students, not
as something to pet iodically visit to balance
a budget. If we can move forward, in these
areas, then I think the GL('A will inAeeti
stand tall and large and be recognized like

the elephant for what it is and for what we
are, as leaders in International Education.

Fliank you.

Paul Kum( y, lisonot and I)can of the (:olleo,

tel 1.1(.11111,k, l'rolsor of notary, II'abash

,at! It. I inflin, rit?fir of Engloll and
:oordinatin.. NIshho, Kalamaz-oo Ca/exc.

ll'onne (:. i'd/litin. Prt!loor of 131ack Studio and

.'.tens and I )ean of the Faulty,

of II'oostet.

.Veal II'. So/4mm, or of I Ibtory and 1>in.,ttn of

Intrrnanonal I:ducat:on, Hope C:ollep..
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MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION AND ITS

0:ALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE OF HIGHER EDUCATION

Len Clark: I he cone ept Of multicultural-

ism has already provided. I think, a vehicle

in several of our sessions for helping us

think together about possible directions for

the nest five or ten years. I think it's just
cra/v in this world we live in to think
about the next thirty years, so we'll be
more modest. It won't hurt, I think, in
setting the stage for this session to

acknowledge couple of the many impor-

tant contributions that have been made to

this subject during the conference already.

I don't 111 ea to Om t other important

things that people have said, but three have

struck me as particularly important for us
to keep in mind in this session. I think by
recalling and honoring the people who said

them and by lifting up those ideas we may.

by repeating them. remember them.
One ,vats said by Edgar Beckham

esterday and then repeated by him in

another session. It seemed to me particu-

larly helpful m structuring our reflections
on this subject. Ile said if you want to
know the roots of your community. if vou

.1111 to 1%110 have III COM111011,

s oil must talk bout your ditierences. rhal
seems so interestingly thtleient than the

.1\ sst often think about and talk about
dim ussing ditleiem es that I thought it was

woith out 'thing up We all. I think,
lemeinhei eisations ill ss hie h the leaf

of de, onsn tit tarn. the leaf of the feminist

Rine. ss as silt It that, somelum, we were

ati,nd CntILIte dither rnt es In

8I

so many ways that we would break down

the community which we thought was
holding us together. What Ed Beckham

would remind us of is that as we talk

together about our ditIerences, I mean talk

together, not get mad, yell 311t1 then walk

out of the room, but talk together about
our dill:Tem-es, we are forging the lan-
guage of community ,. Lnguage in which
we can talk to and with one another. That
is a really neat spin on the challenge of
hermeneutics, deconstruction, and a lot of

the critique of higher education that we've

been debating ft)r some
Another comment was made by Bonita

Washington-I aces who yesterday morning

reminded us of the importance of the
meaning 01 words. She talked, you will

remember. about the word "compromise-
and the wav in which that word, if we're
not c.aeful, strut tures all kinds of relath,n
ships and puts people in their place in a

wav that can be terribly destruk nye. She

wasn't. in saying that. suggesting that we

not use the word. She was suggesting. in

the very best liberal arts tradition. that we

be sensitive to the meanings of our woad..

In tat t alter that session. I looked at the

title for this session. It is, "klulticultural
Education and Its Challenges for the

I uum Higher hint-mon." And I begin
to wonder hosy differently we would have
thought about this session if it had been

"Nlultit ultulal him anon and Its Promise
IN the I-utme of I lighei hint anon I hat

Uu



is not to say that one or the other of those
is right or wrong, but that as Bonita
reminds us, and .is Socrates reminded those
to whom he spoke. words are powerful.
Words help to structure the way we think
about each other and about issues. We, of
ill people, should be especially careful
about them.

Finally. I guess a fitting introduction to
this session was provided by Yvonne
Williams just a few minutes ago this
morning. when she said, -If multicul-
turalism is the question, it's moot.- We'd
better not be talking al-pout whether. but
about how. There are few people that I
could imagine better equipped to help us
retkct on issues of multiculturalism than
two of the speakers wt.:ye invited to join
us this morning. I want to introduce
Manning Marable now, and then Gwyneth
Kirk atier tvlanning finishes.

Manning Marable is a native of 1)ay-
ton. Ohio who received that kind of
prestigious. excellent. and elite education
which equipped him for tnture success
without any other real effort on his part.
I 11.1t is. he graduated from Farlham.

1 hough It w ouldn't have been necessary,
he went on to the University of Wisconsin
and the University of Maryland. Nlanning
has taught. been a sewor resear( her. and an
administrator in a di7/ mg array of impor_
tam. but nemendouslY diffetetn. 111`41ttl-

tIoll of higher edutation in the United
mates I lies t' nitluded the (..0111111WIlt \

College of 13altimore, Towson State
College, Smith College. Tuskegee Insti-
tute, the University of San Francisco,
Cornell University, Fisk University,
(:olgate University, and Purdue University.
Hien he took on the greatest challenge of
all and became head of the Black Studies
department at Ohio State some years ago.
I he is currently serving as professor in the
departments of Political Science and
I listory for the University of Colorado at
Boulder. He tells me that there is some
prospect that lie will soon be working in
New York City, at either Columbia or
NYU, doing really foundational work in
some kind of institute dealing with race
and public policy. Manning has been a
columnist for sonic time. tie is A commen-
tator for many public radio stations and has
been busily involved over the past several
Years leading workshops tOr public and
many private institutions on mules of
multiculturalism and race in the workplace.
It's really a delight to welcome and to
ready ourselves to learn from Manning
Marable.

Maimins; Mara/+/e: thank von so much.
Whenever I speak at a GI CA Institution. I
feel like Fin going home. lin not .lust
saving that "1 "ax eloquently about ins
relationship to both Farlham and to other
institutions in this consortium. I think that
the character of the undergraduate educa-
tional expellent e creates a kind of stamp: a



Multiculturalism, really, is an approach toward a set of values

which should infir the way in which we not only understand

the chatwiv character qf.-Interican society, but the way in which

we understand education as 11enitr part old process of

inclusion and democrafiz-Wion.

queer inwact upon a young person's

development that stays with her or him for

the rest of their lives. (*.ertainl that
happened to me .it lialham. isn't

time I can think of whenever Fin holding a

department meeting where I don't ask

people tot a sense of the meeting. People

look at me oddly. It's a (tiakerisiii.
Its a pleasure to speak to you dn.

afternoon about the protiume of
multiculturalism in the t ()mesa tot Amen

tool education and, 11101e spet in

!uglier education. \MIA I'd like to do this
afternoon is to outline the tint.nsions of

dialtu tt hit II is designed to bring us

t loser to the ideals of multit ulturalisin and
at.ideni. ,, the relate to the

prat tit al task we hate as edti,ators. I'd like

to address three nary-related themes: first,

\\hat is .1 useful definition fig the phrate

multit ulturalisin
lit Ainem an silt wit. people use \\ olds.

ci use and talk past eat it 0111,1

1110 Illt.111 dlttelrill Iilllti s 1411 list' Olt'

14141111t .11 t114 110. nil 441114_4.10

\ M.11.11114'.5 \ 4114)11 tit 5511.11

111111114 1111111111111 is \lulu% Idllll.lilslil, it all\

Is ,in .11,1110 It 11 141\\ Alt1 .1 4'1 ttl \ .1111C, 55 111t 11

014)11141 11114)1111 111e 55.11 111 \\ lilt Ii \\ r not

t111\ (111t1C11111t1 111C t 11.11,1, 1,1 ttl

\Incii, Ick 1,111 tilt 55 Ilk 11

11111C11.1111 Clint .1(14111 lit'll1Lt 11,111 of .1

ptmt t's it lilt 1111011 .111t1 tIt'llItitl.111/.111011

1 hit Is to ,1. 11111111i 111t111,111s111 Is .1

spet e on the :dm Atonal pttite,t cot

bringing more Americans into not: a

mainstream, but into a dialogue of e(itiality

and opportunity where we learn and share

from each other on the basis of mutual

respect.

Second, what are the general trends tO

people of color in America's educational
institutions? Now because I and a soctal

scientist of the African American experi-
ence. in terms of inv ti\\ ii research, most of
Inv comments tOcus on the thsturbing

trends R,Iy from educational equality that
are Ileing experient ed bt Mick Americans

in the 198(Is and 'His. I hese inequalities are

leading Its into 155 Il unequal Ament as. Not

as the kernel (.oninussioti said. one Nat k

and one 55 lute. but on,. St hit it is (it ci'

tt lichninglt 131at k. I atim)..111,I Al»el It All

11111.111. II Is people tit t 0101, .111t1 lo\\

lilt only people tit \\ hate\ er i 01M, divided

1)% it's of skills. leatning. and .it cess to

edit, animal oppoitimities And although

out lot 115 Is 01111101er etIllt 1 \ \,1111 lit

111C1111011 .110\ tentat ks about

edut ational tt hit is linked to

pioblems tiI pub'', edit, tt Int tt

ottiseltes dealing tt ith at the lc\ el of

ollec.t.s and um\ eitittut

1 1/11t1, 11 \\ C 11111\ t. lit' ,1110111 AMC/1k .1.

11111101M t 0111111t1111(1CN .11111 10,1C111g 1,1C.11C1

WW1% tlit111.11 dial liti 55 mild r
begin to , hart a Hui:punt tot .1 multi

t tilunal agenda in our unit ersittes, and

Can t colleges be t tot the

tuilw igitiatton cot tmnstrlitl1 \t' health\
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relations across the hue of color in this
country? Can we. in short. bridge the race-
class-fault line that trembled a year ago in
ION Angeles? Can we find a way to heal
this country.. and can we find a stay to
create a democracs in which all of us hake
tall opportunity::

About a year ago. I was ins lted 1.111eX-

pectedly, and some might sas inexplicably.
by ABC Television to appear on N1.01111"(

to debate vItll thriller Secretary of Educa-
tion A'ilhani Bennett on the subject of
multiculturalism Now the issue under
discussion, within the rubric of
multi t ulturalism. w as \\ !tether schools

should adopt new textbooks and teaching
tot h1111.111C, Ilk is V1/4 mild include a hill

range of :Marina's racial gender and ethnic
tit\ ersus Noss Flu an old debater and I
knots that the best strategy under debate is
to frame the dist ourse. frame it from the
beginning. and dsou ti acne correctly so
that sour opponent an 't disagree with the

l'ask Prink WI(' of \\ hat ou are arguing.
then \ ou't e ct on ahead\ \o matter ct hat
else happens No I RIMpiti out and spoke
first. and I .11.1 tioni the outset that ss hat
sse'le tealls talking about in multi, ul

turalisin means two bar , prtiiics
I nst. the ieognitton chit \mei:, .1.

hist,,ts 1111(111.l. Of this 11.111'11., .1\ 0111

1'110111(CM, sere not 11.111't ICJ soiels in the

It tic itie ot ilb, on,. dim', pours
bt peopl, spe dom.: out

I ingtiagt. I uglidi tat bs out I 1,,

8,3 51

Whitesl. or b\ people with one religion
kChnstunitv). Atnian American.. Filspan-
h:, Asian Americans. Pacific American
people. and American Indian. are others
who has e made central t ontributions to
this society.

My :econd premise was that, beneath
these differences are some landed\ mg
principles and sallies which at malls bring
us together as a people: the shared ideals of
human equality. of democracs, of indi-
vidual liberty .old Orpartuna\. I held that
multiculturalmn in that context is a prism
through which we understand different
experiences, but also some shared saint:,
which undercut the various communities.
Now Bennett \\ as asked. "A ell. what do
sou think about this?" lie said. "Well. uh.
frankly I can't re ally disagree with that
And 1 said. "Got s ou."

Bennett. how es er. quit kit regrouped
and later said. -A ell. no. that Ise had a
ham e to think about this aftet the bleak.

there are some things that e disaglet
about -Number one." he said. "that
there is an °het-me truth to 'Astor\ and
that all des !anon from the teiltl.11 (it is 111
histork is nothing less than ptopaganda
.( )1,0, 7 \\ ho is to determine the (ma,'" I
islet d "Isnt nut!) m soial st lent e 01 in

htunamtws a kk.1\ ot understanding
o,111 ttl t 111(111,11 rhC1h1111111,1 \\ hit 11 V, ill

In depending upon the te11.1111 upon
tt Iltt I1 0M. And nom the riA, it, ail

'WC! .1 giour 01 people has c. Ill



P,,.(1.j:
.m.1 'Iwo?) and 1)7,,tor. ..ir, tor

I rilm.IT) k.1, In 1771.5,3 I MI trIr) .7
.10,1.i.'.1/ li.Lit

gleaning sonic insight into phenomena:
Well. Bennett said. "truth is truth 1. truth.-

Now Bennett was wrong. was wrong.
was wrong. and I can continue. The main
point he nude. though. was that. "within
this truth we must insist upon a pi-mild:y..1
primacy of Western cn ihzatlon in the
definition of w kit is truth, that the
things that w e have gleaned from the West
clearly- established their superiority.

Now in doing cum, taunt deelop-
ment. Ise run into this argument. that
what you're tr ing to do is add Alice
Walker and throw out William
!shakespeare. That is to say the primacy of
Western ,Rilization. culture. heritage. etc.
must be maintained at the core in the
inneulum so that we all have a shared

framew ork. No one w.nits to throw ass .I\
shakespeare: at least. the\

shouldnt What wt.' should insist upon is
that w hatever t ultural. polithsal. or

ononn, insights we ha\ e into the human

sAl'enene. that st1"11` the get`gr31`1" of
the est. meaning western Europe. does
not define the bast,. l`t. that truth

I low do we understand the trAinewoll.,

for multi, ultiffilism: Well. in traditional
110111,119s. the term ethin, Its generall

note:, to .1 broad of so, ial pa, ti,
E h Aiar's SS hi. h S' 2.1"t1}'

.111 \ of alld t4,1 Itself I 01 :\ Intik all,

of qatl. l'a.ltii 1,1311d. I

bean. Amen, an Indian. and \trl.aa
k:101111ti,. 1101.ttith, MIO Ihnkt

identity are more complicated because they
are also directly related to their subordi-
nated status within the histon of this
country. A subordination w huh is clunk
tenzed by ec.-ononnc mequalm. pohni al
1.1IlderrepreCC11330011 or no representation at

all. and social or ,tiltural mequalin within
the larger context of a social order Thus.
multiculturalism for people of color should
mean several specific points.

The first factor in the definition of
multiculturalism should be the vantage
point of history. or the historical perspec-
tive of those people who have experienced
inequality and discrimination. Ilk- values.
the ntuals. the belief systems. the cultural
experiences. and social patterns of the
people of color in America are rooted in a
cn distinct and unique historical process.

Identity in this sense is largely a group's
histori al cons, iousness of itself. its collee-
ns e suffering and e \penences. its attempts
at soli-dctimtion. .111,1 its efforts to create a

,onte.st Ili w hit h 311 It hie tilil htlthall

4,t111\

Cl Cald. the pursuit of multiculturalism

bs definition must be omparanYe in its
Anil\ NI, '\ ,multi, tdall.11 per,re, should

.irrWat h e h kh1.11 t hithral tl.ldlticn

that is. Amen, an Indi m t ulnae. or
'Attire. ith an awareness of

its IntegurA hiqt111, alt 41111111111t \ HUI It

?Mist al,o seek the parallel of e \perien, e.
allies. and It 'donors betty cell the s arum.

gioups It should ilso link th, bask patterns
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The task of multiculturalism is in part to deconstruct the

nicist assumptions and theories within traditional scholarship

about people ol color Furthermore, it must present a rtorous

lint passionate defense of . . .

of cultural. political...Ind social organiza-
tions of people of color \\ nth the t-ultural
patterns of Americans of European tit.t.t ellt

AVe should explore those t OnnnOn.11ine

N\ hil) Make W sill Aint.nt Ant. Anti thtlst

Crint..11 rtnnt, of %tern-tun.. \\ In, h has e

created divisions and so, ial ts

bet \\-eeti \anotis groups.
1 herd. a multicultural tutu, alum

should INc interdist iplinar\ in its thetsicti, al
anti methodological appro.', hes. integlating
the insights of \ arious di' whiles 111 the
humanities and social st. ient:CS. Stndeln,

the field should be trained to seek an.\\ ers
in a \\ ide \pet tram of .1t...1dC1111,

re, ogniiing that the \anotis expellent es of
',cop'e of color iii America t. annot be
understood through the nArro prism or

one dist 'rime or method of sot 1.11 anal\ sis

I ourth. ultural apprsNat h In

edu, anon tlepaits from traditional \\ estein
st holaiship in that It seeks t tills, lotisk ts

be .1 t \ pe tit pl,i \is

I II,' task sq hol liship Ili the held is

II, metel \ to be des, I ipti \ ot t ninn.11 of

'Os t.il phenomenon. hilt to 1,, , ti\s
I hat is tile \ ast hod\ of tiaditional hail

.111\ \\ lilting and rest...ad) through, silt the

eighteenth and nineteenth. and ditotighout
most ot the t\\ entitth thOni

\ Intl it in Intil Nsi In nit th

hit .1110, nit An \Intl is An,. Ind 1,111, Is

psis been \ in Ot still 151n in this

t tnitATI ot rat l.ti Intel lot \ ot non \\ lut,s
I list e is a need to lc, ogniA that the

85

totalit\ of the American experience. as I
Cold BIll lielMett. is not expressed and \\ as

not t rented b\ a small subset of
Boni vs estern I- mope. Consequent} \. the
task of multitulturalism is in part to
de, onstrut t the racist Assumptions And

them ie. \1/4 alim traditional scholarship

about people of «ilor. Furthermore. it
lutist piesent a rigorous but passionate
dtfs..lise of the principle of human equalit \
and the t tiltural Integra\ of all peoples
And tinall\ . a intiltitultural apprt,atli to
etitit atton should Include ,I scholar',
ommitment to empo \\ ennent and human

transformation.
1 heories of cultural and social

\\ loch stop short of addressing basic human
p1 oblems. as experienced in the ever\ da \
s odd t,si people of olor \\ Him/ Ained, A

Are useless A dICOI1 is 0111\ 1111rOrt.IIII III

the .11110IIIII of Illllll,lll Ie.IIII\ it helps to
e \plain ( ideAs. About

so, And human 1/41velopment
in nub enipo\\ er a people \\ ho ha\ e

t s.pet lent ed inettualit\ or social initistite.
I lie task ot s, holarslup 111 tills field is to

help to minute anti to tOster a critical
,ssuss loussiess and sonstrus. tit e a \\ all elless

among ,olunitinities ot people it , olor.
Assisting 'nth \ iduals and giotips to t WAIL*

t 011\1111On, COI 11*\% Innn ul plIssibilint's

nl their li.nk lit
PCI hips the gIt',Itt's( 111,1...:11t ul multi

t is its .p, iii rele An, , to people

\ \htt.iie not Idtlii minonties ill 1115.5



. the princple of human equality and the cultural integrity

of all peoples. And_finally, a multicultural approach to education

should include a SChOltIy COilitinlt (0 empowerment

and human nasfination.

nig the toll spek tl um 01 human hie and

creatis its vs hit h .1 part of our k is:di/anon

Put in brief. Afro Amerik an studies is

important not test fill 1,1.1, Is students. It is

important and tele\ am to c' et\ one. 1 hat

studs mg the Native Amen, an expetience.

or the Asian Amerik an experience. is not

important simpl to racial minorities. but
this is important to .111 students regardless of

their ethnic or racial background. l'his is

my fames\ ork for multiculturalism. This is

\slut I Ineall IL

Now. one might question \\ h\ Bill
Bennett. the chief intellektual of the
Reagan resolution. arguabh. and so Mll\

others are in such a tilts about the term
multiculturalism. We rek ends learned after

the debate that the (hut Foundation pass
Bill Bennett about S 1 a sear to do

absolutely nothing except debate people

like me on television. that the Ohn
I oundation pass I inda ( hase/ 5-2.1 1111 1 to

Al pie the same kinds of diatribes against

multiculturalism. or I )111eil I YS011/.1---

S' h last sear from the Ohn I 011ild.1-

0011. 01 1 , 4 " " k to tOrnit professor Allan

Bloom fot his cduk anonal program \ \IlrtII

" Is it the Ulm ersits of ago

L'nlike mans othei foundations. Ohn

h mad, , le at runs m p ins Affiliations.

t 1111)1'11)114: 111.11 \\ nth AU e\tlelite hosult

to Unlink tilttli 111,111 Vt. III Ail

I."ItSet sttl "Milt% WA'. And blest' h'ititIt

tiOtt tilL.IttCtleIl l' the ten"' (lilt (11'

I CA50115. I e. Is bet Ithi Of the

the Cold War. With the Sos let Union
going out of business. Ainerk:an consers:a-

ns es nos\ no longer have .1 common

Ideological enemy. Bs crinciring and
attacking multicultural ek:ucation. by

att.icking and smearing affirmative .It non.

dies: are deliberately manipulating racial

and gender ssmbols to mobilire their
supporters ssithm the societs. Hus is a

point Ein going to s ome tuck to at the

end: that the debate around multit ul-
turalisin goes fir be\ and the confines of
higher education. What sse're realk talking

about. ultimately, is the future of American

society as ss hole.

The second point \ 1 \ 11 111,1k C II

examining questions of dn.:el-sus Is playmg

problems of higher education into their
immekhate social and political context. 1-he

American Council on Education reported

that in 198'). racist ink 'dents including
physical assaults on African American

student. \sere leported u os er 1-4 cam-

puke, I his \\ t\ p1t di ear. Over the hha

eah. on hake seen more than III()

instAth CI 01. 1.1.1.1i 1 11111i'd people

and ethm, attaudus on t ollege

, impuses: 1 )i It eginald scmoi

sk holai at the inkm ( oink li on
I du,.uuln explains it this (lnoti

e .1 e iii tern: Ott tltc'

II it14,11.11 , Innate that existed in the Pito Is

hum the Po'His. In the Itii its thyt ss.is
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positive climate in the enforcement of civil
rights laws. Today that positive climate no
longer exists.

Several vears ago clocck did a poll of
several thousand White College students
across the country. The college students
\\TR: asked questions about race relations
and attitudes. Most college students
questioned indicated that White-1111110ra\

relations on their college campuses \\ ere
either "ti iendk but not L lose" ,,about 56.
or -dose and harmonious- But then
\\ lien k asked them whether
Lolleges should Intl-ease efforts ''to recruit
additional nunorit\ students.- only of
all students lespondd fa\ orablv. On1\ one
IIl si\ \\ hue students polled strongl\
ill N. tired attellIpt -to lure Himont\ faLult
w bile !lead% half urged "no spot I,II effkirt

should be made.- I hen \\ hen asked
\\ Nether "the der reared number of African

students has negam el\ affeLted
\ our edut of the white
students polled responded that their
education has "not much been affected.-

Wh do we see such negative attitudes
among \\ hit Audents who are too oung
to letnenillei die t 1 II light MO\ (Alien('
Pcilirp- that's out answkl V\ hitt'

hditA e this thk pi,st'ntt of
\HIM, \ AIR

01 \n it iii AMC! NitRIL MS. Min/M11

WIN, Mid Lit tdR MI 111,11 k .111)1111,C% iheIC

.1 i11 \ill milli less kiti.iiiht.d BUM

kilri it Ing With' quill/jet{ Imes k the

hundreds of thousands on our campuses.
liut the truth. at cording to the Carnegie
Commission Educational Report. is that
when the level of educational obtainment
and scholarly pl'Odllt. (1\ it \ Is held to be
equal. AtiLan Amem an. still receive
tenure and promotion at a lo\\ er rate than
\\ bites. Whites receive about 7ti"., of all
Ph.I rs. but of cup\ about of all

tenure trait k faculty positions throughout
the United States .is of As of
college and university faculties were still
nearly (Hr., \\ bite and still way above -I I",

male.

There is another myth: that elite
universities and colleges lower standards
.pee itically for racial and ethnic mmonnes.
w bile all White students are being held to a
much more rigorous standard. Perhaps no
one acquainted these students or the other
people w ho believe these myths with the
Loncept of legacies. Back in 199n. I had
the tats on I larvard College. In 199n. if
\ on applied to Ilarvard College to join the
freshman t Liss, otild hav a likeli-
hood tit .1.111111011 of one in ten. It soil

\\ \ . tit \ our grandfather or great-
gicat giandt.ithei attended Harvard, or
pcilups I should sa -liar\ ood-. then sou
\+..111ld 111\e a 1 Ile 1,1.111111,1011 at 44

I hi( " Ili Sound. kind of like
Anon jot au elite. doesn't 11'

I her L.'s a 111\ th that hundreds of

thous 'lids tit underqualMed I ll.p.11nlc and

I {i It k students are taking aw as oppoitum-



r I

I oo no o

ti s trtini better qualified White students
who are the mnotent vit tills of reverse
disk rimmation. But the reality is that
during- the PNI Is and earl\ 9os. the per-

k entage of mmorn \ high school graduates

that went on to , olleges declined.

In 19-5. about ot all I lispank high
sk hoot grAkItule het \1/4 eel' the ages ot

eighteen and mem\ w etc enrolled in

tole r Ili\ 1992. less than \\ CI e ul

t. (Allege 1 Ile pet, the suite

!COCA( of CtIllt..III011.11 \ ot, tilled tot
Afi, mencans In 19-5. 32 of ,Ill

k high s, hoot graduates aged eighteen

and t\\ \ \ \\ Cie C11,111)14 colleges

Fifteen \ ears Liter. less than 2- of them

were enrolled in .alleges Ind \

\lean \\ hlle. \\ hue 1/41111ege emollments

dung the same \ cars it mall\ in, leased

tioni about 32.4' to .;s I he total

number of White students cm oiled nom
I95 to 19911 nit reused bY okei 1 million
students: that es,\ eeds the total

Afri..111 Anierk an students ni Inghei

education. Opportunities tOr Atik .111

Amen\ an and I. atm° students \
del lined o\ er the last !Uwe', of (went\

\ ems.

I he basi, p mein Of (he

1,161 Is and 'His has a, mall\ been to ltd

gleatet elitism. deli ing
oppoituintics to in:Ilion, t,f pcoplt
as \\ ell as low in, Mil' And 1,101 peOrl

I he ." .14, 1111111'11 Ind let 11,1 tlltd, ins .11

!tun! 51 gilt dl 111 ,1%1IIIIIctI

bem eon I 9SI 'ii I. At four_vear private

\ .Ind t olleges. the average

tuition and fees rose from S38ou m 19811

to Head\ S9.111fil by 1989. At the same

tune. the I ederal Government aggressw eh.

cut financial aid programs. Hack in 1949

tOr \ample. the Federal Government

allocated of its budget on education.
I oda\ that figure is about 3.3, In I969, It
funded co 1.1 n it I graduate fellowships. Today

timds I2.11m Several educational

wilding programs \ irtualiy disappeared. For

e \ample. the I )cpartment of Education

spent S;S- million on «dlege housing

loans III th 1989. utter two terms of

Reagan. old\ 5211 million \\ as spent on that

piogiam Iii 111. 32 of all Int,Inung

ticdmicit ,,)11cgcs throughout the

, ountt \ aid none the Pell Grant

Piogiam tot low to middle-ink ,Nnie

stud, ins I en \ eats latl. \\ ere

\ int4 Aids I 11.1( \I. hat 1.'
WC , itt1111 edtit oppor.

mint\ and equalit\
I low do we undeistand the change in

the taL 1.11 \ Innate oil our college campuses

toad\ Not through the signs that read
-whin.- and "( pubh, plates

I hat \\ as the met la and understanding of

ta, ill di., iminattion .1 generation ago.
I't 111 up. V1/4 undeistand that trne.lt It

\\ e lake I ItilA spec irk \\ here we

e that the gams that \\ Cie at. hie\ ed ul the

1:11(11hi

lied

11 the ,11s :1 lIlIs\\e,11:,kk(I tk,mt

0, r,
u )



the statistics for Atilt an .Ainent an doctoral

In 1 9(1. the year I received in\ Phi
the total number of students RNLI\ mg
doctorates at American universities \\ as
about 3 of \\ Inch 1.1 I t, \\ el e

receive," by African Americans. liv the
earl\ 198ns during the period of
"?...e.q.zainsiii. the number of Atilk an Amen-

ms going on to graduate school and
tiltimatel\ yet ming Phi ).'s began to
decline. I.he li.eagan Administration
',unmet' budget cuts in edut anon. replaced
go\ eminent grants tOr loans. deliberatel\
hiked tinemplo\ ment t H lo \\ mite

people. making it dant tilt to afford tuition
it piolessional ino.t
damaging \\ .is the ethnic and rat tal t Innate
that \\ as established by Reagan and his
administration. liv devaluing and undercut-
ting annually,: action. it sent a chilling

to e\ ;IA institution ,It loss this

ounti \ It is not surprising that b\ the
find to late on began to see .1

Piet 'pitons th op in .Afrit Ament an.

being. emolled 111 inan\ professional st Iwo",

and in it adenut institutions at the gi idu ae
1..\ el In (') Afrit an Ainclit an,
I.., Is t d dtlt col Ite hi 19`)2. 1011:'111\ I

Alm in \men, Ans let k.1 k`,1 Ph

'in Illel nunl1,el. in tithill than
155 Ch. \ ears .112,t1

licit' is a thiiet t t ttiiiiet soli bt'R\ Cell

The t I 1,1, I theSt iibCth 111 highei (.thlit

Uhl tin cnt piitNellls IhJI e \1St in till

899,,

public schools. According to a ret ens
report of the l'ark-based organwation on

economic cooperation and development,
the United States \pending for education
lags behind the iniorav of \\ esters
industrial nations. Out of t\\ entv industrial
countries. the United States ranks oils
thirteenth in its per capita public spending
on education. Smaller countries like the
Netherlands. Norwa\ . and I )entnark u1\ est

far more in their school\ than \\ e do.
Children 111 Japan attend schools 'lead\
si \t\ more days each \ ear than then
Ani:rican counterparts and consequentk
score much higher than American \ oting
people at all ages in math and St lent e. he

dropout rate in japan. for estample, is about
lic Lompared to 2 tta publit st hook in
:he United States.

l'he deepest t hasin of edit atonal
inequala\ separates America's largest urban
school system\ tioin the more privileged
elitist st hook in the suburbs. 111 .1 let ellt

NtlId\ 11\ the ctIllthil on Great (its
Schools. the torts -se\ en largest urban
st hool dlstl It is spent about pet

"lilt h is 110.11.1 SI .111)" less (11311

111,1111,.111 st hook spend per studt.ilt But

\\ hat's C\ en ;Mlle Nigniti, ant in the dalei

e of Wilding les els is litm these monies
ale allot Act' and the Lit 'al and sot ial t Liss

Oh the Stiltheiii, \\ hits ie being

ell I his 11 Is .1 till et t 11111,It t. tlit1111.1teR

tql \. 11.11 t\t' d() Inside (11 highci cdti

I hest toils \ ell 1.111",e 1111,111 st 11001



77 It' Ct410' 111111 take pn)actire affirmative Ays to

acc'w1111()Ihtte the °lim's. the extictence 'V Pe'Vile (V (.1)1(".

within the famework °Oben- community.

s\ stems ore All lot ated 111 t itieS \M ill 1111)1e

than I 4 million people. I lice Iwo!

systems hat e thsproportionotel\ laige
po pulations pL.ople oft 0101' and intuit

student, \\ ith spet tat needs I CNC St hools

are responsible for old\ I.; of the 11.111,111

total enrollment but the\ hit e one thild tit
all I lispanit L loldren and ite.ii I\ -PI ti. ill
lila, k k hildren. I 11 AIN t, e I ill

11\ ing the I L.,101.11

(;o\ erninent's po\ cm link.
ILesponsible for one third of Ili

students \\ ith limited I 1101,11 \ Ilk. st

Att.' greater funds to,

health LT\ It es, ut.n uenon in the I tiglish
language. and Fettle...hal edit otional ',to-

ga tills dun stibutluti st lit,1,1. 1 l.'s, ilitliie \

left \ er for te.t, hers' olortes. te\tbook.
'throne,. nevt equipment. And Lomputers.
li t ontrast, suburban s. hoofs not onI\

e more moue\ to Tend. but tile\ te
Able it' allot ate then resources more
gencrousI\ on the tool, \\ Ink li make
(coining possible i het spend. \amp!

obout S5I It, mote pet student dam 'mgt.

\ St 11001 oil t. L1It,,111 111I1tt moll,

esret. i ill\ of books and TC1Cit`lit e

\\ lit hi.l t'lli ::t,\ el Ilillelll tlollt St, lilt

it, 105C tilt. fist cell tilt
sutig?:Inig tit kin .t hot'! .Islas tint

rit.tionim Intl\ lila, k and I tin.''
students \\ ith Jett:notating. \ Vise, \ tl

summon tot the Stibtlib.iii stools \\ lilt h

1\\ Welt the lnt, hilt' Intl

tippet tl.tss1.s 11101 is lit' tlllesltoll did(

Is

e.

It.

tat L. AIR' ethnicity are major factors for

these lifferences. I es. than one in lour
students t urrenelv attending the large urban
ptihlit school s\ steins. these tiirt\ -se\ en

s, 'tool ts. are White. The fort\ -set en

lonze k sk.hools educate kitil\ 5".. of the

ountr\ \\ lute children. Ihe reason
pedlars that our officul, can ignore these
enndl t. ales and ignore the trusts of

edit anon is bet ause of the racial and 1.:LiSS

of the people being eklut. ated.

\\ hat ore the implit anon. fot us, then,
in 1111211(1 cduk anon? \Vell. in the I c)St is

sot itilogists liel.zati to talk about the perma-

nent po \ ere\ of million, of 'kik\ -Ilk 0111C

people \\ 110 arc outside of the prof es. of
produk non. \\ ho ha\ e not held job, And

ha \ e little prospect of prominent einplo
mem in their lives. I he phrase that people
use to describe this t I,Is Is the

NO\ It \ look 011tItIt' of Amerika.
entral t me,. the fit. tor that helps to

perpetuate this tinkle-% kiss perhaps inore

than on\ tither fat for is \\ hat's oft ttirify.
inside of publIt edut anon ..\t Mlle \\ hell

0111. et. 0110111\ l demanding .1 Inglict IL.\ el

of let Illllt 111:411ei el of

If Al Ind st mitt.

1.11,01 tot, e, toci lit ,Ittn:_ 11( oil,

mt being plepaicd at Adorn, all\

In mon\ t Ines. flit' di Tom t it tot

non \\ lute high st hoot student. k \,, t tls

\t loss tilt' 'MAW,. MOIL' III

I um I ll.p.1111% 111%1 lila, k tectuget, dior

out of st !tool L.\ ki\ inglc slit Xito of

0



those students \vho stn. in school. millions
don't re,. eive serious training in geotnetr .
or algebra. Iliolog, the social silences.
Instor\ . or foreign languages. Nlativ of
these students are lot ated in the inner-titles
and te' opportunities to be
,ompetime in the labor fon. e of the
future

It k ill not be long. perhaps. before a
IRA\ of segtegattilli mat ems' 111 ,nn

k.11t1.11 thicatening the prospe, Is tin
I ame elopment of I111111oi1s of I .111110.

lila, k and low in, onit. midi I his IRA\

lotill ollt be defined hi\ sign, teading
\\ hit[" and 11.11ed- e had 111 the

Inn t. to \\ seglegatet1 south Instead. (In.
ne segtegation of the 1st Kist

teasill,:k is the tit\ 1,1011 bets. cen the

cdu, ated line. and the unticiedu, ate,'

"No the challenge of ails that vas

in out , entral t Ines Is .1 t hallellge that 1:
ha\ e to fall: in the , time \t of Mabel
('.lilt 3(1,111 I lots .10 e Iegin to de \ clop

I,Itieprint foil di\ ersit\ inside of our .,lupus
oinimunties that be oils to tit to Addles,

sonic of tht. strut tural of lilt

it\ \\ ell. despite the Intl. du, tii in of \no
Anicii,,in 0! I ,f (1110 of \l(1\ A1111,11..111 01

l.think studies , out es. !turnout\ stli,lk lit

it t,t 111111111,',, 1, lion

Is? 0-:1 inns. k. `tail hi 1 11114... 55 15 1O 1..1

Oh OW CA 111'1 It \ 1,1,11,

Iht r I hit 111 t

I [M AI Iii IM 1 I ' ,lull, Sill
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Well-meaning colle!..ze administrators and

facult\ tend to perceive the problem of
diversity as a problem which is generated
by the inclusion of minorities into their
institution. And %e must be frank about
this. In other \\ ord.. I have talked with
administrators. I ha\ e been teat hill g hot

set enteen Sears. \Veil-meaning admintstra-
tors tills it..\\ the problem of rat ism on
then t ampus as problem of Nat k adjust
ment or .1 lila, k problem. 01 a I Juno

ploblem. dilemma of Himont\ adjust
men( or inol,ilit to the at Aden'''. main-
sticani Rut actually. and in all honest\ .

ial dist r1111111.1t1011 is 110t .1 NAL k problem

of .111 111\1).1111k. 111'011h:ill. R.1CisIll is .1 stC:11

genetated so. Mi. el:01101111t .111d pOhtl, al

es of \\ litre ahthOalt eht1,111,

anti privilege
People of color should not he de-

manded or required to .id1ust to the
adttional academit emironment of elitism

and privilege \\ 'thin a t ollege. I he ,olle;..ze

itself ltilist take proat Use aftirmati.e steps
to at commodate the tultures. the emsten, e
of people of tolor ss ithin the hank. \\ oik * if
then conuntinm . i het tIrrIknit1111. the

personnel lining pith. less and the atimmis
nation must tetlet t the legittniate t other!),
of people of ()lot if the underb.ing fa, tors
\\ in, Ii plot okcd the tat ial haiassni, in .111,1

IIL C I plc\ tot1,1\ to be

he bast, pattern of elitism and
1.1,1.11 Its lamination in t 011ege, .101,,, this

0111111 (informs in man\ 5t.15s (0 the



If a colkve president is personally apathetic about racist harassment

of students, if she or he doesn't personally care if a job search yields

no non-II 71 !IV applied/US, that attitude is directly communicated to

/on'l'y-hTel thill11111S1h110TS, deptitfilletit chairs, and ficulty.

sh mums.. of colonialism. the

power relationship ben een notes as a

group anti people of color is largely

unequal. Authority rs ins. ested in the hands

(lithe core of lg,ek White. male adminis-
trators, bureaucrats. and influential senior

faculty. I he board of trustees or regents are

(requentl dominated Is% White males.

I )espite the presence of academic forces

on minorities. the vast majority of \Vince

students still, at most colleges throughout

the sountrv. generally take few courses

c\ploring the heritages. cultures, religions.

poetr\ Instorx. ['oink s. or eco-

ntnnit de elopment of non-western
peoples or domestic minorities Outside of
the t lassroom, there are. especiall\ on our

larger campuses. rclank el% and surprisingh

tew opportunities for people of different
cultures 1n w Inch to interact. :\ lain White

students, not all but num, there:6re
%et\ elitist and ev.s lusR e it

Which t an be translated this wa: that non-
White students as a group do not merit

attending their institution: that non-White
students ho are there obyloush got there

bet .lust. of aflirmati e action. Airman% c

it non polities are lint:nth. therefore. used
to dist rimmato against innocent \\ lutes as .1

group.

in- e. Ingle. I let lined. at the
ct.it tit ( "olotado. .1 toting onam (tom

the I. iii eisit\ of ( his ago \\ ith a I )01111111

t N1 Ito It k Intl I hspaint bat !sprout's' 111C

II Iii .I k s hom lilt L'ffi, ism tit 1111 too

She came speaking three different km-

guages. Including Russian. At the very first

orientation session she had. (this was last

year) to White students Walked in the

room. When they saw her 13lack-1 atm.'

face. one ...lid to the other. ''huh. quotas.
l'hat's the message that I heard. It is not

heard (rout ever White student. far from
it. But too many White students do belies e

tins.

low do we turn around that image-
[joss do sse develop a blueprint

ersit% which is inclusive for all7. I he

cry first and most important step Is tilt

arm Illation of a coherent phdosophs of

di% crsuA w hit h Is endorsed and embrat cd

b the colleges chief e\ecutw e onit that

is the Prokost or the t. 'ham

President. and is the Boatd of 1, lust, e.

I here is .1 need first and foremost to;

commitment. vision. and 'cadetship at tilt

top If a t ollege president is personalk
apathent about racist harassment at

students. it she or he doesn't personal),

tare if a job seart 11 yields 110 non White

.11T11.',111t,, that attIttltle is duet L11 t (111111111

Ill sited to itmeries admipitalmor,.

department t hairs, and tat tilts

e seen um\ ersities w his h ha C been

ladis AI\ transtorm t on\ erseb. /no\ mg

nou, I moll, 1110111.M. .111 \\ 111IIII1

t1,11111 iLlilit W (irk instituntnis w hit h

liensh rtllnit . 1 It ad, and Bendel

.Ittt't.rt\ in degtee bet misc. ttnp eisit

It id, 1111I, 111.1t1t oninntin, lit to do .0
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'111 .Id III the C1110111,11 f

1 Nilt 1 1:.111"11101: se\ er.il quer\ letters to
oniment initioritk s 11(11,1rN III .1 particular

field isn't enough. Search t.ontimttee, need
to use alumni net \\ orks. ,:ont,tet, \kith
I lispaint stholars. 1 lick st holar,. and
A. omens stholars. and professional
.1550,. Litton, to itientit all po..11It leads.

( !Lint-lige giant, t ould established

Through xt I11t.11 fa, t ould arph tttt

IlItC1 !IA kind., t0 ,upport pole, is

ethint and gendet di\ ersit th,
, omitA of tinpus "Nu, 11 pole, is might

m, Tilsit tlit chipment of multi
multi, Himl ti studtes v ithin the
, L.'ClIt.1.11 Cdlit..1111111.11 t MI1,11111111.

1 11,. \ 1111.1111 Also 111.111,1k the dt.t elopment

ot.1, i.11, It it ti III, tin I it i ii And etinnt

i"iii I Iiltil 01111

th It 1111..1 II, 11111W111\ 01111111'111111C, 11,'111,\

011. tril tilts' the t.ii111,u,., lite or
tilts indit

1.,t.,...11. t,, tun inniont tattilt
I I', oll, 1. t.d 1,111.:.11,sit to

th, \nit an Ament
, rct 1, n,, than holding, .1 pi ogi un

mt.; tilt itt, and t,t \1 unn I uth,
on I mu it \ I ',tit ( It on Atli, in

\111,,,i, in i fist,,r Month. \\her liter ill,

need to Intel as t \\ 1th \\ liter., and

Intellectual, of t olor on .1 iegular. on,:oing
basis. in order to tran,eenti the negam
stereort pc., that man\ white student\

ha\ e about mmonit\ a1/4-adenti, perfor-

man, e. ability. anti (At:ellen,. e. bringing
Mail. 111,1\1111i. .1114.1 Orilel" 111111ont

st. 1101.11.N Ink) a tampu, ontinuint\ . to
let WIC 01 10 rel-f01111 it'! periods 01 'at a

x\ eels or oxen full semester. students ma\
hat e greater (11,ot-ulna\ to interat t e ith
them on an indRidual ba,1,. Minorm
so:1101.11", '\ ho art. in\ iced to t ainpuse, for

longer peltotis of tune oik
ith White fat-ult. enriching anti

modit mg their courses and their :urn,
A t.ollege !Mist ire.lte all C11\ 1r011111:2111

b taking direct steps to discipline 1.1. 1st
beim. tor and. espet iolent rhetorit

allege administration 111t1,1 make II , leaf

and unambiguous to all student, that it \\ ill
not ,ondotic of toletate an at is 01 Ian-

genetall\ interpteted as ptoinoting
tal wit IIt, to I I'l.11.1\ lol Uldt.111

11111,1 tilhiCisi Ind 111.1t diCrt: I, .1 IS.1,1t

the c\er,i,ino of then
til10111 di Ind the use of Lit 1st

h tt 111, 11 te110111,', .111,1 111(11111.1.11C,

1',O1'1, of \\ hi, h

And then Intithel .1,1\ Inc it' 1C.11\ .ind 11011101e\ AI, 01

sof, th, \ I tok, iol, 111 \\ 110 11,C 1.1t 1st Ct II

111.. . 111,1Itth lent to .11t,'1 ths 11111,1 111)&1'4.111d 111.11 11.1t t11,\ .11.' t10111:4

1011111,1)1 \\ . 1`. C11 Jest 11'114.: On olll In di \ lhtssll`thtt 01

t 1114'11', \ ,,,,, \ of t 0111111111W\

Ill 1, k. I lisp tilt, 01,1 \\ hit, stud, lit. till in the , ontc.t anon
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.111C HOT /11.1 to rrOVIde diltiltOr 11(.011C.

It 111011 0 1111P11c1M.tiC COlItCX11,11.

Int each othct.

Is it rosstble tot us as a ot the ,tudents ith .t rp,:orous adenu, tint, u

di...clop/lent tt1 .1 1,11),prini for 11111) ml that the are adequate] \ prepated

ulturalt,nt to link the prole, t tit \\ hat for , ollege \nJ \\ nilist take atfinnan\ e

\\ e ate doing on the ith the steps to ensure that the doors of (Trot tu

hroaLler problems of education in ,11r nit\ are open

IAN2cl Lutes. 1 o ensure that nunorwx Man\ ,olletzes o\ et the last \ e to ten

students , an ha e ac,L.ss to our Lars hax c e,tablished partnerships \\ 1th

antruse,. \\ e e to take a broader rubh, .1i 1'\ nu: out the., kinds of

roltu, al and so,.1.11 \ tston rtelogatt.. es )111,, 1:111 er,m.

1 he ploblems \\ e en, owner in lllt:lle r evintrly.. 0\ .1 till' 1.04 \ e U, tht \ hi\

du, anon at e ,hre, tl \ ttN 111, , rtsts ClITCd sre, tn, p tun, ishir \\ tth the

the \I \t'.»1\ ''t this '''111'171 17 rub)), hool s\ in the '1 11.

\\ e t1N Inerease , to qualm \\ het: the .\ wad, ,onunttnt, nts u. ii

plenatal and rostnatil health , 111, that \ \ 11111111 it

1.`41111.11.`41t1011 in ,1111.1 nutritio.) r rograins. least a t a\ et and t

111,1 .11,1411,' i.'1\ pre, hoolet rrerataton. , urn, ulttn). \\ ill he .4,, pc

qualux at\ ...Ire 111 eirlx hildhoo,1 'Ntat... L 1111 ersa \ tunton lice

111,1111,'11 he, tuse these ate .hre,t1\ 11111, .1 1,1 e h.1\ e sinnlat 1.111,2s ot pawl:1,111r,

to the r:ohl,nts \\ e ,,Nrt!ont titteen and e\ ,'I\ inc \\ 1th prix .ITC 111`,'111 tits 111.11111

t\ \.lit\ \ Irs latet lions

It \\ \x tilt to ensute that 1, idenn, \ sloll't 1.01,,,,. .lilt

t. ht.\ rr. ;It !, 1, ,t OZIth ,17 01. I j, 11.,/ 11.1.

,,n th. ,1 1,10,1,ntinu, to :1,. \. h is, ,11,41), th

11. I it .111,1 st11111. ti I. kill.: in 0111 pt11`11, \ }`, in tit, 10111 I2111. ..1111`ot

11001, Is ,110111,2 lily t.1.11,,, I 1'101'1,111 ot Anon

k 1311, hsr cu. ilit\ ,'lit ,t`11, 11111,

11:.1 f111. .1.111.11111\ ;110! 1.10,...1 1111s it pip. 1!11.

t1' 11] i!'. t4'111t11 41 I 14 I'It,1`14 .2111 111,... 11,111 !.0V, .

Nils! \\ .11111. I!' It 11111.0111% 11111'1111.: 111.'1 211, OIL 1111`. I 1111,2,11.

III I. 1,1.'1/11, , k thy I is, 1i1.1,1 1,1,1, , h I. Z,N t

11 14.1. ...H.') !Lit', st) th it ?1,

tn it the toot 1 hit N

10 in, t, is, :h. r It' 111011 ..t ,t tun, tit. 11,k

I 111 r111111111; 0,1.,11 011 nit i".1\ In.. 114 !114.111.1 till, It1.,,4 \ ,

1\ 1:1 III\ t,` riot ,1 ,hool 11 it 1, I, III\ 171.1..1 I J. I' 1
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mothei and giandtathei \Alto are inat,,rit of pcoile graduating from high
\ II minister.- I \N Ill l'\ tt) tie tilt, sk hthll Ill 011,1\1 of 1.1C01le tl color. And

huh. hit \\ hat ate the nuplica- the Near .21151,. roughl...1..cordm: to the
t tot N\ hat I . Neill \aNuil.: oNer the 1.11 l"th I erlstl, proles non. the White. \\ ill
bout I .1.1 111.111\ Amen, an hi Nei edu, l-e, .mte di.tinet minont of the
usi thnik .ti MCI L .t. 111.1t is the ,t,lh C}`1. population People of t olor \ \Ill
T ill is I 11,.;lish and still .1. ta, tall\ be, stilt. the nuinci is all majs,rit
\\ hit, fiat. men, a is ins reamio..IN I he tie \t halt CHUM N\Ill theretotl. hi
lllllli 1. ultui .1 11.111,1(1011 110111 .1 hue majorii

In the p.i.t u. it \ ,..11. the, i has to .1 0.. let vs 111.11 fall' more pluraliti,
411 nutcase in the numbei of .Amens in Ind di. el,. vheic multilit.:malism

ho *peak ts,reign latitiags. in 111,111 Iii Is \ 111. 11.11 \ \ hole .1111\11

11.1111C Ma tit 11111.1 11:1111. I. :IL:to/15..11111 's

I 11i11111 l.111,2L k till litli MO, u, Of hair In k
\ \ \ I Od \ 1111111LI tot. IL:11 II 111- II) WIC! I. II.11) I 11.11 is the 101111.1.1

1'01 It li1.1.111ts is more th 111 2; million In non the multi, taint intim' in this
N....vs York CuN. tot iiitati,c. 4" of dl mit!.

, III 111. II

11.1111::,

1.111 Ils' 1'1112." 1'2-1 sI\ IL IS
tioni Lunt the I. mills,. di

ind N1.1 \,,,,rdint: to the I

the's. tu- 2; million I lisp tlis

li\ I lisp Int, iss

Nti \men, ills is the is tli ot

. thins im:,oritN in mi st,1111(1\

In ti'. I'11 ..111,11s. 11'0111 1111111011

, eie Ot It'',

\ St m d,, . th... imph,

all\ tot 111411,:t (slit, mon- Is

thus! ot , tot

Till mon . ot \tit, in Ntii.i
. N1,11 t. an'. I' is its 15111..1

%wt. iris I Is}' Old \111. /1.. 111

111:31 11 Rill 1111 I'\ 11, it t ti.

kJ IL/ is',

I , !sit% ,si hi, 11

&out It the last limit has bccii one ot
iii.! ethilh I`ut siniwt 01,ere

Ws, it, the issue chNersit

to. tint.... l\ on tit.' Isue of e emstn.
hom ph,,bi 1. out ` lnulsnl. hathh.appisin.
mhl oth...t 111 unt,ta ot into!. Lin,:

111,1 1112,1i,t1\ 1.1411,1s1 1'1

iss .1 011 Ill. I \11 11 .tit, 111 111011

\ stilinti,
1, in so, 1, I,

It Is is; 1:ittlItI 41. 1. It II, 111 it ri TI

01. 1.\ ,11 1,4111.1! I

!I Ir .1 -0'11 t (11 1. ,11!.

ot .h.. it/111r list .t11,

nu, I I. It! +, ks

ho tit iI111 \s111111. WA I 11, It

1 15 1Is I h. I. 11. \\ jilt, \ .1111. II \\ Ili' its



There i ti MOO 1)(14 it) all ofthis.There r, more that mute.,

to that? w, butt that unity (an only be ba,il upon ti

tiid till arilltVitii1011 oidistrerefice.

1.14. .11141 di \ rumnatk,r\ to 4444lllell ot

olor. I here .ire I hspaincs .1/4\ ho ma\ be

homophobic and dIscrimmate against g.t's

and lesbtans I here are reoplcs of k olor

Ilk, arc.. insetisito.e to Whites 110 \

kIlsablities Vet t4,1 111.1n\ tit us.

tills pain and e \rerienk e ot oppresslon

es its some insight into 41154 milmailoti

Cd Is Other human beings,

I Am .1 M. 1101.11 ill the ( ii 12,112;hts

\ 10\ eiticsitt I \\ lite about the snuggle foi
human ,.,Inalit\ and s444.111 lusts. e 11\

All .111 Ainet 1, ins Hi this , ountr\ Yet, a...,

1111.1 man. 1 ha l..1140 lize.l 1/1144111211 O),

e I pets'in.111\ low" "kit it is
Itke to be told to Co to the ba.k of the bus

Isikm \ hat it is like not to 1,C \41 \441 In .1

4'41.1111,1W I'L't .111,C \LIU I, 11.4 I. I

k1I44 44 44 hit it IN like floi he 1,4'112111t44}

sit 111,1d4 .1 ile.1(0.1 his (CI 11)111.11. kit

to be fk,r,ed It' stand k,ti(skle in the old 1

k110\\ \\ hat it Is 11Le 1101 I44

1)4 on I 0:- 1..alt 01 IN Alas 1`44. Atim. Olt

Ace lila, k hen ou , \retic nk e tills. 44,11

11C\ 4I Itlat.let It

1 h, he\ e in in licatt. and 1 1\110 \\ ih It

\ 4 41154 MI1111.1111 .11 4.111

k. 1`11`.. 1\111\ 111114'1400,1 1

11.1X it the r 1111 t't 11a I 1111111at 1011. I 4 all

twd4l..1 Ind 1111/4) I4'c1 the r, t 111,

14 t11111..4.4,1 I'\ 4 14414114 . 11L1 \..1114.M. 11111

4.111114. I All e \ple\\ 111\ \\ Illpath\

,lilt t1II (01 le111.111N .11141 41.1\ \\ ho \pen
en, e disk. Intimation based on then se \nal

olientation, as I 01114.' (1.01II C41101-.14111. I

t' 1 this tit .1 4tv4 4.lnekI 44.14

I he task nt cdti, anon r not p.ict to

1`1n,. 1414.' data foi 1.,eorlk.% it Is to gt e them

eonte\t t441 'meta, ting tth

eat h oth;r. 1 hole 1, a moral basis to all ot

this. I here !s, 111cItt." that untie, II\ 114,11)

\ ide\ Its. but that 1111114 Ali 441114 14,141

upon a true tindeistandIng anki aprrek. 1.1

non of chtfei enk.
I tom that difieren, e \\ e find the

tuthlamental human 444nun44n.iht\ It

Amen, a is to tac c the t hallenges til.lt

e.1. e been de,:1-11,111:. III need the

(.11111I5 44I all 1111111.111 he111:', \\ 111 need

11` .11.1\\ 111\011 4114 1.1 5114 StIC111..:111 1.111141

111.111 sk,inething that (4.11' is apart

1 he tIall.forma1011 1.\ 4I4.'54 ribed Is

all c.1\ 44, on ing Li the ear 2'11'4- Ihc

111.11011( Of l..111i01 111.1\ total isolsttl.ttion

\\ Ill , 4'1 rcolsi oi 4 oloi It \ sit to

\limit, \Ali Atitotito. Atigele., \in

I )iego. 4,1 I 'ten\ et 011 should 144: dick,

I 11.1t's tuttlis (lilt e .11 I*

110,2: ot in this 4 q111(1. .111,1 di a 1'

I 1/.114111:e .111 tilt 1,101111,4 4,1

llllt l4 tilttit litshil l 444 1,14)14. 01

111:..:111 tIth 4111'

41154 I 1111111 ulofl 4'i1 I 4 III It 444 11114 III) ' 1., 01111,, 11111/4 On

1111411 10.11),/ till ,111e1 01 111". \\ 1.11 .1.1, I 114 444 tiltiOt II 1 1111

111)1') 41I111t111t 014 4101.1t10,' 1}01' 4114 1111, 11141 11'11 Molls

11 an, 41 1,14 0(1 111,1 1411411 1111 tin, 0114 (111141 41 0111 1 11)114 1,01'111 III4`t1 141 1
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section soon to be the majority in this
country. If We intend to hold the country
together, we cannot niiseducate young
White Americans into believing that the
issues of diversity, ethnic. and racial
difference are not issues which relate to
them. Alice Walker, DuBois, Paul
Robeson, and Fannie Lou Hamer are a part
of the vast legacy. the intellectual and
cultural legacy of all American people and
they are being cheated if they are denied
that legacy. It we bclieve in all of these
young people, it we invest in their futures,
then we will also invest in the promise of
an Auto wan dream of equality and
educational empowerment tin all Ameri-
t ans.

As educators. we are the architects of
that th vain. We are the catalysts who make
it happen. In keeping the faith and the
theam of edut animal equali'y and opportu-
nity, in keeping the thith of an educational
pros oss "Inch is open to diversity and
human pluralism, we keep the filth with
the builders and dreamers of the past. Of
the Fannie I ou Rimers and Martin Kings.

)f Malcom X and Paul Robeson. We
build the bodge lig a new and mote
democratic Mture lin all Americans.

Thank you.

Len Clark: Thank you, Manning One
measure of multicultural sensitivity is to be
sure that we pronounce people's names
correctly and the program is not unam-
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biguous about this. I want you to know
that our respondent is Gwyneth Kirk.
Gwyneth Kirk was educated in England, at
the University of Leeds. where she took
degree.: in sociology and in urban planning.
She received a doctorate from the London
School of Economics in Political Sociology
and spent most of the 80s working in
community organizing and with commu-
nity organizations in and around London.
She thcused particularly on issues concern-
ing urban planning and the process of
urban planning. Returning to academic
life, she taught at Rutgers. Eugene Lang
College. Mills College. and Colorado
College. She's currently teaching Women's
Studies at Antioch College. Gwyneth.

Gwyeth Kirk: Well. I am very much the
new kid on the block. So I want to say
how much I appreciate this opportunity to
just say a few words at this conference.
Manning obviously is a very hard act to
follow and you maybe all need to just take
a deep breath and let all those statistics and
things sink in. I want to say how much
apprl'Uate what I would call a tour de
force, really. It the presentation. the
argumentation and the facts and figures,
sonic of which are funiliar, I think the case

Yon mak(' is "Ty, very powerful.
We at Antioch are struggling with

many of the issues raised by Manning, in
terms of talking about diversity, diversify-
ing the Eiculty, talking about the student
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body. and talking about the ways in which
the student and faculty cultures do not
support diversity. The people we are
concerned about are racial and ethnic
minorities. as well as women, gays, and

lesbians. sure these issues are being

discussed by the (il CA as they are nation-
wide. Your comments are both tiely and,
I think, an important spur to the etIorts
that we're making on our campuses to see
the political and cultural imperative of
multicultural education and its advantages.

There is a sense in winch these inter-
disciplinary programs, Women's Studies,
African American Studies, Ethnic Studies.
( jay 'l.esbian Studies, Peace Studies. ct,
are also the new kids on the block. Ilium:

programs were not mound when the

GI.CA was first Harmed thirty years ago,
but they have developed since and have
thnirished to some degree on the margin of
our campuses. That marginal perspective. I

think, has enormous strength.
Manning and I are both part of the

university in some ways, but in other ways

very clearly not of it. We sutler, I think, as

a result of poor funding and poor

resouR ing. We need to tight constantly for

the validity of this kind of interdisciplinary
work. I should say that I think Antioch was
extremely farsighted \s hen uteated

brand new tenure type job in Women's
Studies this past year, at a tithe when Malty

universities are Walk cutting back in this

program. It is .1 Job that's been in the
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pipeline for a very long time but that could
not be tilled for all manner of institutional

reasons. So, I think that was a very good

move to create that job, not only because

I'm occupying it, but because I actually
think that it's only by creating permanent
tiil turn, tenure-type jobs in interdiscipli-
nary areas that those areas of scholarship

can be strengthened.
The catch-as-catch-can conscientious

rushing between disciplinary commitments
means that its very hard, as many of you

know who are part of interdisciplinary
teaching, to actually keep those programs
strong and developing. It's my belief that

interdisciplinary work is very much the
education of the future. I think that there
will be a relationship with interdisciplinary
knowledge and that relationship, I hope,
will not be one of superiorities and inferi-

orities.
I don't think that the disconnected,

disassociated and segmented kinds of
knowledge which have developed in many
of our academic disciplines have aithally
led to good results educationally and in
terms of world systems and problems. For

examples, we only have to think of the

issues of militarism, the economic
the ecolo 'cal crisis, and worldwide
problems. My sense is that a lot ofseg
mewed. disassociated knowledge makes it

very difficult to keep an eye on the context

of that knowledge. I think that interdisci
plumy work tends to keep that knowledge
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in context.
To me, another important aspect of

interdisciplinary work is that the interdisci-
plinary programs were very much based on
political movements. The t ivil rights,
womens' liberation, gay liberation, African
nationalism, and cultural nationalist
movements in the I 950s, 60s, and 705 in
this country pushed scholarship, did it not,
in these various programs? This gives, I
think, a very important standing to people
who are involved in interdisciplinary work
and a responsibility, I would say, of
intellectuals to repudiate a distinction
between so-called pure scholarship and
something which is denigrated as activism.

I see interdisciplinary workand I'm
not saying this is the only area that it
happens inremaking this particular
dissociation between scholarship and
activist concerns. I'm going through some
of the characteristics of interdisciplinary
work because I think there's a lot here Mr
education oldie Mture in terms of prin-
ciples.

In terms of this kind of scholarship
then, we're talking about research agendas.
Research agendas that have relevance to
policy issues and people's everyday lives.
and movement connections that continue
ti, be maintained. My particular back-
gi (Mild means that, by some people's
standards, I'm not considered to be enough
of an academic. That's probably one of the
main things in my favor, that I took a ten-

year break from the academic world. I felt
in life there was getting, very "ivory
tower."

I think, in general, we have to once
again link higher education back to the
various policy concerns that Manning
raises. Much of that ha:, been done through
African American Studies, Ethnic Studies,
Women's Studies, and so on. The battle
that we face within the university is to
have that count ;Is scholarly activity. Even

though it does not necessarily generate an
enormous number of papers, your experi-
ence is probably better than most in terms
of being able to produce in the academic
sense. Bin, there needs to he here, a
redefinition of scholarly activities.

Those of you who teach Women's
Studies, ind I recognize a number of
people in the room from the (H_CA
Women's Studies meeting that I went to
List fall when I was very new at Nntioch,
probably share with me an irritation and
deep sense of needing to correct various
perceptions about interdisciplinary work.
Women's Studies, I constantly hear, is
"touchy feely," meaning not rigorous. It's
only ideological. It's about women's issues
and problems and it is only a white

Middle-class thing.
Yes, there have been many white

women, middle-class women, educated
women who've written about feminism.
They, however, are not the only ones
writing about frmintsm. There are also
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many women of color and working

women who are also writing in a feminist

framework. That baggage, that stereotype
that conies with something like Women's
Studies, is something that we are all

working against.
There's a kind of underlying baggage to

the stereotype, which is about women who

are lesbian, man-hating, hairy-legged, not

good enough to be attractive, and so on. It
is sometimes unspoken, especially in these

more PC days where people are wore
careful about what they say. However, I
experience a lot of the atmosphere stir-,

rounding that kind of baggage.
In terms of scholarly background, yes. I

think Women's Studies did too much
universalizing in the 1970s. Talking of
-sisterhood" Was Waite a revolutionary

thing in an age when gender was not an
analytical category for virtually any aca-
demic discipline, with the possible excep-

tion of anthropology. and I would say even

there it was not well handled. There was
an enormous amount of feminist work and

scholarships betOre post-ritualism became

!he, in toy book, unfortunate new ortho-

doxy ofgaduate S1/411001S, W11111ell of color

111 North America and Western Europe had

plenty to say to white women about
diversity 111(111SIVelleSS. as well as the

particularity and specificity of women's

experience. Women from lower-income
and working-class backgrounds could do

the same, as could lesbians. The scholarship

of women, I think, has had a lot of input
in, and has been grappling for at least a
decade with, these questions relating to the
integration of gender, race, and class. It has

a lot to teach and show intellectually and

pedagogically.
For me, feminism is a world view. It's

not all those touchy-feely blab -blab -blahs

that I was talking about earlier. It's a view
on its national relations or foreign policy.

It's a view on the international division of
labor. It's a view on interpersonal relation-
ships and much more. It's a philosophy, a
world view, and, I would say, a practice.

For me, hierarchy and inequality is at

the center of the theoretical work
interested in. Here I. probably show my

early 1970s London School of Economics
background, having been raised in an
academic culture where class, at that tune,

was the pedigree of analysis and Marxism

was a theoretical framework which was

respectful and something one could refer to

without .111Y apology tit embarrassmem In

manv. ways, I still do that. I think it's useful

to see hierarchy and equality m terms

linking gender and equalities with race and

class inequalities.
Fhe sense of setting up anothei

hierarchy of superiors and interiors, has a
parallelism too in people's sense of superi
ority over other nonhuman living spec ies. 1

see that gender, class. and race mequalvies

can also be linked to the issue of et ()logical

crisis. For me, this business of hierarchy is a
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central issue, anti one that I think we really
have to grapple with as we move toward
the twenty-first century in the way that
Manning has talked about as they play out
in the U.S., between urban-suburban
inequalities and in some places urban-rural
inequalities as well. And similarly, as they
do on a more international scale.

I know that many people in the GLCA
have done a lot of work of feminist
transfOrmations of the curriculum. There's
nothing new I can say to add to what
you've done in that regard. A feminist
pedagogy, I think, brings a perspective of
specificity. particularity, standpoint,
dialogue, and talking about matrices of
knowledge. This is a way of hooking up
different systems of knowledge. There's a
very egocentric kind of imagery around in
depth knowledge. commanding the
knowledge, mastering it. penetrating, I
don't need to push this imagery too tar tier
you to see what I'm driving at, right?

I think that interdisciplinary. work is
much more a drawing from several differ-
em historical, cultural. literary, social
sciences, humanities, and other various
backgrounds as Manning inferred. I don't
see this to be a less rigorous way of doing
things. and I can't underline that point too
much.

Issues tOr the twenty-first century I
think are going to be about livelihoods and
survival. The changing international
division of labor and the changing Indus-

trial and economic structure of this country
means that many jobs are going overseas.
Where in the past, we might have held out
that education was something meaningful
because you could get a job with it, that
may no longer be the case. Increasingly,
that's going to be problematic. There are
going to be people who actually will be
long-term unemployed unless things
change systematically.

I think that there are already many
international networks of scholars and
organizers focusing on issues of the envi-
ronment, health, development, and
violence in all its forms. Violence, whether
it's urban violence of North American
cities. violence against women andchil-
dren --which is endemic, and epidemic
seemingly world-widethe violence of
militarism ----which is the stockpiling

weapons and deciphering of taxpayers'
money into what I would call a murder
machine. I believe these networks of
-activists and scholarship.' must be
strengthened.

This is what excite, me when I think
about the potential of teaching in a liberal
arts C111111111111ellt. How can I put this? It's

not that I want to say I want interdiscipli-
nary work to take superiority over work of
the disciplines. Rather, I want to see them
hooked up in a far different manner than I
think they often ale right now. I suspect
that's a conversation we're going to
continue to ILIVC Antioch sure
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you're doing it also on other (;LCA
campuses.

Women's Studies exist IIa.. over the

world and sometimes U.S. students are
very surprised to hear that because they

have this sense that the U.S. is on the
cutting edge. You only have to quote the
kinds of figures that Manning has quoted
to us abOut what the richest nation in the

world is like in terms of social welfire,
educational opportunity, health care.
etcetera. etcetera, to know that, of course,
this is not so. lO me it's always srprising
to see the revelation that it is to the
students to see how the U.S. fares in league
and national league tables on various kinds

of social and political indicators.
Very recently there Was all Interna-

tional 1(111111st C011tiltIltV 011 Costa RICA.

Women front all colltMents participated.
Malty of you know of the conference in
Nairobi in 1975 that produced a document
called "Forward i ookmg Strategies"
outlining strategies dealing with education.
illiteracy. economic development, jobs.
survival issues, health issues, absence from
violence, and so on and so forth. I think

this is sort of the agenda that we face.
Our challenge and task as educators is

to find ways of incorporating sonic. of these

things into an educational agenda for social
(lunge. I ,ist week. N'etepeeek had a cover

that some of you way have seen, White
male paranoia was the lead article, The

question was, in the shilling of balance that

multiculturalism inevitably involves, how

are we going to see that shift as a positive

thing. What's in it for the people with
privilege? This is a question I raised myself
not only as an individual, but of course, a
lot of times in class as well. We're talking
about more than the politics of solidarity.
A commentator has said that we are
shifting from a politic of solidarity to a
politic of engagement where everyone.
regardless of location on those dimensions
of privilege and subordination, can actually
relate to the advantages of the kind of
world for which Manning painted the
possibility.

Thank you.

I All ( 111k, 1)101.1'Sr.
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THE LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES COLLEGE:

AN ENDURING AMERICAN SUCCESS STORY

_facob Nyenhuis: Welcome to this

workshop on "The Liberal Arts College:
An Enduring American Success Story."
This theme is one that the Deans Council
had proposed for the entire conference and
it is intended to be, at least in part. a
response to Thursday morning's plenary
session. "1 iberal Arts Colleges: The
Threatened Species of American Higher
Education?" I have been told that one of
the panelists had even suggested the title
"I 'bend Arts Colleges: The I )inosaur of
American Higher Education?" The intent
of that proposal was to stimulate interest in
the session, but it also serves as a reminder
of how some people view our type of
institution.

This session has been billed as a
workshop, which means of course that all
of us are encouraged. even expected. to
participate. I was asked, however, to make
an opening presentation to set the stage for
Itirther discussion.

On Thursday morning I picked up a
copy of 'The Indianapolis Neu's. On page A-

9. I found a box headed "Passages." In it
was a quotation from Winston Churchill
who said, "The farther back you can look,
the t:irther forward you can see."

We are celebrating the thirtieth
anniversary ()four consortium, but for
today's workshop I'd like to look back
over several centuries and briefly trace

some of the history of liberal arts colleges,
Sixteen years ago, Professor Frederick

Rudolph of Williams College published for
the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in
Higher Education a substantial hook
entitled Curriculum: A History of the Aeri-
ca I rndergraduate Course Since 1(.36 (Jossey-

Bass, 1977). Last year. the President of
Williams College, Francis Oakley, pub-
lished Community of Learning: The .4nicricati

College and the Liberal Arts Tradition (Ox-

ford. 1992). In between these two books,
in 1984, William C. lkingenberg published
The Christian Colkqe: .4 History of Protestant

Higher Education in America (Eerdnians.

1984). My presentation draws upon these
sources, as well as a number of other works
and my own reflections over time.

Six years ago, Ernest Boyer declared:
"The undergraduate college is a troubled
institution, loftenl more successful in
credentialing than in providing a quality
education ltbr its studentsl" (Boyer, quoted
by Oakley, p. 4). Responding to this and
many other pessimistic assessments, Oakley
says: "Still less does one detect the presence
of any historically informed source of the
range, looseness, variability and flexibility
of the liberal arts tradition itself across the
course of its longer history, or of the
tensions which have wracked it for centu-
ries and may well accoutn.fin. its ettduri

vitality and strength" (p. 5, emphasis mine).

I will not today follow Oakley in a
detailed tracing of our history from classical
antiquity through St. Augustine, St. Jerome
and Cassiodorus through the Middle Ages
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and the It emnssance. Rut. with him I must
acknowledge the significant role of the
Christian church in the educational
tradition in Europe and America. tier the
liberal arts tradition was both transmitted
and shaped by the church from St. August-
me in the fifth entury on into the present
century. At the same time. I would note
Oakley's caution against assuming that
"Western modes of life and thought"
underlying this educational tradition
represent the "natural or inevitable culmi-
nation towards which all civilizations strive
or have striven" (p. 9).

When I larvard College was founded in
1636, says Frederick Rudolph. "a pecu-
liarly self-demanding band of alienated
Englishmen got themselves . college almost

befine they had built themselves a privy"
(p. 3). "At Harvard. the original goal of
higher learning was 'to know God and

Jesus Christ...' (Ringengerg. p. 38).
Sixtv-tive years later. Yale was founded
with a similar primary goal. The same was
true fin- King's College (Columbia) a half
century later (ibid.). Ill had the time and
the inclination. I could trace the history of
most liberal arts colleges and private
universities in similar terms. I lowever,

will not stICCUtIb to the temptation.
w 111, how es devote a tens nmmtes

to some of Ilederit k Rudolph's comments
on c urriculum.

the

,I1c11.1 Ili X11111 II the 111111IsItills of
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American culture have been mea-
sured, an environment for certifying
an elite at one time and for facilitating
the mobility of an emerging middle
class at another.

There have been times and places
where the curriculum was not taken
seriously or should not have been. A
little over ltin ears ago, fewer than
two of every 100 Americans between
the ages of eighteen and twentv-one
were serious enough about it to enroll
in a college or university, and many of
those who did enroll were not
serious.

Thinking about the curriculum
historically presents many problems
and requires a willingness to accept
surprise. ambiguity. and a certain
unavoidable messiness. lithe world
does not always make sense, why
should the curriculum? George W.
Pierson. coining up for air after being
long submerged in the history of Yale.
gasped. "one is appalled at the
incoherence of American higher
education." The inability of colleges
to take common action, to speak or
act with authority and a common
voice, is surely more than a 111,1111t.est.1-

tlot1 of the competitive nature of
American life . .

Judging quality requires some
notion of what the curriculum is
expected to do. If the design is to turn



out dergyillell and the pertOrmance
delivers businessmen, has something-

gone wrong with the curriculum or
has society changed its mind (pp. 1-

. . . it must be from the collective
frustration of curricular reformers that
there has developed the -academic
truism that changing a curriculum is
harder than 1110.011g a graveyard.- The

reasons for curricular rigidity are
many, some simply being a Junction
of organization. Assemble a cluster of
professors in a country town, sur-
round them with scenic grandeur, cut
them off from the world beyond, and

they will not have much trouble
congratulating themselves into
curricular torpor. I et someone knock
at the door with a vision of change,
he will discover that access is blocked
by those within the gate. Let him
argue in behalf of some perceived

need or desire of the students. and he
will soon discover his mistake: The
institution is really not for the stu-
dents. after all, but for the professors
(p. 3).

Because the curriculum is a social
artifact. the society itself is a more
reliable source oft urricular illuniina

tons In his inaugural address as
president of I larvard to 18(m ),

William Ilhot stated the relationship
t leadv: I he university must accona

107

modate itself promptly to significant
changes in the character of the people
for whom it exists. The institutions of
higher education . . . are always a

faithful mirror in which are sharply
reflected the national history and
character'. (p. 7).

In 1754, a prospectus tar the
King's College advised the New York
press that King's would institute a
course of study that included survey-
ing. navigation, geography, history,
husbandry, commerce. government.
meteorology, natural history, and
natural philosophy, in other words
-the knowledge . . . of every thing
usetill for the (:ointOrt, the Conve-
nience and Elegance of Life . . . and

everything that can contribute to .

true I lappiness- (p. 47).
ould young mcn and women go

to Album, Stanford, Wisconsin,
Emory. Michigan State. Howard,
Vassar, Amherst, Cornell. and
I larvard fine the same reasons: Indi-
viduals might and did. 'out m the
aggregate they chose according to the
eSpeetakt)Ils that were generated by
each Institution's style and reputation
(p, 153).

As he draws his study to a close,

Rudolph declares:

hue t hallenge to the t tent ulum
today is tot leak' all
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is friendly to the production of social
critics and that is responsive to a
concern with values and the human
experience.

Recent efforts to develop specific
courses in values have a synthetic
quality about them: Unless the entire
institutional environment is recognised
as making conscious and unconscious

statements Of value. value courses as
such run the risk of being quaint and
strangely and unintentionally irrel
evant.

college and university faculties.

strongly oriented toward their aca-
demic disciplines and wedded to the
mystique of scientific investigation and
suspended judgment, are not a likely
source of encouragement tier .nay
renewal of concern with values and
character. Even the coaches have let us

down (p. 288).

Ikudolph's study of the curriculum
frequently rails against vocationalism. His
concluding paragraph expresses the hope
that "we can stop making technicians and
get back to the business of making human
beings. . . . And perhaps, once more, the
idea of an educated person will have
beetling.' a usable ideal" (p 28q)

I share his concern about piodut
technicians qua let 'mu tans, but I disagree
with the premise of Rudolph. Bieneman,
tar ai. that a true liberal .its t allege must not
titillate people tot t areets It would be

distortion of history to suggest otherwise.
If we put the issue of careerism in

historical perspective, we discover that
"education has always had a central
vocational purpose," all the way hack to
Sumeria in 600 B.C. (Katchadourian and
Boli. Careerism and Intellectualism among

Collo' Student, 1985, p. 2). The conflict
between utilitarian and liberal education
goes as far back as the late fifth century

'.., when the Sophists and Plato's
academy pursued competing goals. And in
the history of our own country the debate
has contgimed fiir nearly two centuries,
ever since mathematics and natural philoso-
phy were seen as a threat to the fundamen-
tal goal of education, the knowledge of
God (Rudolph).

I hardly need remind you that Harvard
was founded for the purpose of training
Gilvinist ministers. Yale was fininded fin

two purposes: (1) to combat the growing
liberalism at I larvard; and (2) to train
Calvinist ministers. Or as the Commission
on the Htilltallities stated in its report in
198. The Humanities in .1r/rental'

The early American college had
three basic aims: to train young men
for the clergy or political leaderslup; to
develop the mental discipline and
moial and idioms habits appropriate
to a t ultivated gentleman, whatever his
vot anon; and to maintain, thioug
induction into the ttaditions of t lawn al
culture, a small chit' of the edit( aged ut

1 Wiwi



Ifi' need not apologize.for preparing peopkfor a career,

so long as Ilk' truly prepare tem.for A true liberal

arts college canand usually doesdo both.

a predominantly agricultural society (p.

63).

Certainly the saute description would
tit the beginnings of our colleges. Does our

tont ern about careerism arise trout a

(hange in the Imlance between vocational
and intellectual goals, or is there a hierar

of disciplines vviich is threatened by

t hanging student interests?
We need not apoogrie tiir preparing

people for a career, so long as ue atilt
prepare them tic life. A true liberal arts

toll {ge acan nd usu 1 1 do both.1

As I look back to the calls liberal arts
tradition in this ((minty and as I assess the

orient anxiety about the humc of our
kind oandependent liberal arts colleges. I
Lind myself led to make ,t radn:al proposal

tot your consideration this morning.
Before I gate the proposal, however.
\\ mild remind you of the following:

Olapproximately 3,400 institutions
classified as institutions of higher
education in 1987 by the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of
'Teaching, only 540 are private Liberal

Arts I and II colleges.

Of these 5-1o, David Breneman, in
199(1, proposed the elimination of
317, reducing "the total universe of
private liberal arts colleges . . . to 212

(Oakley, p. 77).

These 212 colleges "constitute little
more than rive percent of , . , institu-

tOY

Lions of higher education, and educate
probably fewer than three percent of

all American undergraduates"
(Oakley, p. 152).

As institutions and in terms Oldie
type of undergraduate education
°tiered. these colleges "constitute an
exception to the norm" in American
higher education (Oakley. p. 152).

liven it all our GLCA and ACM
colleges were included in this select
group of 212. we would represent
little more than one-eighth of this
grot :p and less than one percent of all

institutions of higher education.

We thus appear statistically insigni-
ficant. Moreover, as we were told
Thursday morning, we aren't even
part of the conversation in Washing-
ton. "But," says Oakley, "as the
Carnegie Council does well to
remind us, there are timns of signifi-

cance more pertinent than the merely

statistical" (p. 152).

All of our colleges are independent of
state control, most it' not all were
rounded by individuals or groups of
individuals (usually churches) for the
preservation and promotion of faith,

and all have rich histories which make
us distinct from one ,mother.

Most oldie liberal arts colleges in the
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hst of 212 no longer can claim to

educate the whole person. They do
vets well with the intellect. generally
well with the body and with the
aesthetic dimensions, but few are a

concerned with the spiritual dimen-

sion of their student's. The develop-

ment of the moral and spiritual

dimension of students once set many

of these schools apart from secular'

state universities, but that is rarely

true any longer. Lost along with it. to
a degree. ryas the emphasis on prepa-

ration tilt' a life of service to others

Lithe,' than self.

In light of the tOregoing, and given the
high degree of interest in the development
of moral value.... I suggest that we make a

radical departure from the ethos of the

secular public colleges and universities. At

I lope College. we have the following
mission statement:

the mission of I lope ('allege is to
offer. with recognised excellence.

academic programs in liberal arts, in

the setting of a residential. under

graduate. cif- educational college. and

m the context of the lustorit Christian
Cud) (I lope College (*atalog, 109.; 't

I am not ptoposing that we all 'me tlte
state mission or that we all revert to our
initial missions. 'Lather. I nit suggesting

that each institution, honor mg its own

tradition, rind its oWil WaV to eft outage

both students and fit ulty to talk about the

relation bciwcen truth and learning. 'four
ficulty and students include Muslims, Jews,

Christians. ituddhistsis well as agnosti,
and atheists. \\ Its 1101 AIM\ free anti Open

dl\llINN1011 01"dle bash teachings and moral

values of then ow n traditions: I he i.onsti-
ttitional guarantee of freedom of religion

does not mean treedom tioin religion. nor
are our colleges bound lw the church-state
separation Imposed upon state-supported

institutions.

NH Plat her of Wabash. in his tine book
t TheoloA, argues that true

dialogue across religions can best occur

when believers of., particular filth repre-
sent their oss n beliefs with integrity. rather

than living to reduce all f.uths to .1 wa-

tered-down universal "religion." Since
some religions. moreover, make diametri-

cally opposing filth claims. we do them an

injustice by trying to tit them all into one
Procrustean mold.

I would argue. tiirther, that this
approach would not only restore distinc-

tiveness from state schools with which we

often compete, but tt would also provide a

t Innate in which cross cultural understand-

ing could he More readily nurtured. liot
Malty or Us, the t 011111111111On to tuulttt III
tutahsnl Is looted in A \\ ofid .less shaped

b A Nth tonunitnletu. 1 Ast night's post

piandtal mush al enteitattiment also

tentinded ts that taith is signitit ant

(lenient in Alin an Aniri it an t tlitlite I lie



same is true of other cultures which we
seek to understand and incorporate Into
our educational programs. Can we do
justice to another person or another
culture, it we exclude an important
dimension of their life?

Francis Oakley rightly reminds us that
"the whole genius and direction oldie
Western cultural tradition itself, ...When
seen in historical and cross-cultural per-
spective. stands out in the end as a persis-
tently syncretistic and open-ended one.
However hesitant, hostile, or conflicted its
initial reaction, across the centuries it has
ultimately proved able to assimilate the
contribution oliew as well as Greek. Celt
and (;erman as well as Roman. Arab as
well as Asian, and, in the most recent past.
Aftican no less than I atm American.' (p.

I48).

I now Invite you tojom the <omrrsa

non.

/awl, hopo./. fop (:0//ety
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CLOSING PUN/WY

( :aril f. Guardo: We have asked each of
the panelists to speak from their particular
perspective. and given their roles in their
respective institutions, to distill and
synthesize the conference for us in twenty-
five words or less. Each of them has assured
me that they've done their assignment. We
have decided, given the length of the
conference. that we're all going to Just sit
here. Were not going to stand at the
podium. Were going to conserve our
energies for the articulation of our points.
We also went through a long logistical
discussion prior to this sesston and decided
that we would present our remarks it)
reverse order. So to start its oft, I'm going
to identify everyone at the table. jehttE
Wald has agreed to be first.

_lender Ward is Assistant Professor of

(;ernian at The College of Wooster.
Following Jeniter is Blake Michael,

I )irector of International Education at
Ohio Wesleyan. Next will be Marilyn
I allante, Dean of Students at Kalatnazt)
(:ollege. John Jacobson. President of I lope
College will follow Marilyn. Elaine
( 'omegvs, Assoc late I )rani of Students at

Ant tot h a ill be the final panelist to speak.

frailer K. Ward: What I want to do first is
telet us bat k to three statements that have
heel) Made over the course Of the last few

days I en Clark's statement that w hat we're
really about here is Iiirgitig a language Of
t ommtuntv and that the only way to do

that is to accentuate difference and diffr-
ences. We heard from Manning Marable
that the best way to proceed in a debate is
to seize the discourse. We heard from
Bonita Washington-Lacey that words
matter, and that the words we use structure
the way we think and the way we do our
Jobs. I thought it would be instructive to
look hack at how the discourse was trained,
to look at the language that we forged, and
to look at the words that we actually used.

Being a voracious and compulsive
note-taker. I looked over my eighteen
pages of notes and saw what I thought was
a pattern. It seemed to me that the first day
and a half was marked by a different kind
of language than the second day and a halt.
The words in the first day and a half were
these: products, consumers, educational
delivery systems, market-driven demands,
and so On and so forth. It seemed to tilt'
that the second day and a nail was marked
by discussions of creating global citizens,
thinking about w hat it meant to he
multicultural, to think multicultural, and to
teach to diversity and not about diversity.

What concerns me is that the language
oldie first day and a half is market lam
guage. That is a decidedly had model if our
product is education. Any good capitalist
will tell you that if-you earl choose be-
tween two products. you will choose the
one that has the least amount of instruc-
tions, is easiest to put together. and has the
five year wartanty over the one that
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I want to see its as a community of scholars, who see

tensions as productive, and challetwes as promises.

requires constant maintenance. has illegible
instructions, and so on.

As a faculty member, my worst horror
would he if someone talked about my
product as the one that required no
maintenance, as the one that came with its
own batteries, and so on and so forth. I can
even go so tar as to promise my consumers
that what they're going to get is the one
that tastes bad, that they'll want to spit out
after a fW minutes, that is real hard to
chew, ind may not be sprayed with that
glossy preservative that salad bars are

sprayed with.
To take the market metaphor a little bit

Rather, it seems to me that there are all
sorts of implications for what happens if we
((instruct our students as l ()mintier.. First

or all. the consumer, the customer. Is
always right. And I don't think our
"customer- is ,4ways right. I think our
"customer- needs for us to help them think
about the relationship between w hat dies
think they want, what we think thc w ant.
what we wantind so on. I .1%1) think that
if you use a MAO model, the discussion
of w hctlti r or not you have to thrust out
Shakespeare ifyou include Alice Walker
starts to sound stispu iously like replacing
old product lines \t ith new product Imes.
We hive to clear out the shelves oldie old
sniff if we're going to put the new snail).
I insist on believing that we're smart
enough and creative enough to think about
that differently. In other words. I don't

think that the first day and a halt's discourse
is up to the task of helping us think about
the second day and a halls demands.

It seems to nie that what we need to do
is recognize that the product we want to
sell is sometimes paintUl. often transtbrma-
tive, always challenging, and satisfying in

the end. That the product our students
may want to consume maybe not be the
product that is best for them. Certainly, we
can help them think about what that
product might be. We can also certainly
learn from them and they have much to
teach us.

As much as we don't want to consider
price and cost, I absolute think that we
must. I'Ve heard so many people say over
the last few days that the real rear that they
have is that students we want won't be able
to afford Us. So, clearly we have to con-
sider price and cost. Hut it seems to me
that it you start with a bottom line !Adler
than ending with a bottom line, you get
into all sorts of difficulties.

I've also heard people talk about IBM a
lot over the list few days. They have used
%that has happened to IBM Is sort of the
nightmare vision of what could happen to

us. I have to say that what terrifies ni is

not that 111M is titling, what terrifies me is
that we'ic comparing ourselves to MI.

If I'm suggesting that we throw out the
discourse oldie first day and a hall, It Weill%
10 me that Its incumbent upon me to also
suggest .1 metaphor for how we perceive



ow-selves when we leave here. We need to
compare ourselves to an ideal of a thinking
-community. Notice 1 say community and
not therapy group, where all feel conitOrt-
able, where none are challenged. A
COIIIIIIttflity Where people sutnctitncs don't

get along, but always try: where people
florin coalitions, even though they may not
get along with each other and agree with
each other. and may even not like each
other: where people try to collie together
with a common pursuit.

We need to remember what that
pursuit is and not how we're going to Ny
for it on the front end, rectignug always
that you end tip somewhere else. I'm not
suggesting that e become a k (Immunity
like the one in o, I e \as, ss here

everyone thinks the same thing. And I'm
not suggesting that we think of ourselves
necessarily as a family especially in these

days when all families are dysfinictional. I

don't 't W.1111 to start thinking of :ourselves as
the enablers. I want to see us as a COMMII

ratty of m. holas, who see tensions as

productive, and challenges as promises.
And as all aside, I also heard a number of
times that w hat we really need to do is also
think about the ways m which proficiency
and foi-eign languages are going to help us
into the future and to that. I would lust
like to say "ditto."

IC Make Michael: I hank you Jeinter for

those remarks. hey help me clarity a little

of what I want to say at the end. So thank
you. I thought I would sumnt.irize by
giving what to me has been the worst idea
rye heard while I was here, what were
several ideas that I see in the middle, ones
which I think are good but need further
clarification, and then what ideas have
impressed me as the best ones.

It's a little daunting to give the worst
idea but I look around and see that the
major proponents have gone home. so I
think I can do it. To me, this three-year
BA. makes no sense whatsoever. I recog-
mie there is nothing sacred about four: I
come from a trinitarian tradition myself.
But the students that we currently take in
as eighteen year olds are academically ill-
prepared, both m terms of the facts they
master and in terms of any capacity for
conceptualization and abstractor and
judgment. They are also, I think. emotion-
ally not as well-prepared as we would like.
I hies are inure fragile. morc needy. than I
believe previous generations of college
students have been and certainly more so
than I would like to see them be.

Its very difficult for me to understand
how we could move such people lion)
where they come in to where we would
like to see them at the end of a college
lint helot of Arts degree in a shorter period
offline than we have been doing. You
mentioned a five- year warranty on prod-
ucts..1 o me, a five-year I3.A. makes a lot
more sense than one of three-years. The
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exception I WO 0 1 give to that is if we are
able to evolve sonic kind of plan of
maternal service, voluntary service, prior to
college. We might then be taking in
students with a higher degree of sophistica-
tion and maturity, and able to work with
them in a shorter time-span. It just baffles
me as to why a three-year B.A. is a
solution to our problems. so that's my vote
for worst idea.

Somewhere in the middle., that is
where I picked upon ideas that have
attracted me a great deal, but ideas that
need sonic reflection and clarification. One
has been the sort of high technology
electronic campus. The form in which I
heard that idea presented that had the most
appeal to me was to use various forms of
electronic linkage, data links, fiber optic
networks, and so forth in order to prepare
students prior to sending them abroad.
Instead of grouping them in one place for
preparatory courses. they might be on their
own campus and taught from a central
lot anon. .1 her would then gather and take
then tiip abroad and be prepared to learn
in that t ultural contest. To me that had
ettant meta

I he t ea on that I am a little concerned
ith the plea is that we're located just

tss etas miles north of ( )no State and
dies 'Ye been doing a lot of their teaching

IC4'11%1011 lit for years. They've put a
let fillet in one building and students in five
(abet 14111(1)14;s where all they do is watch

11

the TV screen. To me that is exactly
counter to the kind of education that we
would like to provide. I certainly don't
want to see us moving in a direction that
facilitates that sort of impersonality unless
we were very careful about what we're
doing and have very clear ideas about how
to avoid the pitfalls of that approach.

The image in my mind thr the sort of
horrors of such impersonalized electronic
education is what I call the Darth Varier
approach. By this I mean this man who is
all machine. I fear that the students we
produce would be no more than the sort of
grub worm which we saw existed inside of
that Darth Vader mask when it was finally
removed. So, he had been. Maybe at the
grave we could rediscover our humanity.
but in between, it concerns me.

A second point, the phrasing by which
I was very much impressed but I do think
needs to be taken with sonic care, was the
declaration that the question of multicul-
turalism is moot. One reason that struck
me is I've always been concerned with the

word moot. which means to debate. It did
not, originally at least, mean beyond
debate, but to debate. I don't think the
question of multiculturalism is beyond
debate. I think by the existence of multi-
( ultural programs in education and on
campuses that the battle has been won. I
believe that's what was meant by this
statement.

I would caution on two fronts that we



Often, it does not seem to be understood that a variety of these

educational initiatives we're talking about: off-campus study,

multiculturalism, Women's Studies, are issues that need to be seen in the

context of the overall educational effort of the institution, not simply as

peripheral programs that can be tacked on if tlrri 's money lett over.

must remain both vigilant and active in
pursuing the goals that the etibrt for
multiculturalism puts forth. Vigilant
because as soon as something has become
slightly legitimized, it becomes often more
difficult to preserve it, fund it. maintain its
prominence than it was when it was
illegitimateand theretbre brought out a
lot of the rebel energies and proponents
and so forth. Theretbre, on a practical
level. I think continued vigilance will be
necessary.

The other is a inure theoretical concern
or a long-term concern of what we mean
by multiculturalism. I believe the vision
presented yesterday by Manning Marable' is
.1 viable one that can sustain this idea, this
way of teaching, and a way of conceiving
the university tar into the fture. However.
I don't think that's a vision shared by
everyone who talks about multiculturalism.
Somewhere underneath the variety of
cultures that we've become knowledgeable
,shout, and underneath the variety of
valuable Ideas. practices. aesthetics, and so
forth presented by various cultures,
somewhere under that we lutist struggle for
a common culture that allows us to live
together and discourse together. I think it's
important to continue to inquire in the
ctillege context, in the liberal arts college.
Into how that common viston is to he
shaped, Inns. it can he rich, gltn,ally. i km
tt can provide for the vii of perspec

lives that intiluctiltural movements has e

attracted and at the same time leave us a
basis for common discourse and Ilk.
together in a community. I think that part
of the issue is far from moot. I think it is
still very much a part of what we should be
about in liberal education today.

We: best ideas. I was going to say that
the best idea I had heard was Neil
Sobania's idea that off-campus programs
ought not to be seen in terms of tuition,
export, resource drain or whatever. but
simply a part of what it means to provide a
liberal arts education in the twenty -first
century. As such it therefore becomes a
part (tithe general priority and budgeting
process of an institution, not peripheral-
seen as somehow more costly than a
science lab. a good library, or whatever. I
still think that's an excellent idea and I
have tried to promote that view in the
budgeting process on my campus.

Often. to my dismay it does not seem
to be understood that a variety of these
educational initiatives we're talking about:
off-campus study. multiculturalism,
Women's Studies, are issues that need to be
seen in the context of the overall educa-
tional effort of the institution, not simply as
peripheral programs that can be tacked on
if there's money left over. They need to be
wen as Cellt:al to what we're doing. They
will still bt sullect to the give and take of
budgeting process, but not peripheral to it.

I (let idet1 this morning, in the session
on enduring value to liberal arts education,
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I I do need a sense of ourselves as institutions Ouch teach

something about values, clearly not preachiv a particular set of

values, but help* students and 11(.44,1,6w:thy constantly to he

invoh,ed in the process of ask* tough questions, lilt' - derision

qm.s.ions, rather than simply providiv Mlivnation.

that I was beginning to hear what is

probably to the the best idea to emerge in

the conferencewe do need a sense of
ourselves as institutions which teach

something about values. clearly not

preaching a particular set of values. but

helping students and helping faculty

onstantl to be involved in the process of
asking tough questions. 16-decision
questions, rather than simply providing

intormation. That seems to me %dna we

have been about in these schools for most

of a i entury and a halt, or son:hing on
that older of time. A part of a larger liberal

arts tradition that stretches back centuries

below that. A process of continuing to
pt o% tde people with information. Not just

intormation. but information w Inch is

immediately placed in the context of
questions, of allies. of decisions. so that

ss c are not merely providing facts.

We do not merely challenge established

.dues, but are t onstantly asking students

and t,n tilt\ and administtators in the entire
oininumo. of learning which is a college.

14, be engaged m the process of asking

tough. ethic al. moral. religious. theological.

and ct ologn al questions. Hie questions

that matter must be shaped in the context

of the Training c ommunity. l'his type of
allege is uniquely equipped for carrying

out that mission. lintortunaich,, we get
distiat led b everyday t 4111Calls and tiaget

the mission, kit e're uniquely equipped

tot it

Then.' is one tnrther point that I would
make. I think it will lead to some discus-
sion with the next set of comments. I heard

a lot about a focusing on the student

learner and on student learning. I do think
that's where our focus needs to be. Rut I

would pick up and reflect agan, the caution

that jenifer gave us. that the students may

not be the people best equipped to tell us

what we ought to be doing when we're
teaching them. We are a part of a long

tradition of liberal learning. We have the
kinds of:questions, conceptualizations. and

value issues I was mentioning.

We have made efforts to link ourselves

into that tradition. We have dedicated our
lives to the preservation. the expansion.

and the retnrmation, perhaps. of that

tradition. Our mission is to pass that sacred

learning on to the next generation. There-

fore, the student is not the person to whom
we gothe student's own perceived needs

is not the place go !o rind out what the
mission of liberal education is. In tact, the

student is not the end m this process. Hie

student is the next link m chain of
communicating that tradition of liberal
learning. We can only forge that link ifsse
look at the materials we're working ss nth. if

etc very caretnl to try to educate that

student into the kind of liberally educated
and value-Miming person that we think .1

liberal education creates.

We must always hold up Mr ourselves

and Mr them. the ideal that they .ire a link
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in the chain. It did not begin with us and it
does not end with them. It is a part of a
much longer process. That ideal provides

sonic of the purpose in the direction that I

was talking about in the last comments;
that we sometimes lose if we focus only on
students and their perceived needs in the

education.

Marilyn.). LaPlante: In the letter that we

got from Jeanine L. Elliott. Vice-President

of GLCA. it said to listen for something
that sparked our interest and enthusiasm
and talk about that. I told her that I

thought this was a real sneak). way to be
sure that six people listened really carefully

throu!,!-. ,ill of the conference sessions. I
found my spark in the very first session so I

thought I was golden. I could focus On
whatever else I wanted to through the
course of the rest oldie three or four days.

When the spark came. I dismissed all

the product and consumer language.
Instead I heard Richard Smith suggest to us
that We need to pun the student hack into a
much mole c mural tOcus ti,r our ethic.

tiul"1"Petion e I almost stood up And

Said "Yes'" like the students do hOW
ht.' MN. I think ss r spend l it Ioo !Mk 11.

time thinking about omit teat ling. thinking

about on administiationmd thinking

about the logistic s.
We don't spend neatly enough tulle

assessing w ho thew students are who collie

to his 411 thinking about where we scant

them to go. Not where they tell us the
want to go, but where do we want them to

go? Then, what do we do with them in
that short period of time, whether it's one
year. two years, three years, four years, or

more? What do we do with them in that
short period of time to get them to where
we want them to go% That was my spark. I

was all tired up because I didn't have to
think or even worry about this anymore.

UntOrtunately, i ha,e worried about it
because it seems to me that this idea has
stayed on the fringe. ',hat the conterence
did not place the student back into the
central position. Several people referred to
the importance of focusing on the student
in different ways mid I appreciate that. In

the last nweting I was in, I overheard a
conversation. I haven't been able to
identify if this person is sitting here so I

apologwe if i am saying it wrong. lint, I
overheard pmt say. "I am really disap-
pointed because everything I've heard you

sa sounds lust like what they're saying in

the public universittc..- And he is an
outsider from a public unweisity. I le .and.

''1 ewe, ted to hear (onverNations that \sete

ditletent because you ale private, insider
,its t alleges."

I thought that It was sets telling that
ss e ss err not talking very c mefulls about

the spec nail mission and spec IA tot us of

private, residential, liberal arts learning

communities. It seems to me that the

challenge liar tis for the next century, k
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The greatest value of the GLCA is found in the

opportunities that it affords to various groups within our

wlhges to meet and learn trout each other.

we're approaching it, won't be the chal-
lenge for the century because there'll be
20.00o more in the meantinie. The
challenge for us at this point is to redefine
who we are as total residential communi-
ties because that's who we say we are. We
say that we are residential colleges and that
must mean something. So we must work
to redefine ourselves as residential, liberal
arts learning communities.

_John H. Jacobson: There is sometimes
merit in saying what everybody is thinking,
isn't there? l've been trying to remember
who it was who said recently that leaders
of corporations and colleges need training
in how to make visionary statements.
We've had a grand display of visionary
statements at this conference: some insight-
ful. some novel, sonic ',Militating. Some
otittimoded and outworn. All of them good,
bad, and indifferent, help us to retiatis and
refine out own vi.10115, hence our visionary
statements.

(II ('A is .1 t oluntary assist Litton of
alleges that ate in sonic respects,

but very thfrerent ui malty. If we were, for
\Apk, 1M1v3T,Ity system, rather than a

voluntary association meeting here today.
we would have to frame and enforce
common policies. Sharing visions is much
mote smoulating and liberating titan
adopting policies and forcing people to
t ontOrm to them.

I think that the greatest value of the

GLCA is found in the opportunities that it
affords to various groups within our
colleges to meet and learn truth each other.
As sonic of our speakers have reminded us,
our small size has its advantages. Yet it is

sometimes valuabl. to have a larger group
of colleagues than any one college offers.
Such programs as the (;.(:A Course
)esign and Teaching Workshops, our

international programs. and our off-campus
programs, help us to gain the advantage of
size while retaining the advantages of
smallness. The teaching of faculty and the
college experience of our students is better.
fir. better. than it would be without the
(a.CA. That is the most important thing
about the association. That is what we
need to preserve in the next thirty years.

Thank von.
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Elaine Comegys: I think this conference
has caused me to reflect on what the
Committee for Institutional Commitment
to Educational Equity O(:EF.) has done
over the course of time. what Women's
Studies has done, what our international
programs tried to accomplish. It made me
think of bridges and links, t onnecting
points, take-otr points, and sharing points. I
think these are all very important.
remember quite well the Earlham VIM()
t.onterent e \sliest. theme welc piesidents,

provosts, deans, at atletint s, and student
affairs people At that tithe a, set tut
ourselves three goals- that the t tutu uluin



One ql the most exciting things about the GLCA.fiv me has

been the trust between institutions that permits us to share

goals, visions, accomplishments,hilures, and problems.

in each of our institutions should reflect
the presence of people of color and
women; that we should concentrate on the
recruitment and retention of minority
students and faculty; and that we should
work together respecting the differences of
our institutions. Work whore we could on
common bonds but preserve our unique-
ness.

One of the most exciting things about
the GICA tier me has been the trust
between institutions that permits us to
share goals, visions, accomplishments,
failures, and problems. The tact that we do

not seek to make ourselves like one
another, but grounded in respect for one
another, we choose to reach another level
and work together,

I also remember quite clearly one of
the first meetings of ICEL, and ICEE for
those of you who don't know, is the
African American Studies or Black Studies

Task Group of the (..CA. I remember
how we literally tell upon each other's
neck in joy of seeing people like ourselves
who understood what it was like to

struggle in predominantly White institu-
tios and not be understood. Not be able
to talk about the stress of it. The disillu
sionment of some of it. Hie hopelessness of
some of it But deteimmed to t Nate
budges, links, !Met non+ and hope. Now
l('lil. t an meet at sill It a wiling as this, not
nutted Inw aid, not clinging to one an
whet, and be able to talk about programs

that are finally beginning to be accepted as
legitimate programs. We can reflect hack
on 1986 when, excuse me for saying so,
but Albion and Hope couldn't quite
envision some of the things that we were
talking about, to a place now where each
and every one of our campuses has experi-
enced penetrating and powerful change.
Maybe not what we wanted, always, but
for ni the excitement has been watching
the different processes, the different
avenues, and hearing the different voices. I

find it exciting.
Now to be more candid, I have tried to

figure a way not to conic to this conference. I

am so weary of certain discretions. I thought

"My foot hurts, I can't drive. What are they
think

Then someone offered me a ride: no more

excuses. I'm glad I came because I'm really

leaving with renewed hope. I really do teel

that we have accomplished sonic things.
Three things stand out, and then I'll stop.

Again, in ICE E's workProwess. First we
limned a support group. We could pick up

the plume and say, "It's a bad day here.
Nobody understands me. They contuse me

with the only other Black ficulty person un
the bench. You know, that's when they teach
another course on the African American
experience or the women's issues. I want to

teach something else."
We've come from that point to, on a

somewhat voluntarily basis, going from one

campus to another to help colleagues
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develop, and measure. ICEE made a
commitment to visit each campus withio
the consortium and Nve've done that.
We've been hosted and welcomed. We've
been given an opportunity to meet faculty
on their campuses, to tall; with students, to
show them that there are other institutions
that have people of color and function, to
carry on conversations: "We ..nderstand
some of your issues, let's talk about it."
hlled with the support that we had built,
we decided to move even tiirther. How
could we help all women and students of
color take greater advantage of what we
believe in, what we're committed to. and
what we're offering?

The next step was tOr us, as a task
group. to visit domestic off-campus
programs. We went to the Philadelphia
Center. We visited students on the job.
We went through a diversity training
workshop. We shared and we talked. Now
we knew how to go back to our campuses
to recruit participants, and I think that's
beginning lo hear fruit.

We went to the New betty I ibrary,
patriarchal. neurothmk, etcetera, et etera,
and they explained to us w hat their
collections k untamed. We said, e hear
this differently, Your collet nuns, m fact,
Suntan) much information bow people of
olot. ins, slave 1,111,111s vs,

plalltatiott records, amt pullnt.ut try otd,.
Why don't you talk about these things:"
And they said. "Well, nobody's asked us

But they then began to rethink, and at our
Black Studies Conference at Kenyon last
year, Jim Grossman, one of their fellows
and librarians, came and presented to us
their revisionist thinking about their
collections and how their collections could
be used by women and people of color.
We're trying to get to New York; we're
even trying to get to Kenya (don't tell
anybody).

But quite seriously, I think growth has
taken place and sharing has taken place. I
wish that those of us who are in close
proximity would do more of it. Earlham
and Antioch are reading a common text.
Faculty will be meeting in May to talk
about that. We will be meeting to talk
about how we can share resources. For
example, if I )el'auw has someone coming,
that person could possibly stop of at
Wabash or Ohio Wesleyan. Could we not
combine forces for students so that students
can meet students on our other campuses,
and share the experience? Because it gives
them strength? It's not itist this way at
Antioch; it's difficult at Ohio Wesleyan; or
)entson. Let's talk about it. Let's talk

about learning communities, growing. and
survival with more openness. more willing-
ness to listen, more Understanding, and
stilt the true reflections of the presence of

w omen and people of color m our society.
[hank you.

Caftti./. (;Ilitlf): If I May. as we close. I
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would like to make three points of Ines
dential privilege. ,

First, I would like you to pin me in
thankins.r, our presenters today. Syr

would like to say there were three icasons
why I C.IIIe to the ( :A I he people, the

programs, and the prospet is. I have to say

that thus- three reasons have been given
new life. new energy. and have been
underscored; the people un (d CA I think
are just special. Vitae is no group like our
group and people who are not oldie
GI .CA will be the first to say that. I think
we have demonstrated it not only in this
session, but in all the sessions that have
taken place and probably in the bar and in
the corridor as well. The programs. they're
,dive. they're living, and they're vibrant.
We've gotten all kinds of new ideas. I
think the prospects not only tin our
organization. but prospects for the twelve
institutions that make up the organization
are indeed very promising.

It's been a long journey to this confr-
ence for me and my staff. as you can well
imagine. But lain sure I speak for them as
well as myself, that we go away energized.
we go away inspired, we go away feeling

very good about the work we do, although

we are somewhat reoved frinn the

campuses. We don't always see in the

direct way that volt set' "11," ImPres on
the campuses, but this has been certainly a
renewal time tin us.

1 astl. I would like you topon me,

please, in thanking the (.I (:A stall for all

them k\ Olk.

Wt' staid

MOI I ( 01.100, hi ,/d, in. ;War Lake, (:011y,

iin /On

Termer k I I ;nil, I shratir holt."of of ;cfniati. Thy

kI of II .1,0,11 /

.111. hart, .-1,,osate 1)east

and 1 her, ear of Inri :national ( )1u°

II 1,1 yds: I 'invehrty.

.11artlyti I 1.aPlattre. 1 hart of Kalarna:oo

s!(

lolm II ',holism, l'oc,tiletit. I lope

I lam, :osn(i:r. .1"04lar, I)rdrt of stud, Hrs.
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APPENDIX A: CONFERENCE PROGRAM

Wednesday, March 31, 1993

7:31) p.m. Opening Heftily and Keynote Address

Welcome: Carol.). Guard°, President, GLCA

Confronting the Challenges, Sustaining the Values

Speaker: Richard M. Smith, Editor-in-Chief, Newsweek

Respondent: Richard J. Wood, Chair, Board of Directors of the (GLCA
and }President, Earlham College

Thursday, April 1, 1993

1+31) a.m.

a.m.

1 I:1H) a.m.

2:1)1) p.m.

A Walk Through GLCA Histoiy

Plenaiy Session

Liberal Arts Colleges: The Threatened Species of American Higher
Education?

Moderator: Kenneth Bode, Director, Center tin Contemporary Media,
(NAP:1m University

Panelists: Sarah hit:, National Correspondent, Los Avies 'limes

James 13. Stewart, author and former Editor, II all .Street

Journal

Respondent: Richard F. Rosser, President, National Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities

Roundtable I hscussicHis

Concurrent Sessions

Science Education and the Education of Scientists

Moderator: F. Sheldon Wettack, President, Wabash College

Speakers: I lelen Murray Free, President, American Chemical Society

Richard C. Hudsonn, Executive Producer, Science
Programming, Twin Cities Public 'Television

Multicultural Issues and the Education of Students of Color

Moderator: Robert ( Bottoms. President. I )el'atiw University

Speakers: Edgar F. Beckham, Program Officer, The Ford Foundation
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John W. Porter, (:EO, Urban Education Alliance and
former Superintendent, I )etri)it Public Schools

International Developments and International Education

Moderator: S. Frederick Starr, President, Oberlin College

Speakers: IL. Moses Thompson, President, FeamTechnologies. Inc.

Jackson I I. Bailey. Professor of I fistory and Senior Advisor
to the Institute for Education on Japan, Earlham College

io p.m. Roundtable I )iscussion,

7:0 p.m. Banquet

Moderator: Richard J. Wood, Chair, GI CA Board of I )irectors

Commentary: Michele Tolela Myers, ('resident, I )enison University

Alan E. (;uskin. President, Antioch University

Performance: Following the commentary, .1 program of music will he
offered by students from I kRILIW UnleNitV, (;reencastle.
Indiana.

Friday, April 2, 1993

9:1H) Amt. Plenary Session

Thirty Years of Educational ChangeLooking Forward and
Looking Back

Moderator: Paul (:. McKinney, Provost and I )can of the College,
Wabash (:allege

l'eter Frederick. l'n)ft..sor of I listory.Wakhh Collegc

('ail li. (Intlin. Associate Professor of English and
(:()ordinatt)r. Womens Studies, Kalana/o0 (:ollege

Neal W. Sobania, Protessiw oil Listony and I )irector of
International Education. I lop( :ollege

Yvonne ( Protcessor of Black Studies and Political

Science: I )ear of the Faculty. The College of Wooster

II:111) a.na. ( 'uncut rent Sessions

From Crossing Borders to Crossing Cultures: International
Programs in the Contest of Multiculturalism
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Joseph Brockington, Assistant I )irector of Study Abroad and Associate
Professor of (;ennan Language and Literature, Kalamazoo College;
I loward Lamson, Professor ofSpanish, Earlham College; Patricia

O'Maley, I )irector of International Programs, Earlham College; Michael

Vande Berg, I )irector of Study Abroad, Kalamazoo College; JoAnn deA.

Wallace, I )irector of Education Abroad, Antioch College

Active Teaching and Learning: Why Off-Campus Programs
Flourish

Moderator: Thomas R. Hatigsby, Associate I )cart of the Faculty,

Antioch College

Stevens E. Brooks, Executive I )irector, GLCA PhiladelphiaCenter; Alvin I.

Sher, Executive 1)h-et-tor, GL(:A New York Arts Program

Breaking the Color Barrier in Higher Education

Moderator: Carol Lasser, Associate l)ean of the College, Oberlin College

I )wight Hollins, Assistant I )irector of Admissions and Coordinator of
Multicultural Admissions, Oberlin College; I )ino Williams, Assistant

Professor of-Cooperative Education, Antioch College

Fostering Growth as Teachers and Learners

Faculty of the (;ICA Course I )esign and Teaching Workshop: I kborah
Butler, Wabash College; Jane I )ickie, I lope College; I )ave Finster,
Wittenberg University; Peter Frederick, Wabash College; Dianne
(;train-Lelle, Albion College; Terry Kershaw, The College of Wooster;
Oliver Loud, Antioch College; Larry I ovell-Troy, Millikin University;
Katherine P. Price, I kPatiw University; Keith Ward, lknison University

Building Community and Communities in a Residential College

Moderator: Donald J. Omahan, Vice President and I )can for Student

AfFaiN, Albion College

Panelists: (:harlesi. Morris, Provost, I )(nstil) University; It. Eugene Rice,

Vice President and I )ean of the Faculty, Antioch College; Anne I I. Wright,

kan of Student kvelopment, Farlham :ollege
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?:tut pan. Plenary Session

Multicultural Education and Its Challenges for the Future of
Higher Education

Moderator: Len Clark, Provost, Earl:mi College

Speaker: Manning Marab le. Professor of Political Science and
History, and Director, Center for Studies of Ethnicity and
Race in America.University of Colorado at Boulder

Respondents: Gwyneth Kirk, Associate Professor of Women's Studies,
Antioch College

p.m. Roundtable I hscussions

5:tio p.m. Art exhibit by Bing I )avis, ( :hair. Art I )epartmnt. ( :entral State University,
and I )el'auw University alum

n: I 5 p.in. ( ;alloy Talk, Bing I )avis

7 ( Banquet

The (;IAA :A New Writers Award Poetry will be presented to the
winner, Mary Stewart 1 !millpond. tot her volume, Ow of Gummi,
published by W. W. Norton.

I he Earlha (:allege (;ospel (:hoir will perform.

992

Saturday, April 3, 1993

III) a.m. Workshops

The Liberal Arts College: An Enduring American Success Story

'menet: Jacob E. Nyenhuis, Provost, Hope College

Alternative Approaches to Teaching Diversity

'onvench: I is,' Ramsdell, Director of Affirmative Action and Women's
Programs, I )(Anson University and BonitaWashington-Lacey. Associate I )ears
tot Minority AtEurs, Earlham College

Teaching to the Challenges of Everyday Life

( 'onvvocts: I curie ( :hurt hill, Assistant Priqksor of I Itinhinities-( :lassics and
Women's Studies, Ohio Wesleyan University and Keith Ward, I )erector of the
Freshman Year, I lenison University
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Faculty Roles in Confronting Institutional Challenges

Conveners: Marigene Arnold, Professor of Anthropology. Kalamazoo College.
and Ingeborg Baumgartner. Professor of Foreign Languages, Albion College

1:11f I a.m. Closing Plenary

Moderator: Carol J. (;uardo, President, (;LCA

( :ommentary: Elaine Comegys, Associate Dean of Students. Antioch
University

John H. Jacobson, President, Hope College

Marilyn.). LaPlante. Dean of Students, Kalamazoo College

R. Blake Michael, Acting Associate I )can of Academic
Affairs and Director of International Education, (Alio
Wesleyan University

/miler K. Ward, Assistant Professor of German. 11w
(:ollege of Wooster

I .' 1 n i 11iii)11 At!pUrns
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APPENDIX B: GLCA PROGRAMS AND INITIATIVES

The GLCA Member Colleges

II 'Iw are they?

The Great I tikes Colleges Association was

chartered in 1962 as a consortium of
twelve mitiwestern, liberal arts colleges.

Representing three states, these institutions

are: Albion College (MI). Antioch College

(OM. I )enison University (()I I hPatiw

University (IN), liarlham College (IN).
I lope College (MI), Kalamazoo College
(MI). Kenyon College (Ol I), Oberlin
College (Ol I), Ohio Wesleyan University

I), Wabash College (IN). and lime

('allege of Wooster (010. Hie twelve
olleges came together on the basis of

(minion t haracteristu.s. f ligh academic

standards and levels of achievement prevail

st ith both tat ultv and students at these

institutions. All art..wined in the philo-
sophical c ommitmnt to the liberal tins and

se tenses.

hiunded between the 1H24 and 1866,

; ( 'A colleges represent sonic of the

nation's oldest private institutions of higher

edit anon. heir commitment to quality
undo graduate instruction is illustrated by a

( if ( A aveiage fit 'studvnt ratio of

I Ind time fact that over 9i I"" of their
tat nines have a 1'11.1). or the terminal

degree toi then field of study.
I he mission of the (it ( is to pre

serve and strengthen its member institu-

tions as private colleges of liberal arts and

science. To this end, the Association
addresses fundamental issues which directly

Ale( t the vitality .lid the excellence of

these colleges.

Leaders in setting the standard .fi,r

Undergraduate education

Phi Beta Kappa: Several of the GU :A

colleges are included m the I 0"u of all

liberal arts colleges and universities in the

nation that are recognized by Phi Beta

Kappa. In some instances, the first private

college in each of toe three represented

states to have a chapter of this international

honor society was a college which is a

member of the ( :A.

Oberlin 511: Sharing an unyielding

commitment to science education, the

Oberlin 31)' distinguish themselves from

other colleges and universities by sending a

greater proportion of their science students

to graduate programs than the Ivy League

or the twenty top-rated research universi-
ties. Two-thirds of the ( d CA colleges

claim membership in the Oberlin 30.

Leaders its commmtity scritirt.

President Clintini, ut his Nrtiiiiirl 'wish e
Address deli% vied Rtitt It I, P/1)1 at

In 111t 1111t1 4411111 I 1.1111;1' 11111I1'11 iu 111,01.11 au, , ttficgt t s 11,11,111MM,, .1 11 11.1 1,114'1 MI, it, I, nth 11,111' III

adrn n. V .t Inn., rain, Ilan, III Illt Ilk'? it Ni1(1111! I Will ito t tail, It to r t nu tr, tl Its, t >hi 11111 tOl
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Rutgers University. spoke frequently of the
"spirit of service." The spirit of service, he
said, moves people to enrich the lives of
others and thus the nation, by giving of
themselves, their time, their talent and
their skills to help those less fortunate. It is
this spirit of service that is celebrated at
(;l.CA colleges.

Habitat fir Humanity- and other
nationally-directed service organizations
represent one of many ways in which
students at GLCA institutions become
involved in community service. One
college has a campus-based organization
which is so expansive and successfill in its

own right, it has won local and state
awards tOr the largest student-run commu-
nity ser%"ce organization in the state. At an
institution where at least one out of every
five students volunteers, putting in a total
of 8,010 hours per year collectively, such
distinction is well deserved. And there are
additional examples of extraordinary
student volunteerism at GLCA colleges.
One of these activities involves foundation
grants which assist students providing
community service to low-income areas
throughout the state. Another has the
distinction of having been recognized by
President Bush as the nation's 556th Daily
Point of Light. But volunteerism does not
end with graduation for ( a.cA alumni.

:ontiiming on into their professional lives,
ono. GI CA institution was ranked first in
the nation for the percentage of alumni

involved in community service (041'0. At
this same institution, 85% of the under
graduates are involved in community
service.

Leaders in preparing undergraduates fin-

graduate/profrssional study

CEOs in Business: Providing an educa-
tional experience that will prepare their
graduates for careers in a variety of fields,
(;L CA colleges are among the most
productive colleges and universities whose
alumni become corporate executives. Of
note, one GLCA college ranked eleventh
in the nation in producing CEOs of
Fortune 500 companies.

With over MO% of their graduates

applying to medical school and to law
school accepted, (;1(:A colleges are
recognized as leaders in preparing under-
graduates for graduate and professional
study. ID addition to numerous opportuni-
ties for one-on-one faculty /student
interaction, the hallmark of GLCA faculty
is encapsulated in one president's commen-
tary on a (a.CA college's faculty. That is.
they have an "ethos of extraordinary
devotion to students, . .

127112

!Educators of the Nation and the World

GLCA colleges are not only distinguished
by their curricula, their theulty, and the
talents of their student bodies, but by the
diversity within the student bodies,



Enrolling students from all the ditleieht

states and territories, fs well as die 111sttut

of Columbia, Puerto I(it o and forty five

foreign countries, ( ( 'A c colleges Milo ate

students from around the nation and

MOUliti the world I hell long held o out

mitment to off o =pus study, both domes

tic and unemotional, Unhook.% the Hole

they we themselves playing in the conk a

non of a wolld o miein v
pursue a vainly of

programs and at ovules in motet to sustain

their commitment to quality colon Alton

'These programs include heightening the

social and cultural awareness of their

students to international and domestic

issues of diversity. Examples of the mina

tives designed to provide exposure to

international experiences, in addition to

the off-campus study opportunities, include

the Program for Inter-Institutional Col-
laboration in Area Studies (PICAS) and the

Consortium for Inter-Institutional
Collaboration in Africa and Latin American

Studies (Cl( ALS). Both of these founda-
tion-funded programs are designed to

encourage curricular development, flunky

research, and student language. study.

In addition to colon ating students from

around the nation and around the world.

( ( :A colleges are dedicated to developing

diverse communities of students and

scholars. Specifically, a broad array of

strategies have been employed by (4 (:A

ollges to increase the representation of

American minority sub-groups within their
student bodies and increase the ethnic,

racial, and gender diversity of their facul-
ties. While they have been successful in

these endeavors, they recognize that their

work is not dome. In addition to increasing

the number of people from varied back-
grounds, the colleges complement these

Ohms with community building activities
which celebrate ditference and offer

t (immunities of cultural pluralism.

(;I.(:A Programs: Highlights from
'Thirty Years of Consortial Cooperation

Faculty Development

1)11) YOU KNOW . faculty develop-

ment has been a central part of the GLCA
since 197-1? Largely due to a Lilly grant

and the establishment of a GLCA Commit-

tee on 'leaching and Learning, a continu-

ing program of conti.rences and workshops

designed to support the professional

development of ficulty as teachers has been

sponsored. Throughout the Association's

history, GLCA faculty development
activities hive provided opportunities not
readily available elsowhere. These have

been deliberately designed ,tot to compete

with the faculty development opportunities
on the individual campus, but rather to
complement these options.

The purposes of faculty development

activities are to reinthrce the preeminence

of undergraduate teaching on (4 (A
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ampuses. This includes curriculum

development initiatives. which the GLCA
alleges, given their emphasis on teaching.

value greatly. The GLCA Course Design

and leaching Workshop (C:D&T). a
ss eek -long experience, is one example of

how the GLCA goes about creating

urriculum development initiatives. Now
in its seventeenth year, the workshop

identities innovative and flexible ap-

proaches that are geared to assisting faculty.

at various stages of their teaching careers,

to improve their teaching and design of
courses. Having been well received by not

only ( a.CA faculty. the program has

at lueved national recognition through

citations made in Coursc Design for Collo.

Tohher, (1992) by 1 arry Lovell-Troy and

Paul luckmann. A new component of

(1) T is to reserve one of the week-long

workshops for those ficulty incorporating
multicultural perspectives into the general

education curriculum. Made possible by a

grant from the Lord Foundation, this
newest component of (1)t`tT will begin

this summer.

Though first consideration goes to

( CA ficulty. faculty from other colleges
and universities participate in CI MT
workshops. Stemming from their ficialty's

involvement in the CDN'T workshop and

other ( :A conferences, institutions

around the country have modeled some of

their programs fioni the GLCA program.

( if note. the Associated Colleges of the

South, a recently tOrmulated higher
education consortium of southern colleges,

whose ficulty have attended GLCA
conferences and Cl)&T, has chosen to

emulate the GLCA's faculty development
program. as well our off-campus study

opportunities and other programs.

Another of the other ficulty develop-
ment programs is the mentoring program

which pairs a junior ficulty member at one
institution with a senior ficulty i»ember at
another institution. The program was

developed in order to offer support.
orientation to the profession, adjustment to

the life and culture of a liberal arts and

sciences college, and general guidance to

new GLCA faculty. Additionally, the
consortium sponsors conferences and

meetings that enable faculty to discuss

innovative and up-to-date pedagogical

issues within and across disciplinary

boundaries.

01I-Campos Study

DID YOU KNOW . . . the oil campus

study opportunities represents the first area

of consortial initiatives tin the (;l ;A? And

that the GLCA ofFers both international

and domestic off-campus study experi-

ences? Intended to provide extraordinary

opportunities to learn trout other peoples

and to participate in activities through

which they encounter national and intetna-

now) issues, four International and Iota

domestic programs are tittered. The



international programs Include: Studies in
Africa, European Academic Term, Scot-
land, and Japan Study. The domestic
programs include: New York Arts, Oak
Ridge Science Semester, the Philadelphia
Center, and the Newberry Library program
(offered in conjunction with the Associated

Colleges of the Midwest). Students receiv-
ing financial assistance are able to apply

their aid to the program's tuition, thus
e to allit ..ao.making otf-campus study availableI

students, regardless of financial k ircum-

stances.
In place tOr thirty years, the Japan

Program represents one of the first off-
campus study programs of its kind. Al-

though most college students today,
regardless of the college or university they
attend, have access to otf-campus study
opportunities, domestic or abroad, when
the japan program began in the early
I960s, it was one-of-a-kind. Other early
programs were located in lieruit and
Bogota.

tinnlies

1)11) YOU KNOW... the \04, of the

(il Women's Studies ( 'oninnttee Is

considered a pit meeting ethirt to infuse the
curriculum with feminist perspectives and
ni raise women's issues on campuses in
higher education, nationally? Established in

1971i, its early work was acknowledged and
supported by grants from the Fund for the
linprovelitell of Postsecondary Education

(FIPSE), the Ford Foundation, and the
Lilly Endowment. In I 7 the Women's
Studies Committee reconsidered its
priorities and identified the following areas
for the iOcus of its activities: continuing
work on the organization of Women's
Studies curriculum, enhancing the relation-
ships among women faculty, developing
(d (:A-wide curriculum integration
projects, recruiting and retaining faculty
with Women's Studies interests, maintain-
ing and building bridges to Black Studies,
cross-culturalism, and the variety of
teminisms, and keeping up with developing
issues in ktiiimistu Mid Wuiueii's Studies.
The objectives oldie Women's Studies
agenda are fulfilled through conferences,
newsletters, the publication of a resource
handbook, and the exchange of curriculum
materials and project reports.

Alulticultural Aj /airs

1)11) YOU KNOW . ( ;1.( :A colleges

have someone in their admissions offices
responsible for guiding the institutions'
multicultural recruiting initiatives? Building
on intOrmal discussions among various
constituencies across the campuses, the
early 1981)% mark a time when ( ;IA:A

colleges, is a collective, began tOrmulating
ideas around multiculturalism and what it
means to and for the CA. After laying

the groundwork in those early meetings,
culminating in the 198b conference,
"I fiversity: A Challenge to the Liberal
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Arts,- the GLCA made increasing the
representation of American minority sub-
groups across the consortium a consortial
initiative.

ICEE. the GLCA Committee for
Institutional Commitment to Educational
Equity is the committee responsible for
keeping issues of diversity relevant and
moving forward. Focusing on curricular
and quality of life issues for African Ameri-
can and I lispanic persons on our campuses,
It :l meets during the year to discuss a
variety of issues and sponsor the GLCA
Mack Studies Conkrence. While the first
Black Studies Conference was held in the

tall of 197S, since the fOrmation of ICES
Mack Studies conkrences are held on a
regular basis.

The Multicultural Admissions com-
mittee (M(:A) is a vital component of the
onsortium's commitment to multicultural

affairs. Providing specialized leadership in
consortial recruitment activities, Mt:A
officers focus on the recruitment of African
American and Hispanic students. One of
organization's most impressive activities is
Planning for College. an early awareness
program titer African American and His-
panic high school students. In its fifth year,
the Planning for College program addresses
such areas as admissions, financial aid,
faculty expectations. and social life is well

as life after college. The program aims to
begin an early dialogue with ninth- and
tenth-grade students, and a continuation of

that dialogue fOr eleventh and twelfth
grade students, about the accessibility of a
college education. and a liberal arts educa-
tion in particular.

New Writers Award

DID YOU KNOW .. . 1994 will mark

the twenty-fifth year of the GLCA New
Writers Award? The award recognizes
outstanding literary achievement in poetry
and fiction. Each year, publishers are
invited to submit copies of those volumes
of poetiy and fiction which are the first
work published by an author. Panels of
judges, made up of GLCA Eiculty iii
literature and writers in roidence, rvvicN

the works and select an author for the
award in poetry and one fin- the award in
fiction. As a part of the award, the writers
agree to tour the (a.CA colleges, partici-
pate in classes and forumsmd discuss their
works and creative writing with faculty and
students.

GLCA Initiative: International
Education

Off-Campus Study (International Programs)

The first area of consortial initiative, the
Great Lakes Colleges Association has a long
and proud history of offering international
off:campus study opportunities to students
attending its member colleges. Keeping in
mind the theme of consortial cooperation,
past and current leadership have been



steadfast in their commitment to providing
GLCA students the extraordinary opportu-
nity to learn from other peoples and to
participate in activities through which they
encounter international issues. A special
dimension of these programs is that the
GLCA students who participate are able to
apply their financial aid to the tuition costs
of these mternattonal programs. Thus every
attempt is made to make sure that all
students, regardless of !inane i ii need, air

capable of participating. PIVWIIIIV. the
GLCA administers the following Interim
home! programs: Studies in Atilt a, 1. um

pears Academic Term, Scotland Plogram,

and Japan Program.
Extending the base of consortial

()operation. the GI CA works with other
higher education consortia and institutions
in offering international off-campus study
opportunities. In particular, the consortium
sends students to programs administered by
the Associated Colleges of the Midwest
(ACM): the C./cell Program, as well as
opportunities to study in Hong Kong,
Russia, and India. These pre.lpaius, while
administered by ACM, are available to
GLCA students with the saute tuition
benefits as programs sponsored by the

GLCA.

PICAS and CICALS

PICAS (Program for Inter-Institutional
Collaboration in Area Studies) and
CI( :ALS (Consortium for Inter-Institu-

mm! Collaboration in Africa and Latin
American Studies) represent two unique
programs funded by the Ford, Mellon, and
Pew Charitable Trust foundations. PICAS,
established in 1985 in conjunction with
ACM and the University of Michigan, is a
multi-faceted program including opportu-
nities for Ciculty and students. Designed to
encourage curricular development, fieculty
research, and student language study, the
progiam has also sponsored area study
onfereni es and lectures on GLCA cam-

puses. t 'It 'Al S, established in 1988 in
(mum( tion with Michigan State Univer-

sity and kith mu the PICAS model.
eta outages (11 (:A Cu ulty and students to
take illhAilage of the academic resources in

Atilt an and I .inn American Studies at

Mt Ingan State Ilinversity dining!' Ian
guage and cultural stitches. In 198),
( :It AI.S extended Its tee nutment of
faculty and student paint wants to mdtide
several of the Iltstorie ally lilac k 'olleges

and Universities
In their current outiguratons, AS

and CICALS represent two foundation-
funded projects offering the (11.CA
community the opportunity to do research
in area studies centers at the University of
Michigan, in language studies at the
University of Michigan, Michigan State
University, and Beloit College, and in-
country experiences in Africa and Latin

America.
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A Tradition o/. Commitment

Sharing long histories of to
international interests, GI_CA colleges, like
other liberal arts and sciences colleges
committed to international education,
produce alumni who often become leaders
m areas of international interest. For
instance, graduates of liberal arts colleges

are more likely to have majored in fineign
language or area studies, than are all college
graduates nationally. In addition, graduates
of liberal arts colleges regularly pursue
doctoral degrees in international fields of
study, and they are more likely to enter the
Peace Corps. than their peers at all U.S.
colleges and universities.

GLCA Initiative: Multicultural Affairs

Students

The collective African American enroll-
ment of (*1.( :A institutions has steadily
increased from 3,7% in 1986 to 40 to

1992, an increase of 31".0. Additionally., in

relation to P192 national enrollment figures
of Alm an American undergraduates in like
institutions (small town/rural, private,
selective liberal arts and sciences colleges),

the ( ;ICA colleges exceed the national
average (i.e. national average= 3.8"i.,
( &CA average= -1.0.'4

These increases in African American
student enrollment have been achieved m
spite of the fact that these colleges are
located in a region of the country that in

recent years have suffered great economic
declines. In a study of African American
enrollment trends by region of the country,
the iindweces poor economic condition is
identified as having a negative impact upon
the overall African American student
enrollment and aitainment, in comparison
with other regions of the country.

(:onsortial programming toward
attracting multicultural students, most
specifically, African American and I lispanu
students, has intensified m the p.11 rek%

years. On each ()idle iampuses thew is an
admissions representative who is exile( fed

to guide the recruitment initiatives for
multicultural students. In several of the
Admissions Offices, more than one
multicultural person is involved with this
recruitment process. It is clear, however,
that all members of the Admissions staffare
expected to be involved with multicultural
recruiting. The people responsible for the
coordination of multi ultural student
recruitment work collectively as the GLCA
Multicultural Admissions Committee.
"Planning fin College" is an Mint among
all twelve colleges to increase the presence
of African American and I lispanic students
in higher education. The program, in
operation since 1989, has evolved into an
initiative that pm tides African American
and I hspanii city high school freshmen and
sophomores the opportunity to realize that
a college education is within'their reach
and familiarizes them with the language



and expectations of a collegiate experience.

(:overing such areas as admissions, financial

aid, faculty expectations, social life, and life

after college, our colleges draw upon their
own African American and 1 lispanic

alumni, many of w tutu graduated from the

high schools in ss hich the progiams ale

located. to share their esperient es ss ith the

students. Six to) ttNCII t its high stools
xvith significant Ain( an Aloe' It an and or

Hispanic populations arc whet ted fin

participation. ( 'airrent sues hit hide (les

land, O11 and Indt.apolts, IN, \ ith
Michigan sites to he atiticti in 199.1. As

each locale It 0)11 a lowing siltedule, a

follow -up program 11.1s been designed

which allows those students who part it

piled Js th's11111011 and sophomores, to

tome back as itiniois and seniors to again

Meet with the multicultural admissions
officers and revisit these issues, particularly

the atinitssmns application and the financial

aid application processes. The program, run

by the ( (:A Multicultural Admissions
Committee. represents One of our most

fruitful arenas of consortial cooperation.

Facility

While working to increase the number of
multicultural ficulty on (lI,(:A campuses
li.1, proven most challi.nging, the colleges

t ()mimic to make concerted eflOrts to

diversify their faculties. Between 19Mti and

l'P)2, the colleges Increased the number of
African American faculty by 53% (i.e., 34

tnll-tune faculty in 19M6: 52 in 1')92), and

increased the number of other minority

faculty (Hispanic and Asian combined) by

92".. (i.e., 38 full-time faculty in 1986; 73

ut 1992). A common topic of convcrs,moii

among (;LCA chief academic officers, the

colleges are working together to develop

such strategies as minority post-doctoral

and dissertation fellowships, and network-

mg with minority academic associations
order to enhance the ethnic and racial

diversity of their Ciculties.
Although the con...gee have experienced

difficulty in attracting minority faculty, that
has not impeded their progress in the area

of curricular development. nifty percent of
the colleges otter a major, minor. or

oncentration ill the area of Black Studies

or related areas such as African/ Aim an

American Studies or Area Studies. The

breadth of course offerings are extensive

and the number of ficulty who teach in

these areas exceed 1 20.

One-quarter of the campuses have

general or basic educational retpin ements

in ethnic or Black tit.tdies. Additionally,
several campuses infuse other required

courses with ethnic perspectives. (:unit ti

lum development is one oldie area of
multicultural affairs where them is the

greatest wealth of resources and expertise

within the (.11 CA.
These success have recently been

acknowledged by a Ford Foundation grant

that supports a new curriculum develop

Ili
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nient initiative. Using our Course Design
and Teaching summer workshop as the
model, a consortial Mini is underway that
will give faculty the resources they need to
revise general education courses to reflect a
broader range of cultural diversity.

Community Buildhw

All of the ( d ( moist.s are involved in
ampus programming that addresses

diversity. l'he t enterpie) e of several
1)1;111.10y heduled activities include the
observances of Martin I tither

lintliday and Black I listory Month. In an
attempt to extend the boundaries of their
t elebration to be inclusive of those who
wish to acknowledge the contributions of
others, the colleges bring guest speakers to
campus to Join in the celebration. For
example, as part of its 1910 Black I history
Month celebration, I lope College spon-
sored "An Evening with Langston and
Martin,- a dramatic presentation by the
nationally at'clanned actor I )anny (;lover
(I angston I bight's) and Felix Justice
(Martin I other King. Jr.). a stage actor
from San Francisco.

In addition to the regularly observed
at mines, several of the colleges otier
Addiinnial programming which celebrates
the t ontributions of diverse peoples at
vii mous tunes throughout the year. Many of
the t ampuses are involved with or have
di fitted instinituttial statements addressing
tat tal hatassinent. Both teaching and

administrative faculty are involved with
this level of programming on each of the
camptises.

lCEE, the GLCA ( :ommittee for
Institutional Commitment to Educational
Equity represents the consortium's com-
mitment to ethnic and racial diversity.
Each of the twelve );;LCA campuses has
professional administrative staff responsible
tOr coordinating minority or multicultural
affiirs. Several of these people, ilong with
ficulty, serve AS representatives to ICEE.

The ICEE committee meets several times a
year to discuss common issues and sponsor
the (;LCA Black Studies Coi6rence,
which, sin) e the formation of ICEE in
I 9MK, has been an annual event.

Several of the colleges are also begin-
ning to otier more instructive types of
programming such as Diversity Training
Seminars. Often incorporated into first year
student orientation activities, seminars are
also provided for faculty and administration
AS well as student residence hall staff.
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GLCA Initiative: Science Education

Faculty/ Student CollahoratiPe Research

liberal arts colleges are places where
teaching and research come together in
prat true as well as m theory and where
senior professors are actively engaged m
classroom and laboratory teat lung. They
are distinguished Iv educational environ-
ments that oiler students small classes and

3J



regular study groups. Many of these
institutions offer students plentiful oppor-
tunities to work one-on-one with faculty,
m addition to abundant opportunities for
hands-on research, both on and off-
campus. For instance, Oak Ridge Science
Semester, a GLCA sponsored off-campus
study program located at the Oak R idge
National Laboratory in Oak Ridge Ten-
nessee, enables students and faculty to
engage in collaborative work on site.

"Extending the Research Friendly
Curriculum," a GLCA conference,
represents one example of how faculty
student collaboration is celebrated and
valued. The conference, attended by
faculty and academic administrators from
the ( ;ICA as well as other liberal arts and
science colleges, fOcused on expanding the
concept of faculty/student collaborative
research beyond the boundaries of science
and into the social sciences and humanities.

Within this context, (;L(:A students
have the opportunity to work with ficulty
members like Dr. Jill Yeager who, while
teaching Biology in the Bahamas prior to
Joining the GLCA faculty, discovered an
entirely new class of crustacean: the
Iteimpedia. She continues to study the
remipedes as very little is known about
these small cave dwellers. When our
students have the opportunity to work
with outstanding faculty like I )r. Yeager, a
new generation of individuals dedicated t,)
scientific inquiry is born. Thus, when

Tahnee C. Hartman, received one of only
three Frank G. Brooks awards fin excel-
lence in student research from Beta Beta
Beta, the national biological society, we
celebrate not only "'juice but a tradition
of undergrmitiate scholarship characteristic
of the liberal arts experience.

A primary objective for science educa-
tion in (;ICA colleges, in addition to
providing science and mathematics cur-
ricula that engages and stimulates science
majors to become capable leaders of
scientific knowledge, is developing science
literacy among all students, so that they too
understand the role of science and
technology in the world of today and
tomorrow.

Oberlin 50

HR. Oberlin 511 is a group of
selective, independent colleges dedicated to
the concept of a liberal education. Sharing
an unyielding commitment to science
education, the Oberlin 50 distinguish
themselves from other colleges and univer-
sities by sending a greater proportion of
their silent e students to graduate programs
than the Ivy I vague or the twenty top-
rated research universities. These fifty
undergraduate institutions pride themselves
with graduating the highest percentage of
students who go on to receive Phi ).'s stn

the natural sciences. Two thirds of the
( ;ICA colleges claim membership in the
(*Mill 50.
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Shaping federal funding policy, the
Oberlin Si colleges. as exemplars of
undergraduate scienc., education, provided
the catalyst for mouvating federal funding
agencies to develop grant opportunities for
scientific exploration within the context of
the liberal arts setting. The outcome has
been the inclusion of liberal arts institutions
as Natural Science Foundation (NSF) grant
recipients (e.g., Project Kaleidoscope).

Project Kaleidoscope

In August 19W), The Independent Colleges
Office (R:0), received a grant from the
National Science Foundation (NSF) to
support a project that would develop an
agenda for st*engthening science and
mathematics in this nation's liberal arts
community. Specifically, the purpose of
the study is to determine "what works"
when teaching science and mathematics
education in the liberal arts setting. In
addition to ICO's institutional membership
(the (;rent Lakes Colleges Association, the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest and the
Central Pennsylvania Consortium), the
study, designed to be all inclusive of the
broader liberal arts community, integrated
other liberal arts and sciences colleges and
universities into the project.

Called Project Kaleidoscope, this effort
parallels similar NSF-fitmled projects

Iiicusing on the undergraduate sector at
two-year institutions, at public compre-
hensive universities, and at major research
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universities. Fhe goals of this study include
increasing the number, quality and persis-
tence of individuals in careers relating to
st fence and mathematics, educating non-
scientists to know the role of science and
technology in their world, building
t onsensus on what works in teaching and
learning in undergraduate science and
mathematicsind tit reasing recognition of
and support for the essential role of liberal
arts institutions in meeting the challenges
faced by out nation in st tent e and tech
nolop

NSF Grants awarded

Collecting over 1.5 million dollars in
National Science Foundation (NSF)
research grants m 1990 and increasing that
figure to 1.8 million in 1991, GLCA
Eiculty are asking and researching questions
salient to scientific research today. In doing
so, they are providing the students who
study the natural sciences at our institutions
the opportunity to be on the cutting edge
of scientific investigation as undergraduates.
Priding themselves on the ability to otter
their students access to some of the newest
and most advanced scientific instruments
and facilities in use today, 61,CA colleges
are helping to create a new generation
of leaders in science and scientific inestga-
non.

School/College Odlahorations

Responding to our nation's concern for an
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educated citizenry, GRA colleges define
the service component of the three .nins of
higher education: teaching, research and

service to include providing educational
services to elementary and secondary
schools. Over the past couple of years,
(a.c A colleges have formulated over
eighty different school/college partner-
ships. With approximately a quarter of
them focusing on science, mathematics,
and envaonmental concerns, and another
2.1)" focusing on the education of minority
students in science and mathematics, the

t ommitment GLCA colleges have made to

science and math education at all levels of

education is clear.

1 43
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APPENDIX C: 1992-1993 GLCA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Itichard J. Wood, President, Earlhani College, Chairman

David L. Warren, President, ()Ino Wesleyan University, I' 1.1. Chairman

Alan E. Guskin, President, Antioch University. Se. roar). /Treasurer

Robert G. Bottoms, President, I )ePatisv University. Evecittipe Committee

John H. Jacobson, President, !lope College, Es-ow/in' Committee

S. Frederick Starr, ['resident, Oberlin College, Eveottive (-:ommittee

Ts/idyll) I.. Vulgamore, President, Albion College

Mit bete 'hitch Myers. President, I kr,son University

I W re e I ). Bryan, President, Kalamazoo College

Philip I I. Jordan, Jr., President, Kenyon College

. Sheldon Wettack, President, Wabash College

lenry J. Copeland, President, The College of Wooster

Jacob E. Nyenhuis, Provost, Hope College

Katherine P. Price, Faculty, DePauw University

J. Kenneth Small, Faculty, Kenyon College

Austin Brooks, Faculty, Wabash College

Carol J. Guard°, President, (.reat Fakes Colleges Association

j1,111 tin t :0111rItthi 11,1/1111111: :111IMMer
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APPENDIX 1): SUPPORTING FOUNI ANONS

The tonferente int., supported by hinds Win:

The Ameritech Foundation

The Ball Brother% Foundation

I he I lerbert I I. and Grace A. I Jow Foundation

I he (;eolge (;mid Foundation

The Lilly Endowment

1 he ( :harks). Strosacker Foundation
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